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Keep that happy

-···

·

.

··~

expression

Descriptive pamphlet No. II-B contains full details far the construction
of a simple and robust A.C.-D.C. test
set, suitable far r.eading D.C. volts
and current, alternating voltages, and
for measurirrg L.F. valtages in radio
receivers. it alsa describes how the
meter may t1e calibrated to read
watts or decibels· and also deals witll
the design or current transformers to
enable high ranges af alternating
current to be . measured. Use the
coupon and get your copy now.

In good times or
bad, wherever you
are, keep to that
happy expression
"Player's Please."
The cigarette
which makes
happy expressions
everywhere.

--------COUPON---------WESnHGHous£ BRAKE & SIGNAL CO.
Pew HUt House, Chippanha.~p, Wilts.
I enclose 3d. in stamps.

Please send me

dei~icriptive

LTD.

pamphlet

CUT CIGARETTES.
PLAIN OR CORK

No. 11-B.
Narn~

~--""'

MEDIUM

oR

TIP~

..

.. ...................... P.W.

11.40.

Fits the Vest Pocket

RADIO ENGINEER'S
POCKET BOOK

NET

(By post

3/9)

Contains in easiliJ<'Onsu 1fable form nearl11 every /af't, figure and· (ormulae which
service
engineers.
students,
circ~tit dcsi,qners, rcutio-operator~; transmitters.
COIL~tructors and manufactnrer.<> require.
It is Jully inlit!.red.

A mine of radio information, including:
Valve Symbo~s. Wavelength of Tuned Circuit, lhductance, Inductive R-eactance, Capacity of
Variable Condensers, Resistance in Parallel, H.F. Transformer Ratio, Ca.pacityofFixed Condensers,
Condensers in Parallel, Condensers in Series, Resistances in Series, Resistance, Capacity and
Inductance in Series, Reactance of Coil, Reactance of Condenser, Wavetength Formula, Resistance
of Tuned Circuit, Valve Base Connections, Valve Leg Spacing, Reflector Aerials, Long-wave
Coil Data, Short·wave Coil Data, Medium-wave Coil Data, Transformer Data, Crystal
Combination, Accumulator Data, Miscellaneous International Abbreviations, etc.

WORLD CONTACT
IN

THESE

HISTORIC

TIMES

Of nll

Book.~ellers.

WITH

A

WORLD LISTENING PROVIDES A NEVER
INTEREST AND ENTERTAINMENT.

IS

or b11

post from Geuroe NPwne<i.,

Ltrl. (Boo le Dept.). Tou:er
House. Sr'i;lll.mllPfrn St.,
London, W.C.2.

TROPHY

ENDING

SOURCE

OF

~

~

THE TROPHY
SPEC! ALLY DESIGNED FOR
At.L-WORLD RECEPTION

TROPKY

6

Valve

incorporating all latest
improvements. 6. 5 to 545
metres. Built-in Spc1ker,
A. C.
:£11 . 11 . 0, tax £2 . 9. 8,
or 45:'- deposit etnd 34/6
monthiy.
At time of
gOirfg
to press l;mitPd
number in stock without

TROPHY 8 Valve A.C.
A super communication
receiver with
amazing
range. 7 to 550 metres.
:£14 .19.6, tax £3.4.5
or £3 deposit and 44/month!y

tax.
~howreams

at 77, CITY ROAD, E.C.1.

SEND FOR FULL SPECIFICATION

dJ
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358

11r;,q"' the

Jrese COMMUNICATION RECEIVER
ATTENTION is drawn to a new "EDDYSTONE" Production-the 358 Communication Receivera first-class engineering job embodying all essential features of a dependable Communication
ReceiYer.
•
Based on proved design the 358 gives a high performance and its reliability is calculated to meet
the exacting requirements of Service operation. lt is eminently suitable for every general communication purpose and is the product of engineers with wide practical experience of communication
work. The 358 is the progressive development of previous well-known " EDDYSTONE " Receivers
-it is designed to do a particular job of work-and to do it consistently well. 'Nhen absolute
reliability and outstanding performance are demanded the " EDDYSTONE " 358 will be found most
fitting to the need-a fact given emphatic point by the orders already placed by Government Departments.
SPECIFICATION
Tuning range~ of 31,000 Klcs to 1,250 K/cs by the use of interchangeable range units (additional coil units will shortly be
available to extend the range to 100 K/cs).
Power supply-A.C. mains (200-250 volts) for which a' power unit giving 6 volts 1.4 amperes and 1751180 volts 65mA is provided. (Later it is h0 ped to offer the 358 to work from a 6-volt accumulator input.)
Chassis of unit construction permitting .ease of service. Housed in welded steel cabinet, ripple grey finish.
Dil)lensions : 20! ins. by 12ins. by Ill ins. deep. Weight : 50! Jbs.
Selectivity : I.F. total bandwidth : 'two kilocycles at 2.5db down. Ten kilocycles at 40db down.
Sensitivity : Better than 3 microvofu-.: 30'}~ modulation for 50 milliwatts output on all ranges.
Audio Output : 1.5 watts.
frequency Ranges of Coil Units
are:

Image Ratio .
At 30 megacycles
2011
10011
12
210/1 (Range ' B ').
9
4.5
400/1
50011
3
1,50011 (Range 'D ').
2
8,00011
1.6
10,00011
1.2

..

Range A. 22.000
B. 9,000
c. 4,500
D. 2,100
E. 1,250

31,000
22,000
9,000
4,500
2,100

K~cs.

..

.

Output Circuit incorporate's twin jacks for 110 ohm or 2,000 ohm Headphones. (Other impedances ea~ be fitted to order.)
To simplify maintenance a meter and test switch is fitted by which the emission of each valve can be checked while in position.

ENQUIRIES ARE INVITED FROM GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND ALL UNDERTAKINGS
PERSONS ENGAGED ON WORK OF NATIONAL IMPORTANCE-

OR

By

STRATTON & Co. Ltd·.
BROMSGROVE
Telephone : MIDLAND 3nl

STREET,

BIRMINGHAM
Telegrams : STRATNOID, SJRMJNGHAM
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TAYLOR

Essential for the perfect working
of your "SHELTER RECEIVER"

SIGNAL
GENERATORS

ALL-WAVE

( 6.5 to J ,000 metres)

When you have made your
" SHELTER RECEIVER,"
as the makers recommend in
this issue--fit Ericsson Supersensitive Telephones.

E~ch of the 4 different
models is a fully selfcontained unit and
provides modulated
frequency signals for
tests on all types of
receivers.

These very sensitive tele·
phones are perfect reproducers and will open the eyes
of l9ud-speaker listeners.
Excluding all outside noises
and calling for no " forcing"
of the receiver, they will
probably turn you into a
'phone fan when the piping
days of peace return.

A fully descriptive
Brochure will be
S€'nt on requ('st.

FOUR MODELS
AVAILABLE
60 A

NOTE THESE IMPORTANT FEATURES
FREQUENCY RANGE.
6 overlapping ranges
covering from 46 mc/s to 100 Kcfs. (6.5 to 3,000
metres.)
MODULATION.
A separate valve, oscillating
at 400 cycles, is employed to supply internal
modulation, and can also supply up to 5 volts to the
output jack on the generator. There is a choice
of either internal modulation at 400 cycles, or,
unmodulated or externally modulated b~ an external
source or audio frequency.
ATTENUATION. Two attenuators provide for
coarse and fine adjustments. 0 to 10· microvolts
and multiplications of 10, 100, 1,000 and 10,000.
ACCURACY. Every instrument is carefully checked
against our standard in order to ensure the highest
degree of accuracy.
DeHvery at present ex-stock.
BRITISH MADE and guaranteed 6 months.

j

TAYLOit

f
t
i

60 U. A.C.ID.C. ma!ns,
2001250 volts.

'

.

_

.

C~ RADIO COLLEGE
29, Market Place, READING.
i-~-----------~-----(po~t in uosealed envelope, ·Jd. stamp)
I

T. &

Please send me free details of your Home-Study
Radio Courses.

OHIIS.
At all good radio llcalers.
If you have any difficulty
apply:

ERICSSON
TELEPHONES,
LTD.,
22, Uncoln's Inn Fielda,
Londoa, W .C.2".

Tel : HOLbom 6936.

I IMPORTANT

Are you liable for military service P The R.A.F.
is appealing for radio men, and many of our
students have already been accepted as Radio
Mechanics, Operators and Instructors. They
like the work and the pay is good.
Our Home-Study Courses arc praised and re·
commcnded by leading Radio Authorities.
Our fees are reasonable and can be paid by
easy monthly instalments.
Wherever you live you can study at home
without interfrring \vith )'our ordinary occupation. Do not delay, hut post coupon now
for full details of our Courses.
·
We ilao:e 111oved from London and Ealing:
our new address is : -

J

....................................

I

I ADDHFSS ..................................

;

L~!

3t

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.

tnoney in your spare tin1c.

;,NAME

3

li.ESISTAIICES
120. !,000 & 4,000

£11 - 11-0

ca11 study ii't homein your spare time
and, hec'ol'ne a gualified Radio Engineer.
Even if-'you know "nothing about radio, we eau
train you.
"
Hundreds of our stmlcnls who had no previous
knowledge .or experience of. rarlio h;J.ve secnred
well-paid''employment or spare-time work as
a rcsl).lt of our tn'linii.tg.
Never before has there lr<'en such an urgent
demand for trained r;~dio men. There's a
job \Vaiting for you ; or you cnn can1 good

I

Battery operated
by self-contained
H.T. and L.T. Dry
Batteries.

book and all are priced

EARN
MORE. MONEY

you

60 B.

Ali models are supplied
complete with instruction

C~N

r-

A.C.ID.C.
mains,
1001150 volts.

~~ Montrose Avenue, SLOUGH, Bucks.
"
Telephone: Slough 20061
" '

Y.OU.

I

A.C. mains, 2001
2SO volts, SO cycles.

60 L.

___ ;.,;,.:~:..;.;.:..·.;.;;.,;,.·..:.;..:.:.:.. ___ __

To listeners unaccustomed to
'phone reception they will
prove a revelation in clarity
and purity of tone. Most
comfortable in wear-a big
point when you put in long
spells of listening.

RADIO BOOKS

THE PRACTICAL WIRELESS
ENCYCLOPAEDIA

SIXTY TESTED WIRELESS
CIRCUITS

By F. J. Cam m.

By F. J. Camm.

,

Forms a complete guide to the construction,
operation, repair and principles of every type of
wireless receiver ; including definitions, explanations, formulae and complete instructions on the

making and testing of various wireless components.
716 net (By post 81· ).

NEWNES' SHORT-WAVE
MANUAL
By F. J. Camm.
Deals thoroughly with the special problems underlying the design of short-wave apparatus, the special
circuits which yield the best results, and designs
for receivers based on those circuits. Many useful
tables are included.
5/- net (8y post 516).

RADIO TRAINING MANUAL
The contents of this practical book are compre:hensive and deal with Radio as a career (including
Radio in the Forces. Production Servicing, Laboratory, etc.), an Outline of Prospects, Electrical Units
Explained, Radio Formulae Simplified, Principles of
Receiver Design, a Guide to Servicing, etc.
J/6 net (By post 41-).

I

~~t~~~~io~;cfc!~s as~~.;b~~~ !~~iri~~~~~~udi~~

Circuits for Battery and Mains-operated Receiv-.rs,
Adaptors, UnitS, Portabies, Shor~wave Recei"4'rs.
All-wave Receivers, Amp1ifiers. and a Roof'n.to·
Room Communicator.
316 net (By post M-}.

EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS
BOOK
By F. J. Camm.
General Principles of Wireless Receivers. Testing.
Special Remedies for local conditions. Noises,
their Cause and Remedy. Equipment Troubles.
Short-wave Troubles. Improving the Quality of
Reproduction. Accumulators and Batteries, etc.
With 200 illustrations and diagrams.
51- net (By post Sl6).

THE -MATHEMATICS OF
WIRELESS

THE SUPERHET MANUAL

By Ralph Stranger.

Edited by F. J. Camm.
Devoted to modern superhets, and deals with
fundamental principes of radio, problems of selectivity, valve fundamentals, the principles of the
superhet, aerial design, noise suppression and
A.V.E. tone control, servicing superhets with the
cathode-ray tube, etc.
SI- net (By post Sl6 ).

This' Wireless writer makes even the m os>:. abstruse
topics interesting-and amusing ! The book deals
with : Arithm~tic;, Algebra, Powers ::md Roots.
Differential Calculus. Integral Calculus. Trigono•
metry. The Sl.ide Rule. Logarithms. Efficie.ncy.
Curves and Graphs in Wireless.
51· net (By post Sl6).

Of all booksellers, or by post from George Neumes Ltd.
(Book Dept.), Tower House, SouthamtJton Street, London, W.C.2.
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FREE OF TAX ••

''

DELIVERY FROM STOCK! NEW SUPPLIES WILL BE 25°/0 HIGHER
EASY TERMS ARRANGED

I

I

RADIO

DOMESTIC

CLOCKS

RECEIVERS

SMITH'S ELECTRIC CLOCKS\Valnut, of piE'a~ing- de"ign ..
Alarm
..
..
..
.•
WESTMINSTER CHIMES CLOCKS\Vitll high-gradf' mo,·enlf.'n1 s, 8-day,
gnarantcrcl \Y~llnut ca~o~cB
••
A few trip!f' d1imes docks are
available nt
..
..
Postage 1/- extra.

MULLARD MODEL MHS 2:1£ s. d'
fl·YtliYc all-wave- battery Superhet
5 0
MULLARD MA~·!>O-·
4-valn~ all-wave ~uperhet. AC
9 5 0
COSSOR 4G M'/llCfJ-valve Suprrhrt all-wave
10 8 0
COSSOR 31Battery 4-valw all-wave Superhet
8 2 0
W.B. all·wa,·c Suprrhet. AC
11 0 0
VIDOR a!l·dry AHP ret·eiver 320 ..
7 7 0
EVER READY all·dry Superhct. reeciver.;
a Do 0
Part car. 2/· extra on receivers.

•

3

3 12

:rescu:.

£

•. d.

1

5

0

7 6
1 16 0
1 1 0
Senior Twin }{t>mu, 1 or :! K"' ..
..
1 7 6
Pleatte strrte t'l..l!ffg.~ ~cheu ardering am/ indude lf-

6

fr;'f postage.

SHAVERS
REMINQTON RAND AC: ELECTRIC
SHAVERS . .

MORPHY RICHARDS IRONS, Auto-control
Safet.y, post 1/MORPHY RICHARDS FIRESTubular Major, I J\ \V
..
••
Tubular Twin Beam. 1 or~ K\V
Cray Twin J3pam, l or 1 ~ K\V . ~

0 0

WATCHES

VICEROY NON. ELECTRIC SHA·
VERS (made by l\olls Razor.,
~~~~:~~esA w~l~ome .1
for ~~~~

ELECTRICAL GOODS

£ •. d.
1 17 6
1 10 0

GENTS' HIGH-GRADE 15 UWEL
CHROME WATCHES, Swiss mo,·ement (wri"t)..
..
1 15 0
GENTS' FLAT POCKET DRESS
WATCHES, CHROME, Same quality
mo\·ement. ..
..
..
..
1 15 0
LADIES' HIGH-GRADE 15·dEWEL
SWISS MOVEMENT W R I 8 T
WATCHES, CHROME
..
..
1 15 0
LADIES' MINIATURE, snrnc move·
rnent as above quality, Chrome . .
2 7 6
A few Bents' and Ladies' watclles in ICT cold
also available.
(If rife fo•· com.eiele •ra!c!l and clock list.)

HEAYBERD MODEL A 0-5BatteryCharger,
Westinghouse 2·12 volts at~ amps.
5 0 0
LOUDSPEAKER UNITS :
Goodmans PM. lOin.
3 10 0
Sound Sales llin. PM
5 10 0
1 10 0
Magna vox Bin. mains energ.
~~~~t1~~\gi~~n~:;>erg. · ·
~ ~: :
Celestion Sin. P~I..
1 10 0
Sound sale~ 12in. mains f'nerg. Super
Aurlitorium
11 11 0
Energising Unit for a hove
6 0 0
W.B. LOUDSPEAKER UNITS(.Tuniormmlel) 115 6
RADJOQRAM
UNIT
with
Pic-kQARRAfiD
up . .
4 4 o
Please include 21- extra for post awl pncking for
81u. units and 3/11 for larger sizes. !O.l:l. Auditorium
[l/· extra for rase.

*

Don't miss this outstandinc opportunity to secure Radio and Electrical coods at prices .which cannot be repeated.
Order at onceprices will be increased 25% to 33% Purchase Tax when present
stocks exhausted. •
• EASY TERMS QUOTED ON REQUEST.

2 10

0

2 15

0

MARY ANN DOUBLE-WAY AUTO IRONS
AC: model . .
1 10 0
Universal AC/DC • •
..
..
•.
1 12 6
Plrase state rullaqc u1;d include lf- posta&e zrlten
ordf'rinq.

MARY
ANN
UPRIGHT
VACUUM
CLEANERS
8 8 0
ACME "LION" WRINGERS, 16in.
2 7 0
STUART-TURNER ELECTRIC CENTRI·
FUGAL PUMPS, A<'ll>CNo. 10, Pmups lOO ~ak per hour
4 10 0
No. 11, Pumps 280 !!als. JWI' hour..
5 12 0
Foot valve and strninrr 12i6 and 15/· extra (when
water has to be lifte~l OYer 15ft.).
These pumps are or lirst-dass tonstruction and very
suitable for A.lt.P. Sheltero, etc.
LION EL ELECTRIC TRAIN SETS. High·
grade models
4 4 0
Details upon request, Goods or Passenger sets.
QUALCAST "PANTHER" 12 in. Relltr
Mewer and crass llox • .
..
..
3 0 3
(Price u.:ill be t•unsiderably higher next Sp1'ing.)

*

Please send 2!d. stamp for Illustrated price lists of any item. All orders dealtwitll by return. Terms Cash with order or C.O.D.

L~~~~oa~~ondo~IO SUPPLY C~~~y

All communications to
evacuation address-

11

WINDEN," ARDINGLY ROAD, BALCOMBE, SUSSEX.
e:rhe Universal AvoMinor and the
D.C. AvoMinor put within the reach
of the, seri'ous amateur a meatiS''·'01
·rapid pre~:ision testing of on accuracy .
unobta~nable with other imtrpments
in their class. Their, simplicity and
versatility make short work of all thenormal trouble -traddn_g pr~blenio. They are worthy ~e.Dtber~ of a_' r~nge'
of " A VO " Instruments renowned
for their high standard of ' work·
manship and efficiency.

TROUBLE-

TRACKING

SlMPLIIIID
~

0~

THE

UNIVERSAL· AVOMINOR
EJ.EC'fRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT

L \9.
,~I :?'J:f!:l'-

., t-

\'

.

~·

-..<(' -

~~

22 Ranges of Direct Readin11s
D.C.
A.C.
D.C.
Volts
Volts
Milliamps
0- 75 mllli- 0· 5 volts
0- 2.6 miill·
volts
amps.
0· 5 volts 0· 25
0· 5
0· 25
0-100
0· 25
- 0-100 ..
0-250
0-1()0
. 0·250 ..
0-500
0·500
0~500
.,
RESISTANCE
0· 20,000 ohms
0· 2 megohms
0-100,000
0· 5
0-500,000
..
0-10
..
Complete with Instruction booklet, leads,
interchangeable crocodile clips un<.l
testing prods.

THE UNIVERSAL AVOMINOR

THE D.C. AVOMINOR
Ji:l,ECTRICAI~

AVO
Regtl. Trade

Mar~

ELECTRICAL MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers :
AUtOMATIC COIL WINDER.· &

MEASURING INS1'RUMENT

13 Meters in ONE
Current
Voltage
Resistance
milliamps
volts
ohms
0· 6
0- 10,000
0· 6
0· .30
0- 12
0· 60,000
0-120
0-1,200,000
0·120
· 0-240
m•l(ollms
0-300
0-3
0·600
In case, complete with Instruction
booklet, leads, fnterchangea ble crocodile
clips and testing prods.
Write for fully descripti!Jf
parnpltlets and curre111 prices.

e

THE O.C. AvoMINOR

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT Co. Ltd., Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.1.
Phone : Victoria 3404/7
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PREMIER RADIO
PURCHASE TAX
We have sufficient stocks of all taxable radio goods (with very
few exceptions) for a reasonable period. When these are sold
tax will ~ecome operative. Purchase now and save money.
\

SHORT-WAVE GEAR
Short-Wave Coils, 4- and 6-pin types, 13-26,
22-47,41-94,78-170 metres, 2/- each, with circuit.
Premier 3-Band S.W. Coil, 11-25, 19-43, 38-86
metres. Suitable any type circuit, 1111.
4-pin or 6-pin Coil Formers. Plain or Threaded.
Ill each.
Utility Micro Cursor Dials, Direct and
:I
Ratios, 41].
New Premier l ..Gang S.W. Condenser,
2 x .00015 mf. with integral slow motion, 716.
Bakelite Dielectric Variable Condensers.
.0005 mrd. Suitable Tuning or Reaction, 116 each.
Short-Wave H.F. Chokes. 10-100 m., fOld·
each. High grade Pie Wound U.S.A. type, 119
each.
Lissen Dual Ranee Screened Coils. Medium
and Long Waves. 219 each.

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
for OVERSEAS NEWS
Incorporating the Premier 3-Band S.'N. Coil,
11-86 Metres without coil changing. Each Kit is
complete with all components, diagrams and

2-volt valves. 3-Band S.W. I Valve Kit. 1419.
3-Band S.W. 2 Valve Kit, ~l/6.

100

"LEARNING MORSE"
Premier Morse Practice Key on
Bake! it~ Base and Stass Movement ...

3{3

General Purpose Morse Key

5f10

Heavy Duty TX Key on Casdlase

10,/-

Bake! ite Buzzers
3 Henry Chokes
COmp!ete Kit of Parts for Valve
Qscillator as described in W.W.
" Learning Morse " ...

lf9
7f6
lSf-

SHORT ~ WAVE CONDENSERS
Trolitul
insvlation.
Certified superior to
ceramic. AH·brass construction. Easily ganged.
15 m.mfd.
119
100 m.mfd.
213
25 m.mfd.
21·
160 m.mfd.
l/6
<10 m.mfd.
2J.
2SO m.mfd.
2111

DE LUXE S.W. KITS
Complete to the last detail, including all Valves
and coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions
for building and working. Each Kit is supplied
with a steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in
coils to tune from 13 to 170 metres.
Valvi; Short-Wave Receiver or Adaptor
Kit ...
lOIC
Valve Short-Wave Supcrhtt Converter
Kit ...
23/Valve Short-Wave A.C. Sunerhet Converter Kit .. .
·
l6Jl
2 Valve Short-Wave Receiver Kit . . .
2913 Valve Short-Wave Screen Gr!d and
Pentode Kit
68!-

PREMIER 1940
"5v.5" COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER
A 5-valve Superhet, covering 12-2,000 metres in
5 wave bands.
Beat Frequency Oscillator.
2-spread Band-Spread Control.
A.V.C. Switch. .
Illuminated Band-Spread Dial.
Send-Receive Switch.
Iron-Cored IF.s.
Phone Jack.
Over 4 Watts Output.
Built into Black Crackle Steel case providing
complete screening. IOlin. Moving Coil Speaker
in separate steel cabinet to match.

~ueh:v:~d so;:~:~e .~ith ~~~

SP JSOA
SP. 350B
. SP. 351
SP. 352

151141·
141·
IS!·
1519

MATCHMAitEil UNIVERSAL
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Will match any output valves to any speaker
impedance.
11 ratios from 13 : I to 80: I, 5-7 watts, 1519.
10-15 watts, 2016. 20-30 wact<, 351·.

PREMIER MICROPHONES
Transverse Current Mike, High grade large
outp-ut unit. Response 45·7,500 cycles.
~iss level, 231·.

ENERGISED MODELS
Plessy 8 In. 175 ohm field, 716; G.l2 ener·
gised, 1,250 or 2,500 field, 631- ; 10 in. B.T.H.
1,600 ohm field, less transformer, 1116.

PREMIER 1940 HIGH
FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KITS
Each Kit is complete with ready drilled chassis,
selected components, specially matched valves
and full diagrams and instructions.
Completely
Kit of Parts
Wired and
with Valves
Tested
3 If 6
4-watt A.C. Amplifier... l 14 0
+watt A.C./D.C.
,
3 0 0
3 17 6
6-watt A.C.
,
6 16 6
7 13 6
8-10 watt A.C.ID.C.
6 If 6
7 9 0
IS-watt A.C.
..
7 18 9
9 8 0
Black Crackle Steel Cabinet, 1716 extra.
30-watt Amplifier, £16 . 4 • 0
60-watt Amplifier, Ill • 0 • 0

PREMIER BATTERY
CHARGERS for A.C. MAINS
Westinghouse Rectification
complete and ready for use
To Charge :
6 volts at I amp. 2216
2 volts at ! amp. 1119
12 volts at I :imp. 2416
6 volts at ! amp. 19/6 volts at 2 amps. 3716

1!,9 • 9 • 0

AMERICAN VALVES

Wire-ends. AU L.T. Windings
Centre-Tapped
300-300 v. ISO m.a. 4 v. 2-3 a.,
4 v. l-3 a., 4 v. I a., 4 v. I a. . ..
350-3SO v. 100 ma. 5 v. 2 a (not
C.T.), 6.3 v- l-3 a.
...
...
350-3SO v. 100 m.a. 4 v. 2-3 a.,
4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v. 2-3 a. ...
.. •
350-350 v. ISO m.a. 4 v.. l-2 a.,
4 v. 2·3 a., 4 v. 3-4 a. ·-·
. ..
350-3SO v. ISO m.a. 5 v. 2 a.,
6.3 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 2 a. ...

MOVING COIL SPEAKERS
All comple~ with transformer. Rola 6! in., 151-;
8 in. P.M.s, 1716 ; 10 in. P.M.s, 2216•

REPLACEMENT VALVES

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
S.P. 301

NEW PREMIER S.W. 4 VALVE A.C.
.
RECEIVER KIT
]•pn1ode H.J<', Stage, Pentod~ D('>tector. Ream
Pow~r Output. and F.W. Rectifier. 200-250 v.
A.C. Operation. Built-in PowN· Pack. llnmfrre opera Uon. l'or U'ie in Phones or P .3-f.
Speaker.
Complete Kit. of Part,. with dt•illed. <"hassls.
all eomponentR. Plug-in Coils covering 13-170
mru·es. 4-vah·es and full instructions and <'ir·
cuifs, £4-10-Q. ('ompl~tPIY wir('>d and te.o;tPd,
£5·10-0. Send for full detai!s.

Low

We hold stocks of all types at
competitive prices.
Auto Transformers. Step up or down. 100.
125 v. to 200, 230 or 2SO v. A.C., 60 watts, 9111
125 watts, 1316; 2SO watts, 1816•
L.T. Transformers, all C.T.
... 9!11
6.3 v. 2-3 a.
9111
4 v. 2-3 a.
2.5 v. 5 a.
... 9111
7.5 v. 3 a.
9111
5 v. 2-3 a.
... 9111
12 v. 3-4•a.
151Lissen Hypernik QPP Driver Transformers.
Ratio 8 : I. 4/3.
Push-Pull Driver Transformers
616
Universal Output Transformers. 11
Ratios. Single or Push-pull
6/6
Movinc Coil Mike. Permanent magner model
requlri'nz: no energising. Response 90-5,200
cycles.
Output .25 · volt average. Excellent
reproduction of speech and music. 49J...
Microphone Transformers. Suitable for all

FOR ALL SETS
Europa Mains Valves. 4 v. A.C. Types,
A.C.IH-L., A.C./L., A.C./S.G., A.C.IV.M.S.G.
A.C.IH.P., A.C.IV.H.P.. A.C.P., all 516 each ••
A.C./H.P., A.C./V.H.P., 7-pin, 816. A.C.!Pens.
I.H., 8!6 ; AC.IP.X.4, 7j3 ; Oct. Freq. Changers,
9/6; Double Diode Triodes, 716: 3!-watt D.H.
Triode, Ill-. 350 v. F.W. Rect., 516 ; 500 v., 116.
13 v .•2 amp. Gen. Purpose Triodes, 516 ; H.F.
Pens. and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pen., Double Diode
Triodes, Oct. Freq. Changers, 816 each. Full and
Half-wave Rectifiers, 616 each.
Premier Pick-up Heads
Will fit any tone-arm
...
...
...
716
Premier Pick-up with Volume Control ...
1116
ANOTHER SPECIAL OFFER
Rothermel Brvsh Piezo Crystal Pick-ups
New Junior P.U. with arm, 2416. Standard S.S,
Model with arm, 3419. P.U. head only, De Luxe
Model lfl6. 1940 Marconi Pick-up, 111·.
mikes. Tapped secondaries. A, 20 and 40 : I ;
B. 30 and 60 : t. 616 each.
Microphone Stands. ,Bakelite table stand, 9 in.
ring, 716 each. Adjustable Floor Stand, 8 in.
ring. Chrome finish, 1616.

ALL ENQUIRIES MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY 2ld. STAMP.

.PREMIER RADIO CO.

ALL

POST' ORDERS

to:

JUBILEE WORKS, 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD,
LONDON, E.S (Amherst 4723).
CALLERS to: Jubilee Works, or 169, Fleet Street, E.C.4 (Central 2833), or 50, High
Street, Clapham, S.W.4. (!Aacaulay 2381).
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COMMENTS OF THE MONTH
case in the form of forcing the
The Power of Speech
Germans to see the error of their ways.
SUPPOSE that everyone in this The B.B.C. motto is "Nation shall
country either listened in to or speak peace unto nation," but before
read the report of Mr. Churchill's that altruistic. state of affairs can
broadcast to the French nation, and be brought about we must confine
felt exhilarated by his fine choice of attention to winning the war. It is idle
words, and the logic of his arguments. to waste programme time speaking
Mr. Churchill is that rare combina- peace to a nation which will not listen
tion, an entertaining and facile writer to peace. We must wage and win the
of literature, a thinker, a politician, word war as well as the war of arms.
a journalist, and a convincing and We must ensure that radio plays its
inspiring speaker. There is no one part in preventing a recurrence of
in this country better able to put our war, ifwe are to decide the new order
case than he. Our broadcast pro- of things. We owe that to posterity.
paganda has been and will continue
to be severely criticised until it is Scrap Metal
planned by an expert in a sty!~
ECEIVERS to be described in this
similar to Mr. Churchill's. Such a
journal in the future will, for the
man must be able to coin a succinct most part, be designed on the wooden
and withering phrase, be able to chassis principle. We do not propose
satirise a situation, and by droll to use metal chassis whilst there is. a
contempt to lampoon otlr enemies .. need for the metal to be used for
Instead of that, much of our munitions of war; which reminds us
propaganda is namby-pamby milk- that most constructors may have old
and-water stuff which fails to convince. aluminium chassis and metal screenIf we decide that it is necessary to ing boxes and cans which will be far
drop pamphlets, those pamphlets better on the local scrap~metal dump
must make the best available use of than reposing in their junk boxes.
Our point of view on the long
the paper on which they are printed.
.It is my view that our enemies take debated problem of chassis versus
as little notice of our pamphlets as we baseboard is well known, for almost
do of theirs. The Germans have not .............. ............................................. _..............................,
wasted time, machines, and pilots
Editorial and Advertisement Oilices :
f
Practical Wireless,'' GeOI'se · Newue~, Ltd., ~
-in a pamphleteering campaign. Their ff ''Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand, ~
!
aircraft have been loaded with bombs ! W.C.2. 'Phone: Temple Bar 4363.
Telegrams : Newnes, Ranfl, London.
~
instead of bombast. They reserve the ;f Registered
at the G.P .0. for transmission by 1
!
Canadian Magazine Post.
;
1atter for Lord Haw-haw.
~
The Editor 1vill be pleaud to consider art-icles of a !
There is a growing conviction here ! prru·tical nature suitable for publication· in :
' l'llACTICAJ. WIRELESS." Such articles should be •
that we should not waste further time
uTittnt on on~ side of the paper only, and should
eontai.n file name and addrtss ojtlti! sender. n·llill•t
~n pamphlets, but should load our
I he Etlitor does not /told himself responsible for
.aircraft with· bombs, particularly as ., ·matw.srripts, ererJI r.ffort u:ill be. nu1.de to Tefurn
if a staJupelf: .and acldre8sed e'!'lJe_lope ix
we are not able to spend so much .l them
enrlosecl.
All correspondence intended for the
time over Germany as they are over - ! Rdit.or •hould be addresstd : The Editor, l"RACTICAI,
\VIHELESS, Geor(fe Newnes, Ltd., Tou·er H01.u;e, ;
this country. Those who think along ' :Su11.t,lwmpton Street, ·strund, W:C.2.
'
Owing to the rapid pragress in tlte design of · i
these lines urge that our programmes
~l'ifelesH f!PPY;TO..tttH and to our efforts to keep ouT
rt'aders ht touch with tlie latest developments, ?l'e.gire
in German should be more intense,
no 'i.l'llrmnty that. apparatus described in our
more frequent, and prepared by a
coltn,tw~ iR -not lite subje'rl of letters piltenf.
Copyriyld in all dra1o ings, pltologruphR aml
publicity expert.
The pamphlets
arliclr:; pulJlislled ~·n PUACTICAL \VIRI':LESS i.IJ
~pt~cifi.mlly reRert•ed throughout the countries signamay fall like the gentle rain from
tory to thP- Berne Cotn•ention and the U.S.A.
heaven upon the place beneath, but
Rrprndw';tionN or imitations of any of th.ece are
thm-Jore o:pressly forbidden. PRACTICAL Wua:the purpose of rain is to nurture the
I.t-:8~ incorporates "Auwteur Wireless."
roots and encourag-e growth, in this
~····•········•···;

I

R

i

-

! ............................................................................

every one of our receivers has been
designed on the chassis principle. Because some constructors found difficulty in working metal we produced
the metallised wooden chassis,. whilst
for those who preferred metal itself we
encouraged component manufacturers
to supply the chassis ready drilled
and bent. We propose, therefore, now
to revert to the metallised wooden
chassis.

Component Supply
LTHOUGH there is a temporary
delay in the supply of corn.;
ponents, due to a variety of causCS:
we assure readers that component
manufacturers have not decided to
discontinue catering for the constructor market. Adequate supplies
will shortly be available, and in the
meantime we are· designing receivers
around components which constructors already possess, as a further aid
to national economy. Notwithstand7
ing the war there are ·still tens of
thousands of constructors building
sets, and the war has not reduced the
interest in the hobby.

A

Christmas
LTHOUGH in common with most
other journals we have decided
not to produce a Christmas number
this year, owing to the paper shortage,
we none the less wish all readers a
merry and enjoyable Yuletide.

A

Queries
HERE has been no diminution in
the number of technical qucrie~
we receive since the war started.c
It is important, however, for readers
to note that queries must be accom~
panied by a coupon cut from the
current issue, and if a postal reply
is required a stamped, addressed envelope must also be sent. 'Ve reply
by return of post, but o~'"ing to the
war there may be temporary postal
delays which we are certain our
readers will excuse.

T

Dece.n:).;;,
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NAZI WARPLANE RADIO
Impressions of a Member of the Staff of "Practical lf/irdess" who Recently
Examined tl1e Equipment of Several German 'Planes Which Have Been
Brought Down in Tlzis Comztry
FIXED AERIAL
AERIAL MAST
INTERCOM. SWITCH
BOX

L.W. RECEIVER

D.F. LOOP

S.W. RECEIVER

INTERCOM,
AMPLIFIER

D.F. SENSE AND B.A.
MATCHING UNIT

PILOT INTERCOM.

FIXED AERIAL
MATCHING UNIT

COURSE ME,..
B.A. REMOTE
CONTROL
NAVIGATOR D.F.
LOO.P CONTROL
L.W. TRANSMITTER

TRAILING AERIAL
WINCH
TRAILING AERIAL
MATCHING UNIT
REAR GUNNER
INTERCOM.

S.W. TRANSMITTER
D.F. RECEIVER
CONTROL (Naviptor)
AERIAL CONTROLLER
INTERCOM. (Navicator)
RECEIVER POWER
UNIT
TRANSMITTERl
POW!R UNIT

FAIRLEAD
B.A. RECEIVER
D.F. RECEIVER
MARKER BEACON
MATCHING UNIT

This illustration shows the instruments U'<d on the Heinkel bomber, mounted on

ECHNICALLY sound, but not advanced; laboriously made; very easy
to service and repair ; the Germans
can teach us very little about warplane
radio.· Those are the impressions which
first occurred to me when I was recently
privileged to see at close range the radio
outfits of a number of Nazi 'planes of
various types which have been )lrought
down over this country. The equipment-and 'planes-was on private view to a few
members of the Press at a well-known
experimental station of the Royal Air
Force.
Before describing the radio equipment
in any detail it will be of interest to readers
that t.here were no fewer than seven German
'planes in excellent condition at the station
visited ; many oHhem had been flown by
members of the R.A.F. for experinwnta.l
purposes. My first inquiry concerned the
method in which some of these 'planes
could have been brought down for them to
have ~ustained so little damag;P. Well, one
of them had actually been lu11ded by the
pi{,Qt, who was apparently under the
impression that he was on FrPnch soil.
Another, a yellow-nosed Messcrsehmitt 109,
was in rather worse condition since the
undercarriage had been broken away.
Additionally there were bullet holes in the
propeller, wings and engine cowling;
neYertheless, its condition was quite
good.
Later, I clambered into a Heinkcl 111,
a Mt>sserschmitt 110, and st>veral other
German 'planes whieh werP almost '· ;ts
new,, ; in most. cases the makers' ch\k
stamp showed that the 'plam·s had lw,.• '
built during the past few mont.hs.

T

Twin Receivers and Transmitters
With so many items of interest, it was
rather difficult to concentrate on the radio
equipment alone, although that was in itself
extremely interesting. It is not easy to
decide at what point to start a description,
for there are so many units involved, as·
may be gathered from an inspection of the
accompanying illustration of a complete
bomber outfit mounted on a board for
demonstration purposes. Primarily, there

aboard /or ea~y reference.
are two receivers and two transmittersshort-wave and long-wave-in each. The
terms used in reference to the wavebands
may be rather misleading until it is pointed
out that the bands are from 3 to 6
megacycles and 300 to 600 kilocycles respectively. These are, of course, equivalent
to wavelength ranges of 100 metres to
50 metres, and 1,000 metres to 500
metres.

Laryngaphones

Top view of the aerial tuning unit.

In addition, there is
an " intercom " ampli·
fier, which is used for
communication between
the pilot and crew of
the machine. This intercommunication is, of
course, by telephony, but
microphones, as they are
usually understood, are
not employed; instead,
the crew use "laryngaphones" or throat
microphones. These are
in pairs, fitted in the
flying helmet and press
lightly against the sides
of the "Adam's apple."
In our own warplanes
high-grade microphones
are employed universally, and these have
proved to be superior to
the larynx microphones,
although the latter are
not so bad for the
guttural speech of the
Germans.

D.F. and B.A.
In addition to the two tranRmitters and
reeeivcrs, and the amplifier just mentioned,
the l\azi bombers hM·e a dire(·tion-finding
rPceivN and a blind-approach receiver.
The B ..-\. equipment opcm.tl'S on a w~ye
band of ~8.i:i to 35 me/s, and is on a modtfied

to the D.F. loop, one of th('Se bPing of the
trailing kind and consisting of a e..,il of
wire on a winch. and thl' other the small
clevatPd aerial mountPd on top of the fuselage. }'or usP in conjunrtion with thl' aerials
therP i,; a multiple-way switch, which also

A view of the transmilier with the cover off.
Lorenz principle, where two beamed transmi,sions arc used ; one sends A's ( .-)
and the other .1\'s (-.) and when the
machine is on its correct course the two
sets of code symbols ''link up" to produce
a steady .. burr."
The direction-finding loop is unusual in
that it more elosdy resembles a long. oval
tuning coil and is under 6in. in major
diameter. This is mounted inside the
fus('lage and can be cont.rolled by the
navigator who has a large compass with
which the loop control is combined. When
direction-finding the navigator's job is to
turn the loop until a fixed and moving
scale on the compass correspond.

Power Supply
Power supply is taken from a 24-volt
accumulator which, as my guide explained,
is constantly overloaded in the same manner that most car batteric.s arc overworked.
Chargiug is by meansofagencratorand H.T.
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aerial-control units, generator and rotary
converter.

Alloy Die-castings
Ea.c·h unit could easily be· removed
from the rack after turning a couple of
spring-loaded catches, whilst
similar quick arrangements
wPre provided for dismantling
the units. When the case had
been removed it was at onee
Pvidcnt that the units wPr-o
extremelv well made-in iitet.
thcv were an inst.rumentmaker's job. P['('ssings and
stampings whic·h are familiar
t.o us were replaced by beautiful magnesium-alloy diecastings. It would appear
that the equipment throughout is very costly to produce
-far more so than ours.
Despite this, however, it is
slightly less efficient than
that fitted to our own 'planm,
· and which it would SPem
can be made in a fraction
of the time. What is more,
ours has proved to be every
bit as reliable-perhaps more
so, since there · arc fewer
rubbing contacts.

Interchangeable Valves
The main receivers are
superhets, the other two
being simple "straight" R..I•'.
jobs. One point which is not
\vithout interest is that every
A transmilling set found in a rubber d1nghy from a German bomber valve in the superhets is of
which crashed into the sea. li has u l~ite aerial, and one of precisely the same type ; all
arc H.l<'. pentodes, and can
th, " umbrella" type. It is used to send out S 0 S.
be interchanged.
These
serves to bring into use long- or short-wave valv('s arc very compact and not unlike
receiver or transmitter.
"acorns." They have a moulded base
After looking over the equipment in with side-pin eon'tacts and a top cap. The
grncml, both on the demonstration board holders arc "inverted" so that the valves
and in a number of 'planes, it was po:~Siblc are pressed into place with the top cap
to rxamine some of the apparatus in downward ; contact is made with it by
greakr detail by taking it apart. It was means of a spring. Once a valve is in its
interesting to note that there was no holder it is completely enclQscd and
shortage of German receivers and trans- cannot be removed without a separate
mitters, which indicated that they had been knob, which is screwed into a tapped hole
recovered more or less intact from a large in the centre of the base. The advantal!o
num her of machines.
On the bomber,;, of this is that there is never any pull ou

Showini/ the transmiller dissected.
is supplied by a rotary converter. Besides
the main items of equipment which have
bePn referred to, there are all kinds of switching and aerial control arrangements ; it is
obvious that extreme care is taken to ensure
correct matching between whichever aerial
is in use and the receiver or transmitter,
and for this reason there arc sevl'ral intricate matching or aerial control boxes.
There arc two main aerials in addition

the bulk of the
equipment was seen
to be mounted on
a large and heavy
bulkhead in front
of which the wire- ;
less OJlcrator sits. !
Parts stowed away
in the fuselage were '·
the D.F. receiver,

Aerial controller, and 1/C controller.
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the glass envelopethe base .takes the
whole strain imposed
by removal.

their excellence in many directions, they radio equipment, without D.F. and B.A.
have apparently been designed by ground systems), I was interested in another
engineers rather than by technicians who transmitter which had been salvaged from
have specialised in aeroplane radio. They a Gcrm~n machine. This was a bulky
have formed the genuine opinion, after automatic S 0 S transmitter contained in
months of careful research, that there is . a met~l box, which also holds the necessary
Convenient
Servicing very little which they can learn from battenes. There is also provision for fitting
a vertical " umbrella " aerial or a kite
Each unit is itself German radio designers. ·
aerial. Apparently this outfit is for the
built up from separate
u~e of air crews who have to take to their
units consisting of die- No Secrets
castings, so that a
The German Luftwaffe certainly have no well-known rubber dinghies. When they
complete receiver or radio secrets which they have so far been erect the 'aerial and switch on, a motor
transmitter can be dis- able to withhold from the Research De- operates a keying system so that a string
mantled for service in partment of the Ministry of Aircraft of morse S 0 S signals is sent out. Only
a few seconds.
The Production. This Department has pre- o~e of these rather awkward-looking
receiver tuning con- pare~ comple~ d?ssiers which give every p1eces of gear has so far been found, so it
trols can be set to one possible detatl of Nazt Luftwaffe radio· is assumed that it is carried only when
of four " spot " posi- these extend to several'thousands of word~ there is a " big wig" on board. From
tions, into which they and include dozens of photographs (a few appearances it seems likely that the aerial
" click," whilst the of which we are able to reproduce) and would .tend to upl;let the boat rather than
frequency at each can many blue prints giving circuit details, save its occupants'
be checked and, if valve characteristics and constructional
necessary, set,
by data right down to the last screw. I saw
making use' of the a sheaf of these documents, and although 1
The
interchangeable transmitter as a beat they bore " SECRET " imprints in red ·
The ar- letters, I was able to take a few cautious
H F. pmtocle, showin.f/ oscillator.
the moulded base, con- rangement is neat peeps at some of them. From this is
tact pins and locking and, apparently, per- evident that they know as much about the
fectly reliable. At the Nazi warplane radio as they do about our
·screw.
same time, if the many own ! These d-:.cuments pay tribute to the
·' gadgets " fitted are not necessarily essen- vast amount of painstaking work carried
tials, they are of the kind that have a out by the research engineers. Another
point which was obvious from a chat with
strong appeal to the Nazi mind.
one or two of these gentlemen was that
they were thoroughly engrossed in their
Total W~ight 358!-lb.
In spite of the wide use of light alloys, work, and absolutely determined that
the complete radio equipment of a German "Goering's boys" should not have tb"l
bomber weighs 358ilb. The technicians slightest chance to steal a march on them. iI
attached to the R.A.F. who were good
1
enough to answer all m; questions-or as Automatic S 0 S
Quite apart from the standard radio 1,
many as I could think o in the time at my
disposal-explained that, in their research equipment of the Getman bombers (and it l
into these German radio outfits, they might be mentioned that the fighters carry ·
have drawn the conclusion that, despite much simpler though otherwise similar
A view of the receiver with the covers off.

•

Broadcast Music Ln Factories
A

~

interesting installation of sound telephc:me exchange or control room accordreproduction equipment was recently ing to which centre is being used for
completed at the Osram-G.E.C. microphone announcements, it being possible
tQ cut either of the microphones into
works at Hammersmith.
The installation, besides providing gramo- the gramophone or radio programmes
A very flexible system is thus
phone music, comprises equipment that at will.
enables it 'to be used both for the diffusion provided.
of radio broadcasts, and for A.R.P. and
The.re are 220 speakers fed from this
other " lf.nnouncement " purposes. Two equipment situated in all parts of the
microphones, 220 speakers, amplifying factory, the type of speaker used depending
apparatus, record-playing desk, radio and on its situation.
control panels are included.
The Employees' Welfare Department is
responsible for the preparation of special
A BOOK YOU SHOULD HAVE
programmes of B.B.C. and gramophone
music, in which individual requests are
considered. An extensive library of records
is maintained and constantly renewed,
there being about 250 discs in all, mostly
of light music.
Programmes are radiated at intervals
throughout the working day, and employees
are extremely appreciative.
AND HOW TO MAKE THEM.
By F • .J. CAMM.
Amplifying Equipment
An
Important
new Handbook for every
The amplifying and associated equiphome constructor and anyone Interested
ment which comprises the system is situated
In radio. With Special Chapters on Selecin a control room in an underground part
tivity, Break-through, Coil Winders,
of the factory chosen for its invulnerability.
Coil Troubles and their Remedies. 180
The apparatus is mounted in convenient
pages, cloth bound, with 126 easy-toraC'ks.
follow illustrations.
The amplifier has three lOO-watt channels,
taking the microphone, gramophone and
From all bookeellers .3/8 or by post
radio inputs through a remotely controlled
3/10 from the Publlehers.
relay panel.
CEOR8E NEWNEII, LTD. (Book Dept.), Tower
The remotely controlled relay panel
Ho-, Southampton at., strand, London, W.C.2.
allows appropriate switching from the

COILS,

CHOKES
AND
TRANSFORMERS:

Speaker Installation
In the machine rooms, for instance,
where the noise level is rather high wideangle projection speakers of the ho;n type
have been fitted. These successfully overcome all extraneous noise and counteract
the sound absorption propensities exercised
by lathe belting. For general purposes,
where relatively quiet operations such as
hand assembly of valve parts are conducted
the standard industrial pattern speaker i~
installed. This type is also utilised for the
air-r~id shelters. In shops having approximately unity aspect ratio, i.e., square,
concentric diffuser speakers are employed.
These are designed to spread the sound in
all directions at once, and are thus suitable
for ·central mounting. Standard patteri)
domestic loudspeakers are fitted in
executive and general offices.
These
speakers, together with those operating in the laboratories and in other situations
where it is not advantageous to radiate
music, are not connected with the radio
or gramophone circuit.
It has been discovered that persistenli
noises of not too obtrusive a character
affect enjoyment of programmes less than
intermittent sounds, especially if the
periods between the intrusions are irregular.
By the careful placing and choice of
speakers, however, this universal difficulty
has been overcome.
·
A system such as has been described can
be applied to a wide range of situations.
\Vhere fa~tory managers at·e seeking, under
the stress of present circumstances, to
increase output and ensme the safety and
welfare of their employees, it is greatly
to be advocated.
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THAT SPARES-BOX SUPERHET
A Reply to a Number of Similar Enquiries Which Have Recently
By "The Experimenters"
Been Made by Many Readers.

As

readers will have appreciated from
a perusal of the correspondence
columns of this journal, there has
been a gradually growing damour for
details of a" spares-box" superhet. This is
of especial interest to us since, in the issue
dated October 29th, 1938, an article of ours
on this very subject was published. At that
time we were doing our best to whip up
more interest in the superhet, and suggested
that a trial of a simple reeeiver of this type,
built almost entirely from spare components originally intPnded fr1r " straight "
receivers, would convince eonstruetors of
the advantages of the superlwt. But we
were ·· before our time," b<·<·ausc it has
taken more than two years for more than a
few readers to appreciate our point of view.

circuit, about flO per cent. of the turns
should be removed from the long-wave
winding and 30 per cent. from the mC.diurnwave winding. These figures are approximate, and some CXJX'riment ma.y be nec,pssary to find the exaet number to ensure
that both tuning condensers are a.pproximately "in step " when tnning over the
two wavebands. Jt, may also be desirable
to remove about 20 pPr ecnt. oft he read ion
turns, but this is by no means C£'rtain.
1\fost constructors will pr£'fer to make a
Circuit Details
The circuit of the first detector is similar few experiments in thiH direction, however.
to that of an H.:F. valve, and a standard
aerial tuning coil can be used with it. The Oscillator H.T. Voltage
coil is tuned by means of a single .0005-mfd.
In Fig. 1 it will be noticed that the
condenser. A special oscillator coil would OSC'illator-coil conneetion,.; are marked to
acts as so-called first detector, while the
triodc' is the oscillator. By feeding back
the output from the reaction winding of the
oscillator coil to the anode circuit of the
first detector, a simple form of anodecircuit " mixing " is obtained. For batteryvalves in particular-although th<' method is
applicable to mains valves-this method
of coupling was found very satisfactory in
the pre-heptode days.

~------~------------------------------------------~H.Tr

A Compromise Circuit
The position has not changed greatly, as
far as supt>rhet design is coJwemed, sinc·e
.we wrote the article rPferred to above, so
we must still face the fact that a rcct>iver
of this kind can only be a eo m prom iS£'. lt
is not possible to make a first-cla8s suverhet
to approach in perfonnanee the various
special designs -whkh have been published
ip these pages by using conifxments which
were not in the first plact> intendt'tl for use in
a superhet circuit. But we have found that"
it is possible to make a simple superhet.
which is better than H1e average small
'.' ~:~traight " rt>ceiver by going back to a
circuit arrangement of the .kind which was
in use before the introduction of the special
frequency-changer valves now used as a
£atter of course.
Our difficulty is, however, that. w!' eannot
give any one complete design which is
immediately adaptable to every combination
of components which different readers may
have lying idle in the spares box. The best
we can do is to give a circuit, provide a
simple explanation of it, and show how
constructors can .adapt and modify it to
meet their own requirements. But, even
then, it should be fully appr<'ciated that
individual constructors must be prepared to
carry out a certain amount of experimental
work on their own if they are to produce a
receiver which is a sound job.

Two-valve F.C. Unit
As most readers are aware, the portions
of the superhet which follow the frequencychanger are very similar to the H. F., Det.,
and L.F. stages of the average " straight "
receiver. It is, therefore, the frequency6hanger portion which calls for most attention.
Rather than making a start by
building an entirely new receiver we suggest
that a frequency-changer unit should be
built which can be used in conjunction with
an existing set of the H.]!'., ,Det., L.F. type.
That will simplify mattf'rs to a marked
exterit because the constructor will know
that the greater part of the completed
superhet is in good working condition, and
therefore that any troubles which may be
experienced have their origin in the new
unit. Fault-tracing, if any is fotmd necessary, can therefore be confined to a conple
of valves and their associated cire.uits.
A simple circuit for a two-valve frequency-changer, employing an H.F. pentode and a triode is shown in Fig. I.
It
will be understood that the H.F. pentode

" G
To if:

.-----Hr-

50,000
{l

.__ __.___.,._..___

4'---4\o..,j'I'---~-----.L.rr

0·/MFD.

~+-_.--~~~----~-----------4--------~---4~~----·~LTFig. I.-Circuit of the simple two-valve frequency-changer described.
normall~

be used with the triode oscillator,
but since we are confining ourselv<•s as far as
possible to "spa.res-box" components we
shall have to use a modifieil aerial coil with
reaction. That rules out the use of a ganged
condenser, since it is impossible to match up
a modified coil without the use of special
gear which no follower of this article is
likely to have in ·his possession. It will be
seen that a .00016-mfd. (:ondenser is used
fur tuning the oscillator coil, although a
value between .00015 and .00025 mfd.
could be used without affecting results to a
serious degree;

Coil Modifications

show the usual grid, earth, reaction condenser and detector-anode points. These
should be followed after modifying the coil
as mentioned above. Another point which
calls for mention is the fixed resistor,
by-passed by a fixed condenser, betwPCn
the lower end of the oscilJ.ator reaction
winding and the anode of the first dt:iecto:r.
These values are not critical, but the
condenser should have a capacity of not
less than .001 mfd. In some instances it
will be found that sensitivity can be
improved by increasing the vaiue of t.he
resistor up to a maximum of about 100,000
ohms ; on the other band, the set might
be "dead" in other cases if the V!llue is
greater than about 20,000 ohms. The
point is that the value of the resistor
governs the H.T. voltage applied to the
oscil:tator, and therefore, the readiness wit.h
which this valve will ·oscillate. As most
readers are aware, th(Yvalve should remain
in continuous oscillation, but if it oscillates
too violently the set 'IVill be less sensitive
than it should be, while there might be
some peculiar." dead spots." in· the tuning
range, or tumng may become erratic.

The question will doubtless arise as to
why· & condenser of such a. low capacity is
to be used for oscillator tuning. The
reason is that if we are to use an intei'mediate frequency of about. 465 kc/s
(and· this is extremely desirable) the low
capacity is necessary to permit of a tuning
difference of about 6[1() metres between
the aerial and oscillator tuning circuits.
In addition to Hsing the low tuning capacity,
it is necessary to have an oscillat<>r coil
of lower inductanC'e than tha.t n•quired
for signal-frequency tuning; that is why J.F. Coupling
speeial oBcillator coils are made ! As!mming,
The next item to receive consideration
therefore, that a standard aerial coil with is the I.F. transformer shown in the anode
reaction is to be used in the oscillatQr
CCmttinued on next page)
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To operate the complete superhet should be adjusted one at a time, starting
receiver is first necessary to see that the from the " aerial " end of the " straight "
I.F. (previously JLF. and detector) circuits set until maximum signal strength is
circuit of the first detector. It is preferable arc tuned to approximately the same obtained.
:Before any of these adjustments are
that this should be used, although the l.F. wavelength. After that, a powerful signal
·tuning might be left, entirely to the tuning an be found by operating first the oscillator made the wave-change switch on the set
should be set to the
circuits in the "straight" set with which
£
c
t
A
M.W. position and
the unit is to be used. Should the translC:Jrmcr be fitted, the aerial-tuning circuit
the tuning condenser
should be adjustl'd to
of the " straight " set should be removed
Triodr
HJ: P,n.
maximum capacity.
or disconnected.
Additionally, it will
probably be necessary to connect a .0002mfd.
fixed or pre-set condenser across the
Tuning
section of the gang ·tuning condenser
When these prelimoperating on the detector valve to raise
inaries have been
the maximum wavelength to the necessary
attended to it should
650 metres on- the medium-wave band.
not be necessary to
U t-he transformer is not to be used, a
touch any condensers
single coil with pre-set condenser can be
other than those on the
made and wired in place of the primary of
unit to reet>ive different
the transformer. This coil may consist
stations. The difficulty
of approximately 120 turns on a lin.
of operating two eoridiameter former, and t-he pre-set condenser
densers at the smne
should have a capacity of .0005mfd. The
time is more apparPnt
/FT
lead shown in broken lines should then be
than real, since the
taken to the aerial terminal of the receiver,
oscillator condenser has
and a small (say, .0003mfd.) pre-set cona more marked effect
denser should be wired in parallel with
than has the aerial conOOOOSMFO
Cii
each section of the gang condenser in the
tlcnser. Until a little
receiver ; the object is, of course, to make
experience has been
the tuning circuits reach up to about 650
gained it win therefore
metres on the medium-wave band.·
be possible to tmw on
the oscillator eondenser
ConstruCtion and Operation
alone until a station
Fig. 2. -Suitable component layout for the frequencg-changer,
'l'hc construction of a unit of the type
is " found," and then
using a small baseboard.
described can be- along very simple lines,
to operate the aerial
and Fig. 2 shows a suitable form of general
condenser. It will later
layout when using a small baseboard. The tuning condenser and then bringing up be found that both condensers· can be
exact positions of the parts are not impor- signal strength to maximum by adjusting .operated together, fine tuning being carried
tant as long as the general rules concerning the aerial condenser. Once that has been out on the aerial condenser.
short, direct leads are observed.
done the· additional pre-set condensers
For those who would prefer to make a
~;::::::l;-::==;;======:;--;:;::::t;";;:=:;:;::;---~;,;;;;;;---:H.r...
completely
new superhet of the general
r
H.T.·
type described, we reproduce the circuit
given in our article of October 29th, 1938,
previously referred to ; this is shown in
.Fig. 3. It is similar in all major reswets
to that already dealt with, but has tbe
addition of variable-mu volume control
for the first I.F. valve, and uses l.F.
transformers. A cross is shown in place
of the resistor and condenser between the
oscillator coil and the anode of the first
detector. In the previous article it was
explained that the value of the resistor
should be chosen with some care ; this has
also been mentioned in this article. Special
note should be made of the four-point on-off
G.B.+
switch used to disconnect L.T., H.T. and
L.T.•
G.B. supplies. If this were not used there
._____
would be a drain on either the H.T. or
Fig. 3.-This circUli for a complete superhet, designed for construction with standard
G.B. battery through the screening-grid
components, was suggested by The Experimenters in a previous article.
or V.M. potentiometer.
(Continutd /rom preoious page,)
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Wireless Cure for Colds
STOKE- OX- TRE~T
consulting
physician, Dr. J. P. P. Stock, has .
thought of a novel cure for the common
cold. He elaims to have perfected a shortwave wireless apparatus from which a
high-frequeney current passes through the
head of the patient. The apparatus hasrecently been tested in a clinic in .Manchestet:. A colleague of Dr. Stock said
recently : " In about 70 per cent. of cases
the cold improves while the patient is
being treated, and he or she is much more
comfortable afterwards. In about 50 per
cent. of cases the cold is gone the nl'x.t day,
while the remaining 50 per cent. need one
more treatment."

A

A Radio Bombing Device
is learned that \Villiam P .. Lear, an
American radio engineer, has perfected
Ia Tdevice
to enable mass bombing raids to
be carried out in weather conditions which

Radio Apparatus
Items of Interest Testing
A

NEW heterodyne reactance eomparator has been developed by Halford
screen the bombing 'planes from the enemy Instrument Works which takes the form of
pursuit pilots and anti-aircraft fire. .Mr. a portable mains-operated test set and
Lear, who is. an internationally-known enables coils and condensers to be checked
Two radio
inventor, demonstrated his invPntion before rapidly against standards.
Allied militruy experts. The device consists frequency oscillators, one of which is
of a radio set having a dial fitted with a variable, are made to beat against each
pointer whieh indicates from which direc- other, and the resultan,t signal is rectified
tion radio signals are received; a second and heard on a loudspeaker contained
The variable
indicator is " tied" to the North Pole. A within the instrument.
miniature gyroscope is fastened to the oscillator is controlled by a knob and
second indicator, and this indicator keeps drum drive. An accuracy of ±0.1 per
pointing in the same direction regardless cent. is obtained.
Other new instruments devised by this
of any turns an aeroplane may make.
Thus, provided the pilot of a bomber knows firm include a thcrmionic test set giving a
his direction and ·distance from a target wide range of both A.C. and D.C. voltages
all he needs to do is fly a given length of .and currents ; a " Q" meter for measuring
time at a known speed and signal his crew the " Q " of inductances and capacitance~
to release bQmbs when his watch indicates of high frequencies ; a miniature illuminathat he has arrived. The test flight was tion meter with range 0 to 250 candles, and
also further valve voltmeters.
extremely successful.
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Sloppy Language
E all have our pet irritations, and I
hope no one accuses me of being
an irascible critic because I criticise things
with which I disagree, or which irritate me.
The other Sunday I was listening to an
anthology of music compiled on the theme
of love at first hearing. It was a collection
of songs which had appealed to the musician
giving the broadcast the first time she heard
them. In announcing the item she said,
"I will now play you Schubert's Trout.!'
Now you play cricket, you play football,
you play tennis, you play the piano,
the organ, or the oboe, but you do not
pl,ay ymt. This grammatical error has been
made by various musicians during B.B.C.
broadcasts for several years, a.nd it is time
that the matter was put right. After all,
we have a committee which includes a
Welshman and a Scotsman to teach us how
to pronounce English. They seem so bmy
teaching us to pronounce rumbat and
rll81j>it that they forget that the correct
use of English is more important. We
cannot expect, nor can the B.B.C. expect,
crooners and most of the band leaders to
understand grammar, but we do expect the
B.B.C. to give them instructions on announcing. The matter becomes more irritating when a speaker declaiming in an
artificial cultured voice, makes such
elementary Prrors. "I will play tD you,"
Of " I will play for you,'' would be correct.
But not " I will play you." Much better
still, "I will play So-and-so," omitting the
you altogether. The verb to play is intransitive used in this sense and does not require,
nor will it. take, an object. I do hope that
the B.B.C. will not. allow its speakers to
annoy me in this way in future.

tht· difficulties of nPwHpaper and periodic·al
production under present circumst.a.m·Ps,
but we know that they appreciate our
efforts in carrying on. If your journal
reaches you a little later than usual you
will understand that the cause is bevoud
our control.
·

W

No Show
OR the first year since broadcasting
started there was not a radio exhibition
this year. "'~e were without the announcements of new designs and new accessories,
and the glamour which is associated with
the exhibition and the period preceding it.
The last Radiolympia which was staged
just before war was declared was abandoned
before its period had expired, because of
the declaration of war. That was only
about 15 months ago, but it seems a remote
ghost of the paRt to me. It was a splendid
exhibition, which outshone the best of a.
long series. TP!evision was a bout to come
into its own, but that has ceased for the
duration of the war, whilst America is
forging ahead, particularly in the direction
of colour television. This may mean that
when this war is over and television programmes return we shall operate· American
television receivers. Skeleton experimental
staffs are retained by our television firms,
and we do not know what developments
have transpired.
Radio telephony was
developed during the last war and contributed its part in bringing the war to a
glorious a.nd victorious end. Will television
come to our aid in some way this time ?
We are not permitted to say what new
radio inventions are in being, but there will
be ma.n:y interesting developments after
tbe war when these are released for general

F
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Christmas
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I: By Thermion :J
.....................................................

ORMALLY, this would have been our
N
Christmas number, and paeked with
the interesting and topical features which

have made previous Christmas numbers
outstanding issues. This year, however,
we have not the space available for these
use, and this journal reverts to weekly items, put we operate in the hope that by
this time nPxt year the war will be over·,
publication.
when we shall be able to prepare a
journalistic feast for all our readPrs, inclnrlComponent Shortage ?
ing those who will have returned to civilian
HAVE received many complaints from life from· active service.
readers that they are unable to obtain
Sinoere greetings to all readers at home
certain components.
I also learn that and abroad, for the best possible Christmas
there is considerable delay in supplying under these exacting circumstances.
such components as may still be supplied.
This invites the thought that we should Book Prizes
publish circuits which can be built from comERE is an interesting little cont.Pst
ponents which constructors may still have.
with which you can amuse yourselves
One such receiver is described in this issue, durirlg black-out hours, when in the
and I understand that others are to follow. shelter, or in idle moments · on active
I welcome auggest.iona, therefore, as to service. I want readers to wTite essavs of
receivers which readers would like designed not more than 200 words e::tplaining ho"· the
round this idea. Coils seem to be the main war has affected their radio hobby, and
trouble, but here 011r valuable book, " Wire- what they. propose to build when thP war
less Coils, Chokes and Transformers, and is over. There must be a lot of hard thinkHow to Make Them," comes to the rescue. ing going on about radio, and although the
It describes how to make all types of coils ideas cannot be put into practice they are
and chokes, as well as tr,msformers, and none the less worth recording. Here is an
gives details for making coil winders. It opportunity for you to pass along your
costs 3s. 6d., by post 4s.
thoughts to other rea.dprs. Write on one
side of the paper only, and send it to m£"
The Front Line
not later than DecembPr 2nd. I will award
E in this office are still producing the books to the senders of all letterS published.
journal from the front line, but we
are carrying on undismayed by the bomb- New Books
ings and the alleged blitzkrieg. Readers in
wo new books have recently been issued
the provinces can have but Jittle idea of
from the offices of this journal. The
first deals with the fascinating subject of
watches, and it is Pntitled "Watches:
Adjustment and Repair," and it costs 6s.,
or by post 6s. 6d. It not only deals with
Our Readers on Ac!it·e Service-,..\~ inth List.
the principles of the watch and the history
of its d!Jvelopment but gives practical inD. J. Ferguaon (R.N.),
formation on all aspects of watch troubks,
c/o G.P.O.
methods of repair, whilst there is an interD. W. Hunter (R.A.F.),
East Barnet.
esting chapter on hall marks, another on
S. E. Young (R.A.F.),
making a watch demagnetiser, and a furt.hcr
Suasex.
one on watch testing maehines. For the
V. PeUow (Bdr., R.A.),
expert there is a c·ha.ptPr on how to tm.ne a
Burnley.
watch for a KPw · · A " certificate-the
C. F. Pbillipa (Pte., R.A.S.C.),
'
Lyddea.
hall-mark of watch perfection. Another
A. V. Pipe (A.C.Z, R.A.F.),
new book is " ~ars and Gear Cutting,"
Wiltshire.
which deals with all types of gears, their
A. St&Dofield (L/C., Royal Sicaals),
principles and methods of cutting them.
Tidworth.
It costs 5s., by post 5s. 6d. Both of these
R. Jackooa (Signalman),
volumes are from the pen of your versatile
N.W. Iatlia.
C. S. Coathupe (Signalmaa),
editor. They may be ordered through bookN. Wales.
sellers or from the Publisher, Book DepartJ. Rathbone Suttoa (Sgt., R.E.),
ment, George Newnes; Ltd., Tower House,
Stromnesa.
Southampton Street, Strand, London,
C. E. D. Mclean (Cpl., R..A.F.),
W.C.5. A handy catalogue of the full
Norwich•.
range of technical books published by
F. P. Daly (Bdr., R.A.),
Liaes.
George Newnes, Ltd., (or students, decH. G. Swan (Sicnalmaa),
tricians, engineers, aircraft worker~ ;~nd
Rotherham.
radio engineers, is available free on appliA. Moorhouse (Gunner, R.A.),
cation.
Jteat.
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Outline of Musical History-14
" RIENZI" was produced in Dresden on
October 20th, 1842. It was a
huge triumph, and \Vaguer was
famous overnight. Two results followed.
The management acquired "The :Flying
Dutchman" froni Berlin, but owing chiefly
to an inadequate performance it was a
failure. And W agner accepted the post of
Kappelmeister with a saJary ~f 1,500 t~aler.
He took it with many mtsgtvmgs, and found
himself hedged round with red tape and
convention, which tried his fiery sou~ to
its limits. He even had to put mto
writing that he agreed " t_o alter not!llng in.
the hitherto accepted mterpretatwn of
tempo, etc., when conduc~ing older oiJt;ra~,
even when it goes agamst my artJSttc
judgement, leaving myself nevertheless
free, when studying newer operas, to e~er
cise my best judgement _wtth the ?bJect
of getting as perfect an mterpretat10n as
possible."
·

"Rienzi"
It was in the style of the failure, " The
Flying Dutchman," rather tha:n the
triumphant " Rienzi," that W agnerfoun~ed
his next work on. He was entranced wtth
the old Tannhauser legend when he
discovered it in an old volume of German
folk lore and at once commenced work
on a libretto, abandoning one he had
started on " The Saracen." The themes
came to h~ during a holiday in Teplitz in
June, 1842. It was to be a great advance
on the" Dutchman"; "numbe!'ll" would
be expanded to " scenes.". The characters
would plumt!l psychologtcal depths not
attempted in the former work, and the
singers would be "really made to work."
The score was not finished until the
spring of 1845. He again needed money
badly ; the success . of " Rien_zi '' ~ad
brought all his credttors flockmg after
him, and Schroder-Bevrient had generously
lent him a thousand thaler. But after
harassing troubles during rehearsal, and
the first performances, it settled down in
the repertory, thanks to such famous
numbers .as " 0 Star of Eve" and
"Elizabeth's Greeting," rather than to the
" finer points," which few then graspe~.
But it didn't make money, as they patd
no royalties at Dresden, and the master
rapidly reached a parlous state. SchroderBevrient presented his IOU and the
piano-makers wanted their. money. Sheer
worry prevented him from making a
start on " Lohengrin," which was then
seething through his mind. A lease of life
was granted by the Court Intendent
advancing him 5,000 thaler out of the
pensi<;>n fund.

" Lohengrin "

able to " make a complete success of the
9th symphony, but, as often as it was put
on the stage, my ' Tannhauser ' taught me
that the possibilities of its success had yet
to be discovered. How was this to be
done?"

Further Notes on the life
and Work of Wagner by Our

Music Critic, MAURICE REEVE
" Lohengrin" largely solved the problem.
He devised a. music that would not only
express the emotions of each character.
He elaborated the technique of the " leitmotif," making many motifs symbolise
each characioer and mood in the opera, and
constantly introducing them throughout
the work.
W agner himself was like Lohengrin.
He came from Montsalvat, where unquestioning obedience, and the love that
accepts without doubting, are demanded.
All he asked for was faith in his message,
and belief that what he had to say would
be accepted .as the truth by future ages.
Although this was not granted him then,
yet he lived to hear the world ring with
his fame and his splendour.

Revolution
He was profoundly moved by the wave
of revolution that swept Europe in 1848.
Abandoning a project based on the life of
Frcderick Barbarossa, he turned more and
more to " the expression of the purely
human " that he believed underlay all
our actions, and away from mere history
and facts where life and conduct were so
frequently tampered with and stultified.
He tumed to the simpler, more plastic,
myth, and found Siegfried. In doing so he
attained a far clearer vision of his goal.
He decided that poetry was incapable of
expressing the " purely human," and that
it was music, the language par excellence
of elemental motives and emotions, that
could. Music, with a never-ending stream
of expressive and character-drawing melody
-the '"leitmotif"-would express this
whilst poetry's function was to direct this
power.
That only he, \Vaguer, has succeeded
with this " formula " is not surprising.
The most cnr,;ory glance at. these mighty
works will show how peculiar they were
to the man himself, and how, as with
Beethoven's handling of the symphonic
form, he left nothing for others to do but
to imitate-if they cared to.
His debts were enormous-at least 5,000
thaler. The revolution had been succeeded
by a strong .reactionary movement, and
the king and court, gaining new strength
from it, managed to hold the master up as
a dangerous revolutionary. Performances
of the " Dutchman " and " Rienzi " were
cancelled, and "Tannhauser" rejected.
He would have been dismissed but for the
Intendent Luttichon.

missal.
In the spring of '49 civil strife
broke out again, but when it was quashed,
in a few days, and the rebel government,
with Wagner, retreated to Freiburg and
Chemnitz, it was found that the musician,
by going to a separate hotel, was more
prudent than the statesmen. The whole
government, in their hotel, was captured.
Wagner escaped.
The civil war fascinated him and he took
an active part in it. He fought with the
rebels behind the barricades and hurled
pamphlets at the Prussian troops reading
" Are you with us against foreign troops ? "
He requisitioned horses and carts and kept
in constant touch with the provisional
government. Then he heard from Minna
that a warrant was out for his arrest.
Liszt it was who befriended him, and who
got him over the frontier. It was decided
he should go to Paris via Switzerland, and
he took a last farewell of Minna at Jena.
On May 28th he was free and safe, but
he was not to step foot on his native soil
again until 1862, when he was granted an
amnesty.

In Paris
Arrived in Paris, \-Vaguer's feelings ~oon
underwent change, and despair and loneliness seized hold of him. He greatly missed
Minna but she refused to join him until he
assured her of regular support. He worked
at uncongeDial plots which he hoped would
be taken up by the venal Paris Opera
authorities largely out of a sense of loyalty
to Liszt, to whom he was under deep
obligation. Liszt was very anxious to
help him. He lent him money, produced
'fannhauser in Weimar, and wrote laudatory articles in the Paris press. But he
could not go on helping indefinitely.
Wagner returned to Zurich in .July.
Minna rejoined him in September and was
furious to Ree that he was still dabbling
with the schemes that had led.. him on to
ruin in Dresden. Bm he was unexpectedly
saved by two ladi{)s.
Frau Ritter, an
elderly widow of Dresden, who had heard
of his predicament from a friend, and
Jessie Laussot, nee Taylor, a beautiful
young Englishwoman married to a Bordeaux business man.
The two women
arranged to give him an im:ome for two
years.
Needless to say, he fell in love with
Jessie but space precludes us following
the details of an affair not very creditable
to \Vaguer. She, too, wa~ unhappily
married, so the soil for such an affair proved
very fertile.
The long-enduring l\linna
forgave him again and once more they
settled down to a chastened existence of
very limited horizon.'!, expecting less than
ever of each other. ·He wrote to Frau
Ritter : " At a single stroke I became old
and I remain so," and to Liszt : " A too
hasty marriage t<J a woman estimable but
totally unsuited to me has made me an
outlaw for life."

He found Lohengrin in the same volume
along with" Tannhauser," and commenced
work on it in 1845. Two other tasks he
undertook at this time were a performance
of Beethoven's 9th Symphony-into which
European Reputation
he threw himself hea.rt and soul-and the
writing of a remarkable report " Concerning
During a period in Montmorency of
the Royal Orchestra.'' He was arousing
anxious waiting for Jessie, Wagner perused
many rivalries and animosities through his
" Lohengrin " and wrote off to Liszt :
presumptuousness and reforming zeal. National Theatre Scheme
" A great longing has flamed up in me t<J
Schumann and Mendelssohn, exemplars of
All this only drove Wagher into the have this work performed. Get my
"clasoicism," loathed him. Only Liszt revolutionary movement. But with black ' Lohengrin ' performed." Liszt fulfilled
and Spohr among the notables had anything ingratitude he wrote articles in the press his wildest expectations. He produced it at
to say in his favour. He felt isolated, and renewing his arguments in favour of a Weimar before a glittering audience, and
although he had many friends, the public national then,tre, a scheme which, if carried \Vaguer's European reputation was estabremained cold and aloof. He had been out, would have meant Luttichon's dis- lished.
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Problems of Amateur Receiver Design -4
Some Notes on the Methods of Determining the Correct V~lues of Resistors
By FRANK PRESTON
Required in a Typical Circuit.
HERE are .so many resistors, both
fixed and variable, in the average
modern receiver that it is sometimes
rather puzzling to decide on correct values
and suitable ratings. Primarily, in D.C.
circuits, . a resist.or is used purely and
simply to reduce the voltage or pressure in
the circuits. But there are comparatively
few eircuits in a radAl receiver which can
be eonsidered simply as. D.C. circuits,
since many of them carry both D.C. and
A.C. (the latter probably in the form of
H.F. or L.F. currents).
The most important D.C. circuitand A.C. must be kept out of this if perfOima.nce is not to suffer-is that which
supplies the high-tension current to the
va.lves. In most instances a number of
resistors are required here for the purpose
of reducing the full H.T. voltage available
to figures suitable for the anodes and
screening grids of other than the output
valve. As far as battery sets are concerned, it used to be the common practice
t.o use a battery with tappings and to tap
off the required voltage for each valve.
This method is, however, practically
obsolete now. There are various reasons
for its falling into disuse, the til'St of which
is that some parts of t.he battery are more
heavily " loaded " than are the others.

T

tector valve passing 1 mA., the voltage
drop would be 1 multiplied by 20,000 and
divided by 1,000;
that is, 20 volts.
Therefore if the battery had a voltage of
100, 80 volts would be applied t.o the
valve through the resistor.

Coupling and Decoupling
The accompanying illustr.ttion shows a
general circuit for a three-valve "straight"
receiver of the H.F.-Det.-Pen. type, and
the various resistors are numbered from
1 to 10 for convenience of reference.
It will be best to start by considering
those in the anode circuit of the detector
valve, and marked R. 7 and R.S. The
former is the coupling resistor or anode
resistor ; the latter is the de-coupling
or voltage-dropping resistor-it serves
both purposes. The value of the qoupling
resistor is not determined on the basis
of voltage drop and current flowing, but
is governed by the impedan<'e or A.C.
resistance of the triode detector valvE>. It
is a general rule__.:_based on both theory
and practice-that the optimum value
of bhat resistor is twice the impedance of
the valve. Thus, if the detector valve
were listed as having an impedan<'e of

Having settled the question of the
coupling resistor ~ve can deal wit.h the
drcoupling mmponent. It will be clear
that the volt:~ge drop between. the H.T. +
terminal and the anode of the valve is
governed by both resistors. which are in
series. Thus, the total voJt.a.ge dmp is
equal to the sum of that across each. If
we assume that we are using a 13,000-ohm
detedor valve, that the eoupling resistor
is 25,000 ohmR, and that the total available
H.T. volt.age is 120, we can determine the
value of R..R. First we must know what
voltage should be applied to the detector
valve and what current the valve passes
at that voltage. For present purposes
we can satisfactorily assume that the
voltage required is 60, and that the valve
paRses 1.25 mA at that voltage (t)lis
information could be obtained from the
valve-makers' literature or from valve
curves).

A Simple Calculation
We can easily find that the voltago
dropped by the coupling resistor is 1.25
times 25, or approximately 31 volts. In
all, we have to drop 60 volts, so the decoupling resistor has to drop about 29 volts.

Voltage-dropping Resistors
For exa.mple, suppose we had a. 120-volt
dry battery and took 1 mA. from the 60volt tapping for the detector anode, 2 mA.
from• the 72-volt tapping for thfl-,scree~ing
grid of an H.F. pentode, 3 mA. from the
108-volt tapping for the anode of the H.F.
pentode, and 6 mA. from the 120-volt
terminal for the anode of the output vttlve.
It is not difficult to see that the whole of
the current (12 mA.) wauld be taken from
the 0-60-v()lt portion and only 6 mA. from
the portion between 108 and 120 volts.
Similarly, the "load" on that part of the
ba.ttery between 60 and 72 volts would be
11 mA., and between 72 and 108 volts
it would be 9 mA.
In current practice, all of the valves
am fed from the 120-volt terminal, and the
intermediate voltages required are obtained
by means of resistors-often referred to as
" dropping " or " voltage-dropping " resistors. As a result. the same current
is taken from every eel! in the battery.
Tile resif!tors also serve t.o isolate the various
valve circuits and thereby assist in making
the receiver more stable in operation.
· Besides the H.T. voltages, it is not
unusual to take the grid-bins supply from
the H.T. battery, also by means of a
voltage-dropping resist<>r.

Finding the Voltage Drop
Before referring to the specific resistor
in a typical circuit it will be as wen to
gain a clear impressi.<>n of the action of a
resistor ;
this brings up the fam.ilia.r
Ohm's Law, which almost every reader
now knows as well as he knows the alphabet.
Expressed in its simplest terms, the Law
states that the voltage dropped by a
resistor is equal to the current &wing
throu.gh it (in mA.), multiplied by the
value of the resisior in ohms, aDd divided
by 1,000. Thus, if a. 20,000-ohm resistor
were used to supply the anode of lit de-

A representative thruvalve circuit, showing
the principal resistors,
which are numbered
from R.l to R.IO.
Methods of determining the values of IQt1Je
o/ these are explained
in the accompanying
text.

13,000 ohms, R.7 should have a value of
26,000 ohms. In practice, we should use
25,000 ohms as being the nearest convenient
value.

A Compromise
This rule cannot always be applied when
using an H.F. pentode or tetrode as detector
since the impedance of such a valve is
often 1,000,000 ohms or more. And if
the anode resistor had a value of 2,000,000
ohms very little current would pass through
it or, conversely, thE> volta~e ·~at the other
end" would be negligible. If the <'nrrent
were 1 mA. for example (this would be
quite impossible unless the H.T. voltage
were phenomenally high) the voltage drop
would be 2,000 ! In that case a eompromise would have to be made by using
the highest value which proved practicable
or, better still, using choke or transformer
coupling. Incidentally, this introduces a
convenient rule-of-thumb method of applying Ohm's Law : the voltage drop is equa.l
to one-thousandth of t.he resistance value
jn ohms for every milliamiJel'C of current.
Another example will demonstrate this.
If a current of 3 mA. were passed through
lit 20,{)()()-ohm resistor the voltage< drop
would be 60-3 times 20.

In practie(', then, we should use another
25,000-ohm resistor, bearing in mind that
standard components are not generally
guaranteed to have a, degree of accuracy
exceeding 10 per cent.. above or below the
nominal figure. Had out· calculation showed
that the dccoupling resistor should have
had a value of less than 10,000 ohms we
should have used a 10,000-ohm component because, in general, efficient decoupling of a detector valve is not given
by using a value of less than this. In
other words, it is better to sacrifice anode
voltage than decoupling efficiency, in the
majority of instances.
When we turn to the voltage-dropping
resistor in the anode circuit of the H.F
va.lv(', marked R.3, the position is similar
to that for R.8, except that there are
fewer fa.ctH to take into consideration. We
may know, for example, that we should
apply 100 volts to the anode of the valve,
and that the anode current of the valve
at this voltage is, say, 2.5 mA. Again
using Ohm's Law, we know that the
resistance value required (in thousands of
ohms) is equal to the necessary vOltage
drop divided by the current in mA. Thus,
we have the value as 20/2.q times 1,000,
(Conlin••d otJ M"t page)
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_or 8,000 ohms. In practice we should use
the nearest standard value obtainableprobably 10,000 ohms.
If the fixed potentiometer formed by R.1
and R.2 were cmmected to the lower end
of R.3, instead of to the H.T.+ end as
shown, the value of R.3 would be quite
different. This is because the current
passed by it would be the sum of the
anode current, screening.gri(l current and
the current passed by the potentiometer.
This is a rather more involved case which
we must leave for consideration in a later
article of this series.

Auto Bias Resistor
Another resistor indicated which is
Rimilar i'n principle to those we have
studied so far, is that marked R.10. This
is the automatic bias resistor, the voltage
drop across which is used to bias the output
tetrode. The first point to bear in mind
is that, although the resistor develops the
bias for one valve only, the whole of the
H.T. current passed by the set goes through
it. Before its resistance value can be
assessed, therefore, we must. find the total
H.T. current consumption. We have stated
that the detect<Jr passes 1.25 mA., and
that the anode of the H.F. pentode takes
2.1) mA. To the sum of these we must
o.dd the current passed by the screening
grid of the pentode, by the fixed potentiometer and by the output valve. For
simplicity at this stage we will assume that
the potentiometer and screening grid
together pass 2 mA. And if we knew that
the output .valve passed 6 mA. when the
bios was correct at 4.5 volts and when
the anode voltage was 100, we could easily
lind all we wanted to know about R.lO.
At this poin.t it shOttld be noted that we
have assumed that the output valve will
receive only 100 volts~not 120 as might
be expected. This is to allow for a voltage
drop of 20 across the speaker transformer
and bias resistor ; we could find the exact
voltage drop if we knew the D.C. resistance
of the transformer primary winding, and
in practice l\'e should make a check on this.
However, we know that the total current
passed by the resistor is 11.75 mA., and
that we need a voltage drop of 4.5. The
value of the resistance should therefore
be 4.5/11.75 times 1,000. This works out
at about 380 ohms, so we should use either
400 or 350 ohms, whichever may be more
convenient. Probably neither value could
be obtained easily, in which case we could
use a 500-ohm variable resistor set to
approximately the correct value, or we
eould connect a 1,000·ohm resistor in
parallel with one of 500 ohms, which would
give an overall value of 330 ohms.
In the next article of this series we can
go a little further into the question of
resistors.
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The A.C. Four-wave Three
SPECIAL NOTE.-~Owing to unforeseen delays,' due to circumstances beyond our
control, u·c rertt"et thot we are unable to publish, in this issue, the cvnstructional details
of th~ A.C. Four"-IIJ(H"e Three receiver, the general specifieation of which was given in
our November ·i88Ue. lV e trust that all readers will accept our a.pologies for the unavoidable omis.~ion, and suggest that in the meantime they will proceed with the making
of the nwins unit, details r;f u·Mch are given below.
The Mains Equipment for this Receiver is Arranged as a Separate Unit,
and the Complete Constructional Details of it are Given in This Article
ENERAL details of the mains equip- bulky. The plan drAwing shown below
ment were given in our issue of gives the actual location of all the parts
November, but for the benefit of and clearly indipates the small amount of
those who are without such information wiring necessary to enable them to form
we give below a brief description before the complete rectifier unit.
proceeding with the constructional details.
The mains transformer, owing to its
The receiving circuit, in its present form, weight, should be fixed with small bolts
requires an A.C. L.T. input of 4 volts at right through the baseboard or with wOod
3 amperes, and a D.C. H.T. input of 300 screws of sufficient size to render the fixing
volts at 60 mA's. To obtain these require- absolutely secure. The rectifier must be

G

ments,
decided f&;;;;;;;:;-;;;t/O~w---,fliliaQiiiiqfl:~--------~
to useit awasstandard
Baseboard /Of:J~$11
Heayberd mains transformer, type \V.33, in
ronjunction with a
Westinghouse Metal
rectifier, type No.
H.T.16.
The h·ansformer is provided with
two L.T. windings:
one giving 4 volts at
5 amps., and the other
4 voltR at 1 amp.
Although these cunent
ratings are not wanted
in the three - valve
design. if will be quite
in order to u~c the
5·amp. section and, at
a later date when
additions are made to
the circuit, fuller use
will be made of the
surplus current. The
high·tension winding
gives a full output of
240 volt.s A.C. which
the H.T.16 requires
when it is connected
as a voltage-doubler as
in the Unit now being
described.
Separate
tapping points are provided on the primary,
thus allowing it to be
used on any 50-'cycle
A.C mains between
200 volts and 250 volts.
A Dubilier block
HT Max.300V. 60A.
condenser,
B.E.355, is type
used No.
for ~--------------------------------------------------~
Layout and wiring for the mains unit for the A.C. Four-wave Three.
the reservoir condensers. For smoothing purposes, a Premier fixed in the horizontal position shown, and
L.F. choke, type 60/400, is specified and this, care should be taken to see that it is
together with one of the 4-mfd. fixed _con- placed so that its markings correspond to
densers housed in the actual receiver, takes the diagram, otherwise the polarity of the
care of ripple and provides a hum.free output will be reversed.
D.C. output.
The block condenser is fitted with three
soldering tag connectors, one being common
Construction
to both 4-mfd. sections and marked C,
As it is not always an easy matter to whilst the other sides of the two condensers
obtain metal during existing conditions, are marked with a 4.
we have used a wooden baseboard for the
It will be noticed that no mains switch or
Unit, but if sufficient metal should be to voltage dropping devices have been inhand, then it would be more satisfactory corporated in the unit. It is assumed that
to use that provided that it is earthed to it will naturally be housed in or near the
the negative side of the circuit, i.e., D.C. cabinet containing the set. ; therefore, use
output. The dimensions of the base are is made of the single-pole J!witch embodied
lOtins. x S!ins., this size pro-riding just in the volume control potentiometerenough room for the components without used in the set-for making and breaking
crowding or making the. assembly too the mains supply.
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Practical
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An Improved Push-button Tuning
Circuit

OST push-button tuning systems emM
ploying pre-set condensers suffer from
the disadvantage that the total number of

rI

stations is very limited. Here is a simple
circuit whereby changing the waveband
of the receiver brings into circuit another
set of condensers. Thus if a four.button
switch is used, i.e., three buttons for station
selection and one for manual turning, three
stations can be obtained on long waves,

:~l~l~t~l~l~-~~~ . . . . . 1~1~1~1

THAT DODGE OF YOURS!

Every Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRELESS'" must have origiitated someljttledodge
which w'?uld interest other readers. Why
not pass 1t on to us? We pay £1-10-0 for the
best ~int submitt~d, and for every other item
pubhshed on thiS page we will pay half-aguin~a. ~urn that idea of yours to account by
send1ng tt ID to us addressed to the Editor
"PRACTICALWIRELESS," George Newnes:
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W .C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that every· notion
sent in must be original. Mark envelopes
''Practical Hints."
DO NOT enclose
Queries with your hints.
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I
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j
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" All hints must be accompanied by the -~
I coupon cut from page iii of cover.
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The gramophone motor is switched on,
and bobbin " C " revolves, taking the tape
from bobbin "A." When the Morse key
(see circu~t diagram) is depressed, the
armature IS attracted to the magnets and
the pencil strikes the tape recording the
signal transmitted.
· By moving the armature up and down,
two or more messages can be recorded on
the same piece of tape without erasing.
To rewind the ta.pe on to " A " for other
messages, disconnect the band from " B "
and cmmect "A" to '' B" by means of
the other band which is crossed so that "A"
rPvolves in the opposite direction to "B."
To prevent the tape on " C" from slipping,
and to Pnsure a tight winding on " A"
whPn winding back; a springy piece of brass
is pre~sed against "C."-D. C. ADA1't!SON
(Gateshead).

An Accumulator Hint

spePd at which we could transmit we fonnd
FTER finding that the accumulator
it very helpful in checking the' accuracy
supplied with a 4-valve battery
of speed tm.nsmission.
The simple apparatus can be made from portable ran down in a very short time I
1X1l'ts which most people have amonO'st devised the following system whereby' a
their "junk." These are: an old gra~o larger external accumulator can be used
phone motor, two electric magnets from an
&ck 01 s"f
old electric bell-the armature from the
hell having a pencil-holder soldered to the
hammer end-three thread bobbins, a
kngth of tape (we found gummed repair
lmen tape best, as it could be erased indefinitely without deterioration), a curved
piece of metal, a large gPar wheel, two stPel
axles, two strong elastic bands, two springs
made from brass sheet, and supports
(made
from
old
audio-frequPncy
tmnsforn1er damps).
·
The arrangement is as shown in the +
diagram. The tape is wound round
+
bobbin " A " and kept in position by a
To lnt"rnal ;~cumulaforJ
~pringy piece of brass. :From this bobbin
tbP tape passes round a curved pie<'~ of
INTERNAL
EXTERNAL
nwtal ·· D" to the bobbin '· C," which is
ACCUMULATOR
ACCUMULATOR
Rerewed to a large gear wheel. Thi~ i~
IN USE
IN USE
driven by means of an elastie band o-eared
Sectional
views
of
an
accumulator
switching
to the bobbin " B," which is on the"' drive
device.
axle of the gramophone motor. The
electro-magnet:> ftre fixed in position by a
support. The armature is fixed opposite with the set as a permanent installation
'
the magnets to Pnable it to be attracted but without sacrificing its portability.
'~wo soc~ets, fitted with springy brass
and in such a position that the p<'neil i~
the pencil-holder strikes the tn,pe when it stnps, are fixed on the set back and wired
to the inkrnal accumulator and existing
i8 passing over the curverl metal.
L. T. leads, as in the
accompanying sketch.
When the set is to
be llsed as a portable
the internal accumulator is connected to
the set, but when
the set is pennanently
installed two banana
plug s connected to
the external accumulator are inserted in
t.he sockets, so disconnecting the small
internal accumulator
and bringing the external one into circuit.
In order to keep
the internal accumulator in good condition, it is advisable
_,.
to have it periodically
------l
charged.- M. JERYIS
details of a simple morse recordin.~ apparatus.
(Newcastle).

A

S(Jdre sectton on
wavechange switch

Circuit diagram showing the applicati'on of a
simple push-button tuning system.

and by operating the wavechange switch
another three are available on medium
waves.
The circuit for 3 buttons is shown in the
diagram.
In my case the waveehauge switch is a
six-pole three-way unit, and onlv one
Rection is spart', but for those who ·u~e a
wafer-type switch by adding an additional
thrt'!c'-pole section, three stations could
be provided on the short-wave band by
changing over the condensers connected
to. one point. If this is attempted cai'tl
w1ll have to be taken that the additional
wiring does not cause too great a loss
but this works quite well on two wn,ve:
bands (medium and long). I hn,ve not yet
tried including it on short waves, as my
switch has not enough spare contacts. A's
will be seen, the cost. of the switch is
reduced, as a four-button switch is ample
for. an•rage requirements where normally
a s1x or seven button-switch would have
to be pmchascd.-D. TwiVEY (Navenby).

A Simple Morse Recorder
HE following simple dPvicP may
of
T
usP to other readers learning the
Morse Code, as it records the "dot;s nnd
be

dashes" and enables the student to obtain
spacing and length of signals. A~
my fnend and I could not receive at the

correc~

Circuit diagram, and

I-

•.
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Misleading Seasonal Faults
In this Article Various Causes of Burnt-out Aerial Coils
are Explained.

T

HE Rervirc engineer has- to deal with

many fillllt~ which crop up at definite
tim<·~ l';wh yt•ar, some of which a.re
n•n.l and oth('f's iniaginary. For example,
in spring atHI sumnwr the eomplaints of
poor sensitivity inen·a.sc dnc to longet·
daylight listening and genl'ral sumnH"r
receiving conditions, dry ·• earths," noi~y
reception due to increased static, Pt('.
Autumn brings crackling eaused by fmFd
and broken wiring in aerials when th<· gal<·s
commence.
Complaints of short life
of batteries in battery receivers arP often
due entirely to the Jmig<'r listening hours in
the winh·r tinw, and the genPra.lly mot·e
attmctin; proj.!ramnws.
}lost enginePrs
readily <liffercntiatP between the rPal and
the imaginary of these kinds of troubks.

nl'gkct, ineffe<'tiw•. Thus fuses in the
mnins supply do not blow.
ThP m·xt <.·mHlition IW<·<·ssnry is that of
low ins11ln.tion lwt11·<•en t]u• ·aerial aml
<"artlt, and tht> thin! awl tinnl emulition
that th<·n· iK 110 :wri:tl H<"rics Pondt>nser.
\\'ith r<"gnnl to tlw ;wri:d eondition, this
ma.v IJe ,]ne either to w<·atht•rPd or cnwked
iw;iJ!at.orK or g<•nPrally poor erl'dion, or
thP condition mav ;wi~<' du<· to thl' use of
an anti-Ktati<· a,.;·ial lmvin.g some Aort of
aerial ,·onplin.~ (·ir·•·uit. 11·hidr <·onne<·ts the

Burnt-out Coils
There arc a. j(o,,~ troubles, howeyer, whi,·lt
nt first sight appPar to be due to atmospheric
eondition~. but "·hidt arc not due to that
eau se, and t hneforc dive1t d iagnoxis
from the seat of thP troubl<'. A type of this
fault is 11·1tcre th<· neria.l coils arc bnmt out·,
and the imwession is that lightning or
heavy statie ehargl' on the aerial build up
a voltage whidt emtsPs a hPavy curn·nt tu
flow thmu.~dt t hl' coils to Parth. lklilt'e
dismissing~ natural <·a.ttses a.s being the
oounoe of the trouble, Pxamination in other
directions should he made.
In many eases where there is no outdoor aerial, and burnt-out aPrial eoib arc
met with, suspieion may be directed to any
attempts on the part of the owner of the
reeeivcr or an "expert" fri<·nd to utiliHe
the mains wiring as an aerial. If this cannot
be proved it is possible tlia.t the a.Prial inay
be i»
· ttie or in some location whl'ro
tne wire can come in contaet with the
mains wiring eith!'r dirPetly, or through
perished insulation material having a low
resistance sufticit'nt to pass <'nough cun~·nt
to bum out th<• aerial eoils. It is gPnera.lly
found that the lon.~-wa.y(• coils are the ones
to burn out because of t.he thin win· with
which th<•y arP wound. as eompared with the
heavier gaugPs of wire used in the eo,nstmction of ~1.\\'. and S.W. coils.

Mains Aerial Trouble
If the receiver is fitted with a mains
aerial device it will be found that there is a
series eondcnser whieh isolates the aerial
coils fi·om the mains wiring and if this
breaks down, all coils burn out and a rl'al
fil'C is set up in the receiver. The condenser,
however, may not be broken down completely but may have only a high resistam·c
Jeakag;e which prevents sufficient CHI'I'ent.
flowing to blow the fuses, but quite eno11gh
to burn out thirr wil'C coils.
Another ettttse for burnt-out aerial <.'oils
is the mains transformer having a slun·t
cireuit between the primai:Y'l'vinding and its
laminations which will, of course, put the
mains on to the " earth " side of the
aerial eircuit.
A leakage instead of a
direct short eirl'uit in a transformer is also
sufficient to <"anse the fault:'
The eombimttion of conditions neePssarv
6o bring about bumt-out aerial coils rlue t;J
J>ran!!f()I'nwr· tmnble is where no enrth is
used or where the ear-th has become, throu~h

Ligl.tninf! may have caused the fire in this burntout receiver-but did il ;l Don' I juml} lo conclusions
is the theme of thia article.

This Pom hination of conditions may seem
yery unlikPiy, but the writer, in conjtinction
with fire insurance otlieials, has on many
oecasions found the trouble to liave been
caused just as stated.

Insulation Test
\\'hen nPw aerial coils have been fitted
it is well to make' an insulation test,
pt'elerably with a smnll mPgger or insulation
tl'stPt' whi<·h will a.pply 250 or 500 volts
to the eireuit being ehe<.·ked. 'J'Psts betwe<·n
a<·tual aerial wire to earth through an tterial the aerial coils and the mains input to the
t ra.nsfornw r.
transfonner should be made, and a measure\\'ith all these Pnnditions satisfied the Jnent taken between aerial and earth and a
mains eurn•nt will flow from the tmnsformer general insp<.•ction on the lines outlined
primary, along the chassis to the Parth side above to sPe that conditions of the burning
of the ac·rial <·ircuit, througlt the >wrial of aerial coils due to mains leakage are not
eoils and along the aeriallead-in·and aerial pr'esent.
wire to Parth through the leakage path,
It is easy to blanw lightning or hPavy
thus completing the circuit. One line of static for burn-outs, but it. is not Pasy to
the main>~ supply is generally earthed at the expla.in to the owm·r why the same fault
power house. The aerial <•oil is then burnt lrappens again wh<.•n you switeh on the
out, smoke arises and t.lwre is an urgent instrument fin· the first time after putting
appeal from the ownet· for service.
in JWW aerial coils !

Broadcast Talks on Substitute Materials
While it is !'ertainlv fatal th~t a nntion
.lktoh<.·t· 17th, the first. offour talks on should have to depPtitl on substitutes, yet
"~11hstitute" materials whi<'h are. to be
the spareh for the sub~titute is the foundadeliwn·d under the tit.le, " .Just as Good : tion of all seiPntific and engineering pmlw11· Sei<·nce makes new materials out of grl'ss, and· in all-or Jwarly all-industria.!
old." The talks will cover Foodstuffs, development. The search goes on uncpasText.ile~. \\'a.r Materials-rubber, petrol ingly and nowhere more energ!:'tically or
aiul pla~ties from the engineering point of mot"C sucecs~fully than in our own
Yiew.
Eaeh talk is beinl' given by an countrv.
<·XpPrt in thnt partienlar hmneh: thus Dr.
The· so-Palled " substitutPs " are often
Drumnwnd, of the :\linistry of Food, spoke by no m.eans m<'t"C sub~titutes : tlwy are
in tlw Food Ta.lk ; l>r. Slade, of Imperial new materials, the etl,at ion of scientific
Clwmi,·nl ]Jl()ustrit•,;, in the second and development.
H they m't' " synthetic"
third; anrl .:\Jr. .Beawr. of the engineering they are also progre><sin·. In some ways,
finn of Hir A!Pxamler Gibb and Partners, and for some Plll'fiOses, they a.re often
will speak in the fourth.
better tlutn the produet~ of nature.

T

HE B.B.C. broadmst on Thursday,
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A Single-valve S.-W. Receiver
Constructional Details of
an Efficient
Receiver for the Experimenter, hy Ex. 2F\YA

M

UCH interest seems to haw been
shown in so-called "hottRd-up"
single-valve short-wav!' receivers,
so rearlers may possibly be interested in
some further notes on the subjl'Ct.
First of all, it must be malised that the
detector stage of any "straight" receiver
must detect the signal (no matter what. its
strength may be) before it can be amplified.
Therefore it is advisable to get a singlevalver working well, and not and L.F.
stages on to a bad set, thinking they will
make up for anything that is lacking.
It is surprising how two of these rereivers
can vary in performance. Thev have
nothing in reserve, and losses cannot bo
compensated for by turning up a volume
control. Now, what makes all this difference? There does not seem to be much
in the circuit, but it can be narrowed down
to one thing-the tuned circuit. Look at
your own receiver. Does the wire from
· the moving vanes of the tuning· condenser
wander rom1d the set ? Does it go to the
valve filament, and then__on to the L.T.and earth terminals before ending up at
the coil ? If so, it is hopeless ! In the
accompanying diagram the tuning condenser
is right across the grid coil with the shortest
possible amotmt. of wire between them.
Until you have tried this out for yourself,
it is difficult to believe what a difference it
can make. For instance, on a receiver
similar to the one shown, the writer
receives the 16-metre band at the bottom
of the tuning scale with the yellow spot
type coil _advertised as going down to
22 metres. Admitted, the 100 ppF condenser has a lower minimum eapacity than

the 150 fliiF type with
which the Eddystone
people have calibrated
their coils, but this alone
• does not account for the
lower
wave-range8
covered. The lOO PtiF
tuning condenser shown
gives a nice overlap
between•each of the 4-pin
Eddystone coils used. A
bandspread arrangement
could be incorporated,
but Rtill keep the wires as
short as possible. Mount
the two condensers as
close as possible on the
panel, and do not bother
about getting them nice
and symmetrical-it is
efficiency that counts !

HFC

Nrut
condenser

HTt----'-----~-'----'----~-..:> LT-

L-------<>jo--o L.T..,.
Fig. 1.- Theoretical circuit diagram of a simple one-valve
short-wave receiver.

Reaction Control
So much for the tuning ; and- now for
the reaction control. This has been
mounted on a bracket at the left-hand
side of the mceiver. Besides considerably
shortening the wiring, this also gives quite
a comfortable O}Jerating position. ·
The coil-holder and valve-holder are s!'t
close together. The rgrid-condenser itself
(one of the "tag" type) forms the actual
wiring link betw~n. the two "grid"
terminals.
A 3-megohm grid-leak is
sugg~sted, but do not be afraid to try other
values in order to get smooth reaction.
Both selectivity and sensitivity are largely
looked after by the efficient use of reaction,
and many of the weaker station'! can be

,--~Phones

LT-HT-

LT+

Earth

Reaction

·000/
tJF
Tuning

lost by a reaction control which i.~ at all
"ploppy." The reC'eiver should slidP into
oscillation with a gentle breathing noise.
Use a valve of the HL2 clas~, with just
sufficient H.T. to get smooth rcaetion
control on all of the bands. If the aerial
coupling is made too tight " blind-spots"
will appear. But., on the other hand. if
it is too loose there will be a gre<tt deal of
oscillation with a general " dead" fel·ling.
As for components, use the bf.st vou
have got, and, ifthere is anything douhtfi1l,
cut it right out and use something beyond
reproach.
About your headphones. You would
probably be surprised how mat~y ancient
demagnetised pairs are in use. · If vours
come under this heading. invest in
new
paix~it is essential !

a

Plywood Chassis
Plywood con~truct.ion is suggest.ed.
Some of that well-known grey enamel
would give a good finish to it. Chassis
construction has much to be recommended,
and then all the batterv leads can be
· tucked away underneath: If the valve
and coil-holders arc mountoo up on short
pillars, say one inch long, a- fmther
shortening of wiring is achieved.
Readers arc strongly advised to get a
receiver going on these lines. and to
experiment with it until really ·satisfying
results are obtained·. If you arc not
satisfied with the signals received, do not
do the time-honoured -stunt of adding
another valvP. Find out the trouble in
your detector, and when you are in a
position to add an L.F. stage you will be
pleasantly surprised at the results.
If the constructor intends to add an
L.F. amplifier at a later stage, the chassi:l
must be of sufficient length to accomrnodak
the additional components.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
SERVICE MANUAL
By F. J. CAMM.

Fig, 2,-SuggeJted layuut o/ a single-valve receiver built to the circuit shown in Fig. I.

From all Book..U.ra 81· Del, or hy pool 8/8 di...:
!tom the Puhlisllera, Qeorp IJI!WIIes, Lid. (Book Dept.),
To_W'er Bou'O, Southampton 81., Strand, London, W.C.l!.
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X E wry sati~fa,etory form of detradion
from the e.wsc whit'h obliges us to
occupy A.H. s\1{'\ters is, undoubtedly,
a radio rcPeiver eapable of piC'king; up the
transmissions from our Home Stations. In
nwny Hheltt•rs it hn.H be('n possible to install
m a ins-opt•ratt•d t·om mt'rei>tl n•ccivers ; in
otlwrs. u~<e has Ul'l'll made of the usual
house instttllation to opcmtc an PXtt'nsion
speaker but, judging' from the inquirit·s
rPeein•d, the majority of our readers >H<' not
ahk• to atlopt l'ither of theHc a.rrangPnH•nts.
In view of this, tlwreftm', we arc dPseribing
a 'l·ery simple t.im'l'-v>ilve circtiit whieh, in
ar('as wlll're normal l'l't'l'ption is obtainetl
aml whPrc it is possible to use a short
t•xt<·rnal hook-up al'rial, will provide satisliwtorv ~~·suits from the stations nwntimwd
ahon·~ thoul,!;h. of eourst•, it must he
ap[H'eeittt<-d tlmt the ('flieieJlf'Y of the
rcet·ivt•r ,,-i\1 lK· gon•rnt·d to a g;t'(•at extent
hy the l'tt'eetin•ness of the at•rial used.

O

THE

"

hodil'<l, ns tiH' Role purpose of the receiver
is to gl't th<• nwst ~>ttisf:tctory rPstiits eonsistt•nt with i ht· minimum of construetional
work alHI t·xpt·nsl'. Bt'<tring in mind that conditions will fon·e the operator to use an aerial
on the H\tort side, it is not necessary to me
c-<;>ils f'H,p<_tble of providing a high degree ()f ·
selt-divity. Thosl' 81ieeified, they will he ilcsnibed in detail further on in this artide,
ga \'e adequate selectivity and, what i:; t>ven
more important, <tllow!'d a generous portion
of the sigtml strength to reach the assoeiated
grids.
An H. F. pentmlc is J-ecommPmle<l for the
H.F. stag<', although <tn onlina.ry R.O.
va\v!' <·an he 1181'<1 if so dt·sirt•tl. Its output is

r-----------------~---------1--.-----------~H.~

soooon

·005
MFD.

Fig. 1.- The theoretical circuit shows that there is nothing complicated in its design or
•
wiring. The coils are fully described in the text.
To meet general demands, and to make
construction cost as low tts possible, bnttPry
operation and Jwmc-madc coils arc used,
and as the latter only luwe to tmw
over the medium wave-hand no complic-ated
ot· tedious winding is wquit~·d, and waveehange switching is eliminated. It is quite
possible that the nw,jority of the parts
H[K'cilied will be on hand but, ift.his i.; not the
<'aSP, no trouhle should be cxperiPne<>d in
obtaining them from our advertiser~, as we
have bcC'n c-areful to sl'ieet those items of
whieh large stocks an• normally nn1ilable.
Although the t'f•c!'i,·et· is shown in simple
c-hassis form, it is suggested that the eonstructor takes the nmtter >t step further·, and
houst•s the chassis and, if possible, ihc
bath·ries in a stout wooden case, thus
making it an easy mattt'r to take the set into
the shelter when i-equired or, depending on
indi,·idual ideas, Jixing it in the slwltPr in
the form of a. permanent installation. The
loudspeaker is intl'ruled to f(mn a separate
unit, although there is nothing to ~lop
it being housed in the receiver and hn.ttery
case, provided that a small RpeakPr is u'<'d,
sueh as the \V.B .. Junior. Due consideration
should nlso be giwn to the use of headphoneR. Apart from hettring the Xews, it is
known tlmt many people· do not care to
listen to mdio timing an aetual raid,
t.lwt~·forP, if 'phom•,; Me included in the
equipment, thos" who wish to listen can do
so "'ithout causing any interference to the
other occupants of the shelter.

coupled to the triode leaky-grid detector
by means of the recognised •· tuned-grid"
armngPnwnt. This system is both slmp\e,
and dtieient, as it - allows a very satiHfaetory gain in a single band receiver to he
seemed, and eliminates high-tension from
the coil and condenser circuit of the
detector valve.
Hesistanee-capacity coupling is m<ed
between the output from the detector and
the output pentode, the latter being
seleded heemrse of its high gain and reasonable high-tenf<ion c-onsumption. To enable
the output volume to be kept within the
limits reqnired by individual rertuiremcnts,
am! to prevent the pentode from being overloaded when a powerful signal is rec-eivPd,
1111 L.F. volume control is provided iu the
J<mn of a J•Otentiometer between the grid
of the 1wntode and its source of negative
grid-bias.
The c-omponent specified incorporates a
three-point switch which comes into opemtion wht•n the control is turned to its minimum s<·tting, thus making or breaking the
L.T., H.T. and G.B. supplies according to
"-hieh way the control is turned. A very
simple tone correetor is provided by the
.005 ml(l. lixed condenser connected ~
tween the anode of the output valve and
the common ne.!!;ativc-earth line. If the
response is too deep, i.e., if the tone is not
sharp or c-le>tr enough, a lower capacity
eondenser can he usPd, but the value
shown is that whieh gives the most satisfactory general response.

An cxaminntion of the theoretical circ:1it,
l•'ig;. l, will nweal the f:tct that no frills or
umJece~sary compom•nts have been em-

The (:oils
Tlwse n re wound on a former having a
diametPr of l ~in., the length being 2~in. A

SHELTB
A Simple Three-valve Receiver,1U
to Provide Headphone or l~
She

11icce of postal cardboard tuhing or, better
still, paxolin, should be U~<'d, provided, in
the case of cardboard, that l'Hre is taken to
see that it is 1){'.rtectly dr~·:For the aerial coil, 10 turns of 22
gauge enamelled wire· i~ r<'quired, the
winding being mttde so that >t\1 turns are
tight up agttinst adjacent om•s. A ta.pping
loop is brought out at the 23nl turn from
the start, and this is aceompli~hed by
doubling a length of the wire and pushing it
through a small hole whieh has to be made
in. the correct position in tlj(' tube by
means of a fine bradawl. \\'hen brii1ging
out this loop, take great care to-Sl'l' thafthe
tumR do not become loose. It is essential
for the winding, to be both neat ttnd taut,
otherwise any loosem•ss or unevPrmess will
seriously >tftect the ganging of the two
circuits. When the 70th turn has been
woun!f, leave 5in. or 6in. of tht• wire before
cutting off, and then make the winding
secure by ilassing the t•nd twiee through two
holes in the tube so that <t firm anchorage
is obtained. A little extra trouble taken
with the winding and finishing of the coil
will be amply repaid by improved results.
'~'he tapp~~g loop form~ the eonnection
for t.he acnal, as shown m the theoretical
cireuit.
The H.F. coil is it!C'ntic-al to the aerial,
but it has to have an extra winding for the
reaction circuit! \\'hen \\-e say identical,
we mean it in the true sens(•, so far as the
22 gauge winding is concenwd, for the very
important rea8on of st'euring perfect gauging as mentioned abow. The positimi and
method of winding the rPaction winding are
shown in Fig. 2, which gives 1t good idea of
what the two coils should look fike. At the
bottom end of the coil, i.e., the end most
1-emote from the tapping point, wind over
the enamelled wire a strip or dry paper or
Empire cloth, kin. "·idt•, until two or th1-ee
layt•rs have bePn put on. Over this bnnd of
inHulating material now wind 20 turns of
34 gauge enamelled or D.~.C. wire, t>tking

Fig. 2.- These diagrams, wilh 1/ze details in
adjacent columns, will mal~e /he coil construction
ea•y. Note that wire Y is connected to neg-earth
line anJ X to reaction condenser.
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fully meshed to fully open. During this
movc,ment your nea.~·t>st station Rhoulcl be
!ward. Once it is received adjust the
tuning control until the maximum signal
strength is obtained, and tht>n adjust sl01dy

sing Home-made Coils, Designed
peak er Reproduction ·m an AR.
enre to sec that the tums are in tli~ 81111/Pdirection as the other winding, and that
they are neatly and· firmly side by ~i<k.
Anchoring the ends of this additional winding eau be achieved bv small blobs of Chattei'ton's Compound 'or Healing-wax; or
perhaps a better way is to use a needle
to t-ln·cad the ends through the insulating
band in such a manner as to make t-hPm
sec-ure. \Vith this method, however, great
care must be taken to see that the insulation
of U!C muienwath winding is not banned
and that electrieal contact is not made
between the two windings.
Inside the bottom end of the fonner
fasten a small strip. of wood, say, lin. to
!in. thick, to provide some mPans of
securing the coil, in a vertical position, to
the chassis.

Construction
The plan diagrams show the exact loca·tion of all components, together with associated wiring. The mounting of the 2-gang
condenser, the small metal screen aiul the
two coils should be left until it is necessary
to mount them for wiring purposes. The
volulne oonh·ol and reaction condenser c·an
be lixed in position by the brackets shown
or by using a ·wooden runner along the
Ji·ont edge of the chassis. It will be found
that the majority of the wiring can be
finished before mounting anything on the
top side of the chassis, excepting, of course,
the valve-l10lders. The screen is cut from
an odd piece of aluminium or, if that is not
available, copper or very fine mesh perfor•
ated zinc. The dimensions arc 3lin. X 3fjn.
The specified 2- gang condenser, if
used in conjunction with the recommended
S.M. dial, has to be mounted on three
small supporting pieces.
These can be
wooden blocks, cut neatly to the 'required
size, i.e., sufficient to allow a 4 BA bolt to
pass through them and the chassis, or, as in
the case of our original model. the insulating tubes off of ordinary H.T. connecting plugs, etc.
Adjust the volume control to its maximum setting and the reaction condenser to,
say, a third of its travel, and then rotate
slowly the main tuning coutrol"from vanes
i--~-~~---~~~~--~~-~~-~~-.!)-()-l)-(),

.

~w'?~r.~ :!~::!:rs REQUIRED

1

1Tuning condenser. One bar-type J,B., 2-gang, f
1
.000.5 mfd.
. , ·
1
Rea~tion condenser. One Dilec<>l! J,B,, .0005 1
_
mfd.
.
I'
1
Fixed condensers. Dubilier. Two .0001 'mfd., _
_
one..
mM., one .00'5 mfd., type
S, ,1
one ·.04 mfd: type 4602; S, one .1 mfd. type
_
4603/S.
I_ Fixed
resistances. Dubilier. One 2 niegOhm;
one .50,000 ohms,
watt type.
=
0003.

,4601

=~

?~

1
-,

- Potentiometer. One 1 megohm Bulgin type _

'
'_

1

~MM.

H.F. choke. One Bulgin type H.F.9,
Wooden chassis. 10 x 8 x 3jins.
Two socket strips. A. and E ••. L.S. Ctix,
One W.B. speaker. W.B. Jumor.
Batteries. One 120 volts, one 9 volt G.B.,
one 2 volt accumulator. Exide.
Vatv... Cossor. One 210 S.P.T. (7·pin),
one 210 H.F. and one 220 H.P.T.

1-

1
;,,_,,_,_ll~(l-1)-()-()_l_l)

,_,,_ _
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_
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_

and carefully
HBHtll
one cow
at a
timc>,
fitted tothetlw
top trimmc>rs.
of tlw gang
dPnser. It is e~~entia.l to make ~nrP tlmt
the receiver is not oseillatin.l!' whl'n t·;tJTying
out these adjustments so. if po.,sihl<·. have
the reaction eondt'ns<·r at its minimum
setting and tht· Yolume l'ontrol tumed
down until the station is only juKt au<lihle.
By doing this nny slil!ht · impl"O\'t'ment
obtnined by varying thn trimnwrs "·ill he
more rendily notict·a hie.

1
=
I

j

=.

I

1

=

I
j
=
I
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ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
educated men who are intelligent and quick
can rely on being accepted if suitable in
other respPcts.
More opportunities can now be offered to
men to fly. Those who volunteer for flying
duties during their training as wireless
operators and are accepted are given a
eom-se in air gunnery. Pay during training
is 2s. 6d. a day ; for, wireless oper(ttms
(ground) it is 4s. a d3JY, and for wireless
operator/air gunners 8s. 3d. a day.

Sets for the Troops
HE urgPnt nPC'd for radio sets for the

T
troops as part of a general <'!'fort tu
enablP thl'm to fight boredom was strl'ssed
by Mr. Anthony Eden. the 'Yar :VIinister,
recently.
Operiing an infonnation burPau for the
Forces in Trafalgar Square, he Rain that a
number of sets had been provid(·cl out or
the N uffield Fund. The War Ottice was
producing a special Ret. for plac-E's wherl'
the ordinary commereial set eould not be
used, and the TreaRur·y hl?{i made a
substantial grant. for this purpos!'.

Street Railway ·Car Control
by Radio
E understand that Detroit Street
W
Railways have introdnef"d radio for
eontrolling their services. Thirty motor

Tick-tock Interval Signal
OME listeners are surprised to !war the
S
· tick-tock signal from time to time in
both the Home and Forces progmmmes.

rail-coaches have been equipped with
receiving and transmitting sets, and a
main transmitter and receiver control the
working of the servicPs from a central
building. This system has already proved
of valuP in the case of accidents, fires, and
other emergencies.

Then· is no ehange in policy, howen·r. and
this signal is only heard during gaps bl'fiwe
and after news bulletins in foreign languages.
For tlwse broadcasts the tick-tock 'Rignal
is used deliberately as it provides a fairly
unobtrusive tuning signal for S\l!T!'ptitious
listening.

New Radio System

M

Leipzig Fair

T

HE Genna:tlS have recently advertisf"d
the fact that the Leipzig Autumn l~air
has been held in spite of the war. -i\,t this
fair the section de~oted to ~lielelis replaced
the normal :Berlin Radio Exhibition, whi(·h
was held annually from I922-:l9. Amortg
the latest d~velopments to be !'x.lJibitf'd
was a tiny c!'ntimetr!'·wave radio-tf'lephone
set.

Radio-controlled Landing Lights
IGHT landing lights, for use at seaph<ne
bases, which can be switched on
from a distance of approximately six milPH
by wireless, have bef"n developed in tlw
U.S.A. by Westinghouse Electric and
Firestone Tyres. The lights, mounted on
oval-shaped rubber buoys, are each equipped
with a small battery-operated rect>iver,
and a " whip" aerial.

N

A new photograph of Miss Adelaide Hall, the
celebrated Coloured Singer of stage, screen, radio
and recording fame.

Radio Listeners' Interests ·

()
to
a
A ('('Hr•hf"JJ!'f'tady,
N.Y ..
I{ OIN<~

report
from
radio listeners'
interests change with the seasons. As a
part of the weekly Hcienee Forum broadcasts
from Kt.ations WGEO and WGEA, a portion
of ea"h programme is given over to
answeritlg scif"ntific questions submitted by
liKt{'Jlt'1'8 in all parts of the world.
The seasons are reflected in tl]('se
questiens with each summer bringing in
many r!'quests pertaining to lightning. while
it would appPar that listeners spend more
time thinking about seience subjects during
tlw winter months than at any other season,
since it j, th!'n that the mail is heavi!'st.

Japanese S.-W. Broadcasts

B

EGINNING this month, ,Tapane,;e Hhort·
wave broadcasts will a.lso be given in
Malay and Arabian.

Finnish Anti-interference Scheme

I

T is reportPcl that as part of a sf'lrPme to
reduce electri('al interff"renc!' the ~'innish
electricity supply companies refusf"d to
instal electrical appliances null's;; fit,ted
with anti-interferencf" filters. A eommittPe
appointed to inspel't applianc'('s already
installed found that i>f the J ,i>OO lifts
examined in Helsinki ti35 required interfereJH'l' filtL'l'S.

Radio Messages to Far East
IVEt; and tiunilit•s will soon IX" ahle
W
to send
to Briti"h troops
in the Far East by means of NJWC'ial
me;;~age;;

broadcasts being arranged by the B.B.C.
J\'lr. F. W. Ogilvie. Director-C,.('neral of
the B.B.C., in making this atmounef"ment
rerently, said that with the messages would
go special request programmes of favourite
music.
Mr. Ogilvie was inaugurating Special
Transmission, a new service in two part.s ;
one Eastern, for India and the Far East,
and the other Southern, for Africa and the
Near East.

More Chance of Flying
t; the rf"sult of rccent publicity a la.rge
numb1•r of men of high type have eome
forward to be trained as wireless operators
in the Royal Air Force. The faeilities for
training are now expanding so rapidly that

A

LATE DELIVERY OF
"PRACTICAL WIRELESS"
A Message from the Editor
We are doing .all ~e possibly can to ensure
that "Practical Wireless" reaches you
regularly every month, but occasionally thet'e
may be a delay owing to the dislocation of
transport caused by air raids.
If, therefore, " Practical Wireless" should
arrive after the normal day of sale, please
help your newsagent by aceepting your copy
as usual. Under the Government's Paper
Control Order he is unable to return uniold
copies, and if you refuse to accept he will
have to pay for· it himself.
Your newsagent is working under dillicult
conditions these days, and your kind · eo•
operation in this matter will be ;leatly
appreciated by him-nd by ourselves. ·

AJOR EDWI.K H. ARMSTRONG, a
Columbia University professor, who
has bf"en responsible for numerous radio
inv!'ntions as wdl as being a pionef"r of the
modern super-het!'rodyne circuit, has
developed a new system of broadcasting
which cuts out interference from lightning,
sunspots; tramcars, etc.
Transatlantic
broadcasts will no longer be cancelled if the
system is adopted universally, The new
system is already being used by 16 American
stations, and their broadcasts are free from
'" atmospherics" and fading. Eighty other
stations are hoping to use the system and
have applied for licences. The Federal
Communication Commission is considering
the granting of an exclusive ultra-short
wav!'length to Major Armstrong.

B.B.C. Evening Programmes
H l~ B.B.C. evening programmes for the
winter months are likely to be
re-arranged soon as a result of consideration
whi<>h is at present being given to the mattN
by the B.B.C. departments concerned.
News bulletins, for one. thing, are under
review. In present circumstances it is felt
that. the 9 p.m. news is being displaced in
importance by the 6 p.m. bulletin, and we
understand that there is likely to be a move
to make important talks and postscripts
follow the six o'clock news, with the main
entf"rtainment programmes earlier in the
evening, when they would probably have
the widest audience.

T

Television 'in Aircraft
l\TYENTORS in many countries have for
some time been experimenting t\>'ith
television apparatus which can be carried
in pilotless aircraft. Transmitting machiri~ry
has previously been of such a size that a tenton lorry has been nee~ed to carry it. It is
now claim<'d in America that the size and
volume has been so much reduced that the
apparatus can be packed into seven light
suitcases. If the invention lives up to its
claims, observation 'planes equipped with it
and either manned or unmanned, and
operated by remote control, can now send
views of the underlying terrain baek t<'
~l'Il!-Y. headqu!lrters ~r to receivi!lg stati~.• ,
on shtps. ThiS telensiot\. eye can pene~
through the mist and haze that o~','
human vision.
·"'"'"'

I

. ...
~
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A Multi-band S.W. Rack
A Useful and Efficient Arrangement to Overcome the
Complications Involved with Band-change Switching
By EX. 2. C H W

W

HILST many of the modem wmmunication type of rect>ivl'rs
incorporate
efficient
Lanclchange switching an:angements, the dPRign,
construction and wiring of such retinenwnt~
has always presented a rather :;tiff" problc•m
to the average constructor. The manufacturer can dt>sign all associated compmwnts, the chassis and the general
assf'mbly to E'nable him to achievE' the
dPHirE'd i·E'sults without introducing fantors
which will offset the advantages by redueing
the overall efficiency of the receiver. The
constructor, on the other hand, has to take
what components are avftilable and, in s(.)
many in~tanccs, quite irrespective of what
he woulcl like, make do by attempting
to modifv this and that unt4l the construetiomtl work assumes something like
this origimtl ilh·a or design. \Vhilst admitt.ing that tlwre are many various types of
multi-purpose S\\"itclws on the market, the
wrih•r always found that the question of
Jo.,ating them "·ith 8atisfa,etory rC'Iation to
the other associated components, intro-

~.,V. l'PI'l'iYCrof1Jw l-V type \Yit.l1 'i•hoiH'~,
tlw vah·p~ lwin.t: bn.ttl·ry-il]ll'l'>itl'd bnt with
an dimhmtor Ji•r thl' H.T. l would mid
that I had a Hmall triekle-elmrger for keeping
the a.ccumulator fully charged. On the top
shelf, therefore. I phH·l'd the two-va.Jye
rceeiver; on the sPconcl, a small two-Yah·e
L.F. amplifier eouplt>d to a P ..M. :'11. U lonll~pt>aker; on the third went thP accumnJa.tor and charger; whilst on the bottom
uno the H.T. eliminator was ston·cl. Aftt>r
taking a great deal of care with all the wirint:
of the various parts, and certain switches
which I introduced, I was fairly W<'ll
satisfied with the general assembly, as it
certainly made a very neat ami compact
outfit.. I soon rC'~tlisl•d, howcvPr, tha,t, banclchanging hac! not bePn rendered any easier;
in fact, as I had gone to the trouble oftitting
a lid to the top compartment, on which I
used to keep my log book, etc.; ·mil changing became ratlwr annoying. Tlms, from
the original aml JlPrhaps rathPr crude
arrangement, I devised the system shown
in ]fig. I.

2mtd

Fig. I.-The essential constructional cletai/s
rack arc shown in this sl(etch.

o/ the

the H.T. dimimttor and triclde-cha.r_ger arc
mmmtecl on the lowest platform. To the
panel of this sed ion arc fitted three switehl's.
On'-' controlling A.U. mains Rupply to
eliminator, om• tin· the mains to the trickledmrger, and one for the H.T. supply to the
rack.

Two-valve Amplifier

Fig. 2.-Circuit diagram o/ the two-valve
battery-ope rated amplifier used in the rack
installation.

On the next. ~lwlf a.bO\'C, a two-valve
a.mplifit•r (Fig. 2) is hmmed. This con11ists
of a triode rPsistnnee-t>apaeity coupled to a
stc·Pp-slope pentode. It was fimnd that. this
simple combination gave all the volume
reltnircd without tencling to hring up, too.
much, background noises. An input yo]umc
l-tmtrol and tt variable tone eontrol are
incorporated, whilst "jacks" are used for
both input and output, thus allowing
quick connections.
The next three sheln'R cnny single-va-lve
HTCB.reeei vers of the general :-1. \\'. type ; the
LTG8+
actual circuit is shown in Fig. 3, ami
it will be seE'n that it iH perfectly orthodox
in aH respects.
Throttled controlled
react-ion is usPd, and triodcs as detectors
are employed throughout the detectDr
General Design
It will be seen that the ra.ek is oft he open sections. Band-~preacl tuning is rather essentype similar to that used by many manu- tial, if the full bem·fit of t.lw arrangcment is
facturers, hut, unlike their nwt,al pro- to be obtained ; this will hP more rea.dilv
Eaeh
ductions, the one shown is constnwted from undeno;tood from the iilllowing.
wood, the two main vertieal supports detector panel consists of an aerittl input
being 38in. by 2in. by I in. The two bottom tuned circuit, i.e., the grid eireuit of the
cross members are l4in. by 2in. by I in. The valve, tuned by a tank and ba.ml-sprt·•ul
rest of the woodwork, i.e .. the supporting condenser. Each Pircuit ha,; its own rea.ct.ion
brackets or piecPs, were all eut fr-om odd control, so that. the utmost etlieieney Cltll
five-ply that happened to be on hand, or be obtained from caeh sPetion. The ide1\
of the three separate panels is to ecwcr, in
waR secured as the work progrPssed.
Owing to the formation of the rack, it. is the writer's case, the three frequenc-y
Pssent.ial tor the main weight to be at, the bands in which'lJC was most interested. The
bottom to add stability. For this rea~on eoils used, theref(Jre, will depend on
personal requirement~. but it is Yl't'V dt>sirahle, aftpr making a
.--------H.T+ reasonable numl.Jet' of
fi·equency eht>cks, to
50,00011
note or mark the tank

~---------------------+--~~
ducetl mmw chassis constructional difficulties which, possibly through the lack of
the required skill and equipment for the
metal work, rendered the task very difficult
or else prevented an efficient and businesslike-looking piece of apparatus from being
built.
The system which is described in this
article, and which the writer has used with
·most satisfying success, was really the
result of having met with two or three
rather costly failures with switching devices,
the desire to secure a receiver which would
allow quick trouble-free change over fmm
one band to anothPr and, finally, the urge
to make usf' of a rack which was originally
construC'ted to house transmitting Pquipment. As it is highly possible that there
must be a vast numbf'r of S.\V. enthu~iasts
who have similar desires, it is hoped that
these details will enable them to achieve
,t!ome measure of suecess and, at the same
timl', find a good use for many parts from
their " spares " boxes.

Output

~·0/mtd.

Original Idea
My original rack was the four-shelf type,
lcscribed in " Wireless Transmission for
-·•l Amateur," and, when I had to hand over
Tx geitr at the commencement of the
I set about trying to find a use for the
, vacant shelves. I was using a simple

(ContiiUu~d on ntxt tJage)

·0002mfrf

E, LT;- HT-

Fig. 3.-The circuil o/ the
detector stages. Three of
these were used, each tuned
to different frequency bands.

tuning dial to indicate the total movement
necessary to cover the exact. frequency band
width which has to be covered or explored by
caeh detector section. If a little care is
taken with the selection of the tank and
band-spread condensers and, possibly, with a
sli.~o:ht rtdjnstment to the coils, it will be
fillllHl that the nonnal band-width of any
one band ean be covered by the complete
movement ·of the band-spread condenser
alone, thus greatly facilitating the tuning
of the worth-while frequencies.
The earth, H.T. and L.T. negatives are
common throughout, tJu.. rcforC'. a simple
on-off switeh should be wired in the positiF·
filament of elteh section or. if double pole
switches arc t·O hand, then tlw L.T. positiw·
and the H.T. positive can be control!e(l.
The top shelf of all is used for an untuncd
H.F. stage. This acts most effieiently a~ a
buffer between the aeriltl and the detc-etor
grid eircuit and provides slight· amplification. It.s main object is, as will no
doubt, be appreciated, that of a bufkr to
allow the utmost gain to bP obtainHl from
the reaction eirenit.s and, of coun;c•, tl]('
bPst possible selectivity. 'Yith greater
elttbomtion, a tuned H.F. stage could be
im·orporated but, if its output i8 to be f<'<l
into the three detPctor stitges, each tmwd
tu a different frequency, one would luwe to
employ coil switching, or plug-in Poib for
thC' H.F. stage, and thus introducE> an item
the whole idea is intended to climi1mtc.
The eircuit of the ILF. valw is shown in
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Fig. 4. A resistance is used aeross t.hc grid
circuit, as it was found that this tended to
reduce the possibility of peaking on any
particular frequency, especially' as an
H.F.C. is used in the anode circuit. The
output is taken from the coupling condcuser
1·ia a screened lead, to the desired detec-tor
stage. An ordinary split plug wit.h appropriate sockets will be found quite satis-.
factory. Bearing in mind that the lead will
be carrying H.F., the writer found it an

HT+

•

0001

mtd

advantage to have the detector panel tuned
to the highest frequency at the top, i.e., that
nearest the H. F. stage.

Detector Output
The output from each detC'ctor valve is
taken to an open-type jack on the right of
C'ach panel. This permits headphones being
plugged-in, or if greater amplification for
L.S. work is required, then the output is
coupled to the input of the amplifier section
by means of a single screened lead, fitted, of
course, with suitable plugs at each end. It
was found advisable to have plug and
jaek input to the amplifier, so that that
unit could be used for other work should
the occasion arise, and, as this so often
does, when one is experimenting, and the
slight--extra co,st is well worth while.
The loudspeaker used was a SC'paratc
unit ; experiments were made to try to
ineorporate it in the general raek ('Oil·
Htruetion but in view of several things,
including microphonic valves, it was finally
decided to keep it apart from the assembly.

Cost

..._-r--e~
mtd
I

Fig. 4.-A simp/" untuncd H.F. stage-as shown
here-Was found quite satisfactory.

Patents and Trade Marks in War-time
We have Received the Following Letter from Rayner & Co., 29, Southampton
Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.C.2, Who Supply Us with the Patent News
Matter which is Published Regularly in Our Pages
" SIR,-Owing to the late publication of circum;;tr1m·t·~ arrangp tor thP patent to be
certain of the Official Records, and. made SC'eret or to delay acceptance of the
to the discontinuance of Patent Abridge· appli(·ation for the period of the wa.r ~o as
ments, we have been having some difficulty to rn·oid publication. Tiwse adions do not
in furnishing you with the URual infonna- abrogate the inventor's rights in his inwntion with regard to Patents and Trade tion. Although the GovernmPnt. departMarks. It may therefore be of interest. to ments a.re entitled to use an invention for
your readers to have some information the riational benefit and are not actually
with regard to Patents and Trade Marks obliged by law to make any payment iir
in war-time.
respect of _sueh use, they do in practice
" The war haR naturally stimulated the make a smtable payment whPH' an in\·enproduction of inventions relating to muni- tion has adm{ttedly been used by them.
tions and warlike Hupplie~, and also inven· If they are unable to agree with the inventor
tions relating to artieleH of public con- with regard to the amount of the paynwnt,
sumption, which have come into special thPn this mav in some eireumstanees
demand owing to war conditions, or modi- bt' settled hy arbitration.
fications of such art.icles to meet the JWW
'· The Government is anxious to stimulate
condit.ions.
exports from this country, and Wf' hdieve
" The various Government dPpartmPnts that special facilities with regard to the
are taking an interest in such inventions supply of materials are available to firms
and they have a sperial organisation for in respect of manufactures for export.
dealing with inventions. This we believe
" Finns who are already engagPd in the
applies to the Ministry of Aircraft Produc- export business, and also firms who are
tion, the VYar Office and the Ministry of desirous of producing goods for export
Supply. These departments ~tppear to take should, wherever possible, use distinctive
note of any patent applications filed which
from their title appear as though t lwy
might be of some interest to the department. When this is the case a formal letter
is sent to the applicant either direct, or DRY BATTERIES : HOW TO MAKE
through his Patent Agent, asking the THEM. By G. Bernard Hughes. Published
applicant to submit to the department a by Hutchinson's Scientific and Technical
copy of his specification, together with any Publications. 160 pages. Price 6s. net.
particulars and E-xplanation of the invention
LTHOUGH the war-time blaek-out has
which would enable the department to
greatly increased the demand for dry
consider whether it could be used in the
cells, published particulars regarding drynational war effort.
"The Government departments have batterymanufacture are very scanty, but in
power to prohibit the publication of the this book will be found much information
particulars of any invention which thPy on the subject which has not appeared in
consider might be of benefit to the PnPmy print before. The book embodies the result
if it should come to their notice. The depart.. of twenty-five years' practical experience
ments also have the right. to take over and in the world of dry batteries, and the
use an invention, and thPy may in some pot.entia.l manufacturer will find in its pages

BOOK RECEIVED

A

In ease the question of cost is raised. it
should be noted that the majority of the
parts used are thosP which most amateurs
will have in stock. If this should not be so,
then the method of construction so r('adily
lends itself to part·s being bought as funds
permit, but in the meantime one of the
detPctor stages, at lefl.st, can be in service,
t bus allowing the ent~usiast to carry on.
Trade Marks in respect of those goods. It
is also very desirable that such Trade Marks
should be registered in the country to which
the goods are to be exported. Firms who
already have well-known Trade Marks in
use in this country can apply at any time to
have them registered in the rountries to
which they may be exporting their goods.
Firms who are not alrt>ady using Trade
Marks would be well advised to splect a
suitable Trade Mark, or Trade Marks, for
their goods, and to register these both in
this country, and in the eountries to which
their goods will be exported.
" The value of Trade .\larks for use in
this country, and particularly abroad, has
not in the past been fully recognised by
British manufacturers. There has been a
greater tendency recently to utilise registPred Trade Marks, and in view of the
possibility of opening up new markets for
the export of goods this tendency is likely
to be extended in the future.
" If any of vour readers are interested
in the abovE' matters or in anv matters
concerned with Patents and Trade Marks,
we should be glad to give thPm any
information we are able, or to deal with
any special problems which ma.y arise in
connection with these matters in their
business.- RAYNER AND Co. (London,
W.C.2)."
.
every necessary detail which will enable
him to make torch and flash-lamp batteries,
inert-cells and high-tension wireless batteries
of high capacity, and all well adapted for
storage. Written in straightforward language, the book is divided into twelve
chapters, and deals in the first chapter
with the evolution of the dry cell. Other
chapters deal, amongst other subjects, with
Polarisation and Depolarisation ; Building
a Dry Cell; and High-tension Batteries.
There ~tre sixteen illustrations and a six-page
index. Although primarily intended for
the commercial manufacturer of dry
bat.teries, the amateur will find much
helpful information lHthin the covers of
this useful book.
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Pick-up Reproduction
Showing How Volume· is Not Necessary for True
Enjoyment of Records, and How to Obtain the
Benefits of "Personal" Listening. By L .0. SPARKS

T

HE electrical reproduction of suitable
gramophone records, carefully se-.
lected to suit individual requirements, offers a particularly attractive form
of entertainment during the existing conditions, and it would appear that many
music lovers are neglecting the possibilities
of such reproduction through lack of
appreciat.ion of its scope and operating

ever essential to also keep down the output
of P.U. amplifiers. This does not mean that
record enthusiasts must sacrifice their
entertainment ; far from it, but the writer
would like to suggest a slogan for such
people, namely, banish the watts and secure
restful entertainment.
r

P.U, 2Afj!

Fig. 2.-A single valve baaster suitable /or use
with headphones.

Amplification

Bearing in mind that this artiele is looked, especially when records of first.
dealing with domestic listening and not class condition are being used.
Headphones have so often been classified
Fig. 1.-The simple P.A. work, when the volume of sound
connections required required would be t.hat necessary to fill, as unsociable and uncomfortable and,
between P.U. and say, a small hall, the question of how much likewise, have fallen to a very great extent
'phones /or " per- amplification is essential forms a vital out of favour ; therefore the writer makes
problem, not only from the point of view a plea for their return in view of the vast
sonal" listening.
of volume but also for considerations of difference between modern types and their
·2Smegfl
cost of apparatus, space required, upkeep earlier counterparts. To those who have
methods.
Too many people have the and simplicity of operation. Another item not already used headphones in conjuncimpression, quite possibly forced upon them is bound to arise; there is still quite a tion with P.U. work, I would say that they
by some misguided enthusiast who favours large percentage of people still dependent have missed much. A good make of 'phone
volume rather than quality, that it is on or using, for prt>ference, batteries, so that can now give most satisfactory response,
absolutely essential to ut~e an amplifier form of equipment must be considered in provided that it is ·operated within its
n.
limits, and, if a little
having an output rating of five or more
20000
•
HT+
trouble is taken with
watts and, having no desire to have their
fitting it to the head,
ear drums shattered, or of being accused of
the question of comdisturbing the peace, they have passed by
fort will no longer.
the so much abused pick-up, and have thus
arise. While admit.
failed to realise its true value.
ting that it might
This does not imply that volume r>annot
appear to be unsocibe obtained without sacritieing faithful
able to >~ee one or
reproduction, providing that well-designed
more persons wearing
equipment is used. In certain instances,
headphones, and a
h6wever, powerful amplification will reveal
very satisfied and
latent imperfections in the input Aignal in
pleasant expression
the same way as a magnifying glass will
on their faces, it does
expose defects not visible to the naked eye. P.(J
not follow that such
The question of output level necessary to
folks arc unsociable ;
secure perfect reproduction is a problem
in fact, they might be
already too involved in controversy for the
showing every conwriter to add fresh fuel to the discussion, .·
Rideration for the
bnt it is still very apparent that the governother occupants of
ing factor of an individual installation is
Fig. 3.-A useful ballery-operateJ amplifier capable o/ giving
the room. No two
the owner-operator, therefore, in actual
good quality at medium oolume.
tastes are alike, and
fact, the whole question seems rather sensethis applies in parless · so far as the ordinary listener is
addition to the more elaborate mains ticular to music, and other forms of enterconcerned.
During the present period, when all operated system. It will be appreciated tainment. Where one is very keen on Hot
reasonable persons remember to keep the that with the former one must not expect Swing, Crooners, Opera or Chamber Music,
volume of their radio receivers down to the. same output, as regards volume, as it does not follow that the rest of the
a local listening level, to avoid disturbing when· using an all-electric amplifier, but family are the same, therefore it becomes
their neighbours who, quite possibly, are against that one can place a dead silent a question of the enthusiast sacrificing his
trying to get a little sleep, it is more than background, an advantage not to be over- amusement, inflicting it on those not
interested, or adopting the very wise and
IO,OOOtl.
diplomatic course of using headphones.
During the present time, this procedure
has sterling qualities ; one can enjoy to the
IO,QOOtl.
full their favourite records or radio stars
any time of the day or night without feeling
that they are interfering with anyone's
rest or pleasure, whilst in addition to these
quite important items, the very fact of
wearing 'phones will eliminate a good deal
of unpleasant sounds which are now so
common in many parts of the country.

o---o
P.U
Phones
o----o

P.~ A~"·

Circuits
P.U.

25Mfi'D.

Fig. 4.-A V<!ry sati5/actory form o/ A. C.-operated amplifier witable /or good P.U. reproduction;
a choke filter output system, shown by Jotted lines, is an advantage ; the condenser should be 2 m/J.
or 4 m/d.

For the music lover, the record enthusiast who requires only what can best be
termed as personal listening volume, and the
person who wishes to restrict cost of
apparatus, the circuit shown in Fig. 1
is ideal. It is depicted in its simplest form,
but it lends itself to many little additiolll
according to individual requirements. Fm
(Con.tinu£>d en nf'tl page.)
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such valves. or cvPn larger one~. in paratiC'I,
or replaee tlw R.C. coupling with a wellexample, with the normal type of electro- designed push-pttll input t.ra.nsformer and
magnetic P.U., it might be desirable to have two valve:>, triodes, in push-pull in
incorporate a variable potentiometer across the output. stage. Although the latter
the P.U. to allow a reasonable degree of an·,~ng<·nH•nt requin·~ a more powerful
volume control to be obtained. This is input t:> ohta.ip. tht• dP~irt>d increase in
often useful when listPning to C!"rlain classes output, it has thP advantage of reduc-ing
of recordings but, genPrally speaking. it is seeond hannonie distortion, and is, thPre·
not absolutdv Pssential. AnothPI' modifi- fori". very satisfac-tory from the quality
cat.ion of the. circuit shown would bP the point of vit>IL With thP pa.rall<"l system
insertion of a suitable matching or step-up greater power output is obtainPd, appro:xitransformer betwe!"n P.U. and 'phone, mat!'ly double, than with a single valve,
whilst in rare instances, dep!"nding on the and it is not absolutely essential to inC'rease
characteristics of t.he P.U. and personal the value of the input.
taste, a simple form of tone or response
Mains-operated Equipment
corrector could be em bodied.
It will be se~n that the a.etual valvP
The simple ariangemPnt shown in Fig. 1
has much to commend it and, if record arrangement of the two mains-operated
enthusiasts have not already tried it, then ampliiers is practically identical with those
it can open to them a form of listening previously mentioned but, in spite of this,
which the writer feels sure they will it must be appreciated that a higher output
appreciate, especially during existing con- will be obtained owing to the greater
efficiency or better characteristics of the
ditions.
A.C. valves. No endeavour has been madt>
Battery Amplifiers
to show a Universal A.C./D.U. circuit, a~
The next circuit arrangements. from the there does not appear to be much demand
point of view of simplicity aft.er the above, for an amplifier of that type, and in addition

PICK-UP REPRODUCTION
(Continued from

fJr<~ious

fJtJge)

IQOOOJl
4MFD.

L.F.C

/QOOOJl

NOTES AND.NEWS
Colour Television Devel9pment
CCORDING to a recent report from New
A
.
York, colour television is now possible
by the addition of a simple mechanical
device to the standard television receiving
sPt. A demonstration of the new television
was recently demonstrated by Dr. Peter
Ooldmark, of the Columbia Broadcasting
System. In front of the present standard
television tube, a wheel of colour discs is
rotated, so synchronised that the eye sees
SlteC!"SSiVI" red, blue and gl'!"en pictures
through the transparent colour discs. The
frames t.hus glimpsed have been similarly
smnned through corresponding colour fil.
ters. The eye combines the whole, and the
result is to make the televised scene stand
out with startling fidelity in brilliant
natural colours.

Off the Air After Dark
ERLIN radio announced recently that
B
'"for technical reasons'' many German
wireless stations cannot be heard in
G(•rmany after dark.

Mobile Bar for Desert Troops
S a result of a recent Egyptian radio
A
appeal, a mobile "Kumangetit" van
to provide British troops in Egypt with
drinks. eigarettes, and other luxuries was
subscribed for within eight days. This fact
was mentioned by Richard Dimbleby in a
despatch recently broadcast to home
listeners. British troops in the Western
Desert. are far from the luxuries of headquarters, and the appeal was given in order
that they might be supplied from time to
time with some of those things that make
life worth living.

" UsefUl Trigonometry Ratios "
HE National Institute of Engineering,
T
148, Holborn. London, E.U.1, have
issued a new edition of their Tutorial
Fig. 5.-This A.C.-operated push-pull amplifier gives a better response and a greater output than
that shown in Fig. 4 and, if well constructed, forms a11 ideal amplifying unit.
are those whleh utilise ba.ttery-operat~d to that rPason, suC'h apparatus calls for
valves and, although it is appreciated that i)articular care in operation. owing to one
battery maintenance ean JH'ove to be an ~ide of the mains supply being common
irksome business. a wPll-designed amplifier, ~itp one side of the,.;llircuit a.rid, finally,
using batteries for the sources of supply, •f only low values of output are required,
can provide very faithful amplification i,e., say two amplifying valves, the mains
together with a dead silent background and, voltage-dropping resistance becomes rather .
if headphones are to be used, there is no large and has to dissipate a fair amount
fear from high anode voltages.
of heat. These remarks do not. of course,
The circuit shown in Fig. 2 is really imply that satisfactory A.C./D.C. amplifiers
intended for 'phone users. It is not cahnot, and are not produced, that would
designed to give high amplification,,but be far fi-om the actual facts; we are only
rather to act as a booster to the output concerned in this article with low-power
from a pick-up, especially t·hose having equipment suitable for general P.U. work
a· lower output figure than some of the &nd for construction by the listenpr.
electro-magnetic types.. A suit~tble valve
The two-valve plus rectifier circuit. ~hown
would be, say, the Cossor 210 L.F, or the in Fig. 4 is ideal for low-volunw personal
Osram HL 21 operating with 120 volts ~.S. list<"ning; in fact, it will provide
H.T. to the anode via, the I'!"sistance which· reasonable volume for the normal domestic
has been incorporated to allow th!'l 'phones room, when used in conjunction with "'
to be isolated from the D.C. curre.nt. If a modern permanent magnet type of l\LC.
suitable L.F. choke is to hand, that, of speaker.
cou~, eould be substi~ut~ f!l~ ~ht;l R.Q.
The alternative arrangPment, shown in
couplmg and thus obtam a normal chOke- Fig. 5, makes use of push-pull output and
filter output syste}n. ·
·
is,· therefore, capable of giving a very
faithful output. The volume will not be
Greater V olt,lll)e
greatly in Pxcei!!S of Rig, {.unless, of course,
·Still keeping to battery-operated. equip- ]a,rger valves are used in the final stage.
me!lt, Fig. 3 show& .a ~ircui~ '&!f!l.ng(lment It is very essential to see that true matching
whiCh can be ul!led m Its ex1stn1g form or i~ 'obtained between SpPakPr and output
as a basis for ·a ~re powerfUl amplifier. valve, or valvPs, in all the circuits menAs depicted, it consists of a medium &znp}j. tioned, whilst with those of the A.C.
fication triode resistance-capacity cotit>led · 6'perated types, particular attention must
to a power valve, such as the Osram L.P ,2, be given to the deoonpling and smoothing
which has a rated output of 0.1 watts. circuits, as it is vital to remove all trace
Alternatives to this would be to use two of instability and hum.

Service Card on Trigonometrical Ratios
which is proving useful to draughtsmen,
skilled operatives, and executives in various
depart.mt>nts of enginPering and building.
Readers may obtain cOpies gratis on
application to the Institute at the above
address,

Radio Sets Sales in U.S.A.
HE number of radio sets sold "by
T
American manufacturers during the
first six months of 1940 totalled 4,865,803,
an increase of 914.817 sets above the same
period in.l939. The total sales for 1939
were 10,500,000 sets, and it is Pxpected
that. 1940 sales will number between eleven
and t.welve million units.
.
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provided that they can be applied in a
general sense.

Screening

M

A..~Y

members seem to be having
difficulty in obtaining metal for
chassis, panel and screening work. This
can ·be readily understood during the
existing conditions, and it is up to all of us
to make do with what material is ava.ilable.
6,.501, 8, Weston Crescent. Horfield, Most members will already know that quite
Spares-box Receivers
efficient screening can be obtained by using
EMBERS will have noticed that this Bristol. Dorset: Member 6,610, The metal
foil but, something which is far better
subject has received quite a good Anchor Inn, Stoke Abbot, Nr. Beaminster, and which
still be obtained, is perforated
deal of publicity lately, and perhaps wonder Dorset. Y orks. : Member 6,294, 3, St. zinc sheet.canThis
material is very easy to
Mount,
Easingwold,
Yorks.
why it has suddenly come to the fore. John's
work and lends itself to backing panels,
The reason is not very difficult to find ; Bimingham: Member 6,816, 4, Frankley covering the tops of chassis, and making
members in certain parts of the country Avenue, Quinton, Birmingham.
quite efficient screens. If it is cleaned
are experiencing little difficulties or proproperly, it solders quite well, thus allowing
longed delays when trying to secure new Aerials
a very neat finish to be obtained.
parts : therefore, rather than hold up
HILE admitting that much more
their work, they have resorted to the
interest is now shown in aerial Home Recording
spares-box and, with minor modifications design and erection, there still appears to
HERE must be many members who
here and there, they have been able to
have had a good deal of experience
carry on. Although this reason does exist,
with home recording equipment and its
it must not be thought that component
operation, and who have carried out some
manufacturers are not doing their utmost
very interesting experiments around this
to meet the constructors' demands ; t.hey
fascinating subject. We are getting quite
are still turning out the gear we amateurs
a number of requests for general information
want and, at the same time, coping with
about the work, therefore, will some of you
other work of a far greater importance,
home recorder experimenters let us have
namely, National work-work to further
details about any of the work you have carthe nation's war effort. If, therefore, any
ried out, and the results you have obtained 1
slight delay should be experienced, we
From Egypt
hope that all members will bear these
E were very pleased to receive a most
remarks in mind.
interesting letter from a member
The idea of turning out the spares-box,
residing in Daher, Cairo, which gave us
and seeing what ean be done with the
material thus revealed, has a very great
fm-ther proof of the world-wide membership
deal to commend it. It is quite an easy
and activities of the Club. The member
in question is No. 5,871 (Mahmoud Hosni),
matter to. use a specified component and
wire it into a circuit acrording to a clearlyto whom we send our best wishes for
defined blueprint but, for many, it might
continued sucoossful DX work. In his
letter he says : " I enclose a photo of my
not be such an easy matter to use up a
component about which they do not know
gear, and I think that a brief description
too much. This is where spares-box work
of my receiving apparatus may be of some
interest- to other members. I have three
offers a fine opportunity for endless
receivers, a 'Sky Buddy,' a home-built
experiments ; testing the various parts,
A.C./D.C. all-wave four-valver with plugdetetmining the correct connections for
The neat rack equipment in the den o/
in coils (seen on the right in the photo)
that coil unit of mains transformer, or
B. C. Tumlall (Memher 6501).
and a 1-v-1 S.W. battery-operated set,
whatever part t.he search might reveal ;
constructed through the guidance of
building a circuit around such pieces and
generally developing the initial hook-up be quite a number of amateurs who, while PRACTICAL WIRELESS, and I think it is the
until a good -receiver has been constructed. spending a great deal of time getting their best set I have built as it gives very good.
It is really surprising what can be done receivers to maximum efficiency, do not J"Csults. The aerial is a 50ft. inverted L,
without, in many instances, having to go out of their way, so to speak, to make 35ft. high, running due E. to W., but I
sure that the aetual aerial of their in- sometimes use a 25ft. indoor rig with the
purchase a single new item.
stallation is such that it will give the set 'Sky Buddy.' I also have a 5-watt P.A.
the utmost help. )lany members have, amplifier.
Correspondence
Wishing the Club and PRACTICAL WIRELESS
URING the past month, we have of course, let us have details of the aerials
received a very satisfactory mail they are using or have tried but, in the everv success in these difficult times.•.•"
Judging by the photo, which we reprofrom members and, as much as we would majority of cases, they do not give all the
like to publish extracts from many very essential items, sueh as height, length, duce below, it would appear that No.
interesting ones, we are afraid that space direction, comparative gain in signal 5,871 has a very nic:e installation, and every
limitations prevent us so doing. Will all strength, method of coupling employed, facility for operating in comfort.
those who have written us therefore, and insulation at points
who have not already received a reply or of suspension, and
acknowledgment, please accept our thanks such data as would
fO!' their communications as we do allow another m em·
appreciate hearing from them. We feel ber to judge for
that special thanks are due to the following himself the efficimembers for their particularly interesting ency compared to,
letters and, in several instances drawings. say, the aerial sys. Members No. 6,799, 6,610, 6,500, 6,773, tem he is using. A
6,516, 6,519, 6.796, 6,295, and 6,501 who great deal of work
was good enough to send us a photo of his can be done around
den, which we -are · reproducing on this this subject, and we
page. His receiver is of the 1-V-2 type, feel that any membuilt, as he says, on the lines of the ber who has, shall
we say, specialised
Short-wave Four.
on aerial design
and testing, should,
Contacts Required
HE following members would like to in the interests of
get into touch with others in or near the 'other members
their districts. Might we suggest that of the Club, let us
with the winter months now on us, a great have all the infordeal of enjoyment and interest can be mation he has. \Ve
secured by. cultivating . and making full will gladly paSB on
Member No. 5,871 (Mahmoud Hosni) seated at his desk in his comfort•
use of ''contacts" ? Bristol: Member all useful details,
able den at Cairo.
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A Service Engineer's Log
Details of Some Simple Faults and the
Remedies Which Prove· Effective
..,

T iR seldom that I am called upon to trace
faults in home-constructor sets, because
most constructors who follow complete
PnM'Tlt'AL WIRELESS designs are able to
ovt•reome any small " snags " which may
develop as a result of bad connection, or the
use of a defective part. Recently, however, I
was asked to test a four-valve "straight "
A. C. set which was not working at all "well.
It was explained that the receiver had
h<'en madP at least two years ago, and
although it had behaved fairly well the
re~ult~ had never been quite up to Pxpeetations.
ReePntly, both sensitivity and
yuality had begun to suffer.

I

Defective Valve
A e1u<ual Pxamination did not at first
rewal any fault. and. a check ofH.T. voltage
at various points did not show anyt.hing
st-riouslv amiss. '.Yhen the first H.J-'. valve
was cut out of circuit by transferring the
aeriallPad to thP anodP of the spcond H.F.
valvP, there was some improvPment.
ConsPquently, t·hP first valve was removed
from the receiver for test in a complete
valvP tester of the type which checks the
mutual conductance ; that indicated that
the valve was well below par. A new valve
was tried, a11d this gave an improvement.
although results were still not entirely
satisfactory.
The next step was to measure the voltage
rPaching the heater terminals of the valveholdPrs. The voltage on the output.ptmtode
was correet. at slightly more than four volts ;
tlw same could be said of tht- voltagP
applic>d to the detector, but the H ..F. valves

Fig. 2.-How a transformer-coupled L.F. stage
(left) was modified for
, choke - capacity coupling
(right) by ming the secondary winding of the L.F.
transformer as an L.F.
choke.

and last two valve-holders were then linkPd
up with separate lengths of flex, as shown
in Fig. I. This gave a great improvemPnt,
and was a hint to the constructor that he
should always follow published designs vt-ry
carefully, instead of making his own
" improvements."

Filament Voltage
It is not always realised that the average
mains va lvP suffers far more damage if its
ht-att-r is supplied with slightly less than
four volts than if the voltage is slightlyvery slightly, of course-in excess of this
figure. The reason is, to put it rather
crudely, that the anode "sucks" away
electrons from the filament or cathodP, and
if thiR is insufficiently hPated the eleetrode
itself suffers damagP: This applies mainly
to large power valves and valves in the highefficiency class, but the point is not without
importance in other cases. It is also evident
that if a length of wire is called upon to
carry, say, 6 amp., the voltage-drop
along it is far greater than if it carries
only 2 amp. In a length of flex such as that
used by the constructor in the example
mentioned above, there is a continuous fall
in voltage right from the terminals of the
transformer to the heater terminals of the
first valve.

.. ~
1

__ _.

b Mains
!

transformer

p

......-rr·-··-lr-•'

'"1

Fig. I.-Correct method of wrrrng heaters of
indirectly-healed valves to minimise voltage-droP
alons the /lex used lo carry the 4-volt A. C. from
the mains transformer.

in question, however, the owner had" asked
for it," by fitting a trickle-charger socket to
the case of the receiver and over-charging
the battery while it was still in the case.
Naturally, considerably more gas or spray
had been given off than would be the case
in ordinary circumstan,es. 'rith a very
compact receiver it is better to remove the
battery for charging or to take care that
-it is not charged to the '' gn~sing" point;
the trouble is less likely to oecur if the back
of the set is removed while the charger
is connected.

Instability and Difficult Tuning

Here is the story of another homeconstructed set, which had been built
on a wooden chassis. It must be·admit.ted
that the constructor had made an excellent
job of the set, and had obviously had a
good deal of experience of set construction.
Sudden Loss of Performance
Despite this, however, he found that the
The owner of a, compact type of battery I'eceiver, a " straight " one, was thoroughly
receiwr fotmd that it had suddenly become unstable and difficult to tune. He had
very unselective and that sensitivity had tried various earth connections. su~pecting
that the fault may lie in that direction,
but to no good purpose. A check on the
HT+
wiring did not at first bring any fault to
light, but after further examination it was
fDlmd that there was no connection between
the normal "earth line" (the negative
sides of the valve filaments, L.T. negative,
H.T. negative, grid-bias positive, etc.)
and the earth terminal of the set, to which
the moving vanes of the tuning condenser
and the lower end of the aerial coil were
joined.

Forgotten Connection

H.F. Pen

Det

were <.'Crtainly receiving under four volts,
especially the first one.

L.T. Voltage Drop
It was only then that I noticed that the
heaters were wired " in a line " from the
output pentode to the first H.F., by means of
what was virtually a single length of thin
twin flex. :Moreover, the length of flex
used was something like 16in., due to bad
arrangement. As a result of this unsatisfactory method of wiring the heatPrs, there
was a voltage drop along the flex. and the
first valve was being undPr-fed. The whole
of the heater wiring was removed, and some
flex of stouter gaugP-actually standard
house-lighting fl('x-was fitted in its place.
Additionally, instead of running only one
pair ofl('ads from the transfonncr to all the
valvPs, one length "of' flex was takPn to the
second valve, and another to the output
valve ; the heater terminals of the fir~t two

Output
Pen

dropped to a marked extent. I was asked
to overhaul the set which was, as the
owner }lOinted out, nearly three years old.
He rathPr naturally thought that one of the
valves might be in need of replacement,
and that it was time that the set was
generally nm over, quitP apart from the
particular trouble experienced.
It did not take VPry long to find that
therP was an opcn-cireuit in the mediumwave winding of the aerial-tuning coil, and
it could be seen after removing the screenjug can that the trouble was due to corrosion of the wire and the insulation. This
particular fault is not very unusual in
compact sets of the battery type and is
generally ascribed to the action of the '· gas "
given off by the accumulator. It can usually
be avoided by allowing the accumulator
to stand for a few hours after removal from
the charging _.board, so that " gassing "
of the acid has time to cease. In the case

If a metal or metalised c-hassis had been
used this connection would have been
made autom~ticp.lly, but with a wooden
chassis it was necessary to run a wire
between the two p<)ints. When this was
done, and it had been made sure that all
other earthipg points were well ·'bonded,"
the receiver worked perfectly well. Not
only had th!l instability been overcome, but
the set was far more responsive in every
way. This, incidentally, is not a.n uncommon mistake, evPn among experienced
constructors and. professional radio engineers.

Makeshift Repair Became Permanent
A simple I'emedy which I had to adopt
as a temporacy measure recently may be
of interest to ma.nv readers. The set was a.
commercial one fitted with an H.l<'. pentode
as detector, but it. had become inoperative
after a period of crackling. :Most readers
will recognise in these symptoms a burntout transformer primary in the detector
anode circuit. A few continuity tests
soon proved that this was the fault.
Unfortunately, however, a new transformer
was not t.o be found in my tool and sparos

December, 1940.
hag which I carry with me when visiting
t.he houses of set owners. But the owner
was anxious that at least a. temporary
repair should be effected, so that the set
could be used Without delay. The first
method which comes to mind is that of
replacing the transformer coupling by
R.C.C. ;
but t.hiR is not uRually satisfactory with an H.l<'. pent{)de, since to
obtain anything approaching correct matching, the anode resistor must be of such a
high value that it seriously reduces the
detector anode voltage.

C.C. Coupling
I therefore used choke-capacity coupling,
using the secondary of the transformer
8$ a coupling choke, and adding a grid
condenser and grid leak, as shown in Fig. 2.
Incidentally, this gave far better performa.nce than the original transformer bad
done, and the owner asked tbat the temporary repair should be left as a permanency. The reason for the improvement
was no doubt tbat the seconda,Iy, baving
-& comparatively bigh impedance, gave
better matcbing than did the primary.
This would have been a serious censure
on the designer and manufacturer of the
set, had it not been learned later that
the original transformer had previously
been replaced by another so-called service
engineer. Obviously, he had u~ed a trimsformer whil'h was not suited to the circuit.

Transformer Causes Crackling
The fault just described brings to mind
another case which arose recently.
A
violent form of crackling had developed
in a superhet receiver and rough-andready tef:!ts of the principal components
made by the owner had failed to show
anything which may be responsible for the
trouble.
I felt fairly certa-in that the
fault was in the L.F. transformer between·
the double-diode triode and the output
valve, and proved this by substituting a new
transformer. The owner quite clearly
thought that I was misleading him with
the object of selling a new component.
He had " tested " the transformer windings for continuity, and had even tested
for illsulation between the windings themselves and between the windings and the
core. He assured me, as a result of these
tests, that the transformer was quite
sound. He also suggested that if there
was a break in a transformer winding the
crackling would have been continuous,

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
instead of appeal'ing only at irregular
intervals.

Unsuitable Tests
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and " l!'orces " programmes now being
put out on around 48 and 41 metl'<'~.
Should interference be troublesome t 1y
the effect of tuning-in the progrn.mmc a lew
degrees above or below the point at which
interference is exporienced.
Thi~
iil
somet-ime~ helpful when using many types
of superhet.

I discovered that this " test" had been
made with an H.T. battery and a milliammeter ; I tested with a high-grade
multipurpose meter set to read 1ohms. With
his test an appreciable current had been
" forced" through the windings, and had
probably been sufficient to bridge the small PERSONAL PARAGRAPHS
gap in the broken winding and perhaps
Lt.-Col. J. T. C. Moore-Brabazon, "'hose
a,lso to make a temporary " weld " of the appointment as Minister of Transport was
wire. When a very small current was announced recently, has a link with the
passed through .the component this eft'ect radio industry in that he is a vice-prP8ideut
did not take place, and an open-circuit of the R.M.A.
reading was obtained.
Sir John Reith, upon whom a bar<mv
was conferred, and who was appointe(J
S.W. Interference
Minister of \Vorks and Buildings ami
Here is a simple hint for those who are First Commissioner of 'Works, is, of conrse,
making use of the B.B.C. " Home Service " a former director-general of t.he B.B.C.

A X·MAS BOX
that brings in a GOOD INCOME is not a luxury,
it is a SOUND INVESTMENT and results in

A PAYING

CAREER

A NETT PROFIT OF HUNDREDS OF POUNDS PER ANNUJH
Theret~re •. ctelay is useless ,, '"
worse, 1t 18 harmful .
. . _ and when I say thousands, I' do not exaggerate,
If lt Is your desire to make progress and
as I can produce well over 10,000 unsolicited test!·
establish yourself in a good career, write to
monlals from grateful students who,
us for free particulars on any
through oor Postal Training, have
subject wb!ch iutcrests ~·on, or if
achieved their life's ambition.
your career Is undecided, write
During the last wa,r many people
and tell us of your likes and dislearned how to write short stories,
likes, and we wlll give you practical
etc.; to-day a number of them arc
advice as to the po"sibillties of a
world-famed authors.
vocation all(l how to surcef>d in
By becoming elllclent in yonr
it. You will be under no oblivocation you can give the best
gation whatever. it Is our pleasure
service to your country and to
to help. We never take students
yourself. The more you Increase
for courses unless we lt:-el sath~ftrd
your earning power the better it is
they are suitable. Do not forget
for the country and for yourself
that success is not the prerogntive
personally.
of the brilliant. Our experirnre
War or no war, earning power
of over thirty years prows that
always brings its possessor to the
fh.e tt,Ul to ~:ttrrl'ed ach1f'Vf'~ more
front. It Is no use waiting for
better times. The Ideal opportunity
than
out~~
stand in~
never arrives. We have to make
LET ME BE YOUR
hrlllla.ncy.
the hest of exlstlng conditions.
FATHER XMAS

I HAVE HELPED THOUSANDS OF OTHERS

DO ANY OF THESE SUB.IECTS INTEREST YOU?

Just Published

GEARS AND
GEAR-CUTTING
Edited by F. J. Camm
This new book is of-great value to
everyone engaged in the engineering industry.
Contents include chapters on : Types, Cutting
Methods and Terms ; Bevel GearB; Worm Gears;
Gear Generation; Gear-wheel Forms; Epicyclic
Gear Trains; Methods of Mounting ; Measuring
Gears; Hobs, End-Mills and Generating CutterB ;
Load Capacity of GcarB ; The Efficiency. of Gears.
In addiuoa, there is a section devoted to Useful
Fonnulz (or Gears, and a fully cross-referenced
index.
There are 144 pages and 104 Ulus•

tratlons in line and half-tone.
Price ss. from all booksellers, or
sa...6d. post paid from The Publishers,
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.:z.

STUDY AT HOME IN
YOUR SPARE TIME

IF YOU ATTEND TO THIS NOW IT MAY MAKE
AWONDERFUL DIFFERENCE TO YOUR FUTURE

COUPON-c~L:" 18
~--------------------------------l--~..~~

JOURNALISM

Short Story, Novel and Play Writing
There is money and pleasure in Journalism and in
Story Writing. No apprenticeship. no J!!IPilaae, no
examinationS, no outfit nec:essary.
Writina for
newspapers, novels or pictures, is not a aift ; it is
a science that can be acquired by. diligent applica·
tion and proper auidance. Jt ia the most fascinatina
way ol makinR paatime profitable. Trained ability
only is required, we do the training by post. Let us
tell you a bout it.

Department of Literature No. 104

~

Please send me (free ol charre)
Particulars of •••• •• •••• }(Crou out line which
Yourprivateadviceabout
does not apply,)

Name --··································Address - ....... -· ..
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Modern -Factory Production Methods-3
A Description of the Test Gear for Assembly Checking
By .. Service ..

T

HE meeting of designers, production
and service engineers, with which we
closed last month's article in this
series, has many purposes other than the
approval of the components to be used
in the new receiver.
From earlier and more or less informal
discussions with the designer, the layout
engineer will have arranged the wiring and
c-omponents in the best way possible to
satisfy all concerned. The latter will view
with critical eyes the result of the engineers'
efforts when it is put before them.

Wiring Technique

be serviced and tried out without having to
put it back into the cabinet every time it is
desired to make a test of reproduction.
H is difficult for the outsider to understand why a process engineer should quibble
about two or three inches of wire until it is
appreciated that in, say, a three-wire connection to a loudspeaker an additional length
of two inches means a total extra length of
six inches. Multiply this by the numbers
of receivers to be made, which in a large
factory may quite well amount to 20.000
receivers, and it will be appreciated that if
he can get away with a shorter lead he will
be saving some lO,OOOft.. of wire. It is these
small items which can save the monl'y, and
allow more interesting features to be "incorpor.ated in the receiver which will attract
the public.

The service engineers will examine the
model in the light of their practical experience, and will insist on changes to overC{)me any possibility of troubles arising
from some condition which has been overlooked by the layout engineer who probably New Types of Components
At this stage in the evolution of the model
has been guided by production diffi('ulties.
For example, wires carrying H.T. may be it will be apparent whether the designer
found pulled tight round corners of a intends to incorporate any entirely nf"w
screening partition because that particular types of components. The service departpath for the wire will simplify asst-mbly ment must see that they have full informawork. The service engineer, however, tion c-oncerning any servicing tools that may
will insist that this is changed because of the be required to adjust the components while
possibility of the insulation covering the in use or to facilitate their removal and
For instance, new type
wire becoming frayed and shoi-ting the H.T. replacement.
trimmers may need insulated box spanners
circuit to earth.
The accessibility of componentR will be a for their adjustments of a size not hitherto
point closely examined by the servire repre- employed by the firm : a novel design of
sentatives. Ease of withdrawal of the chassis wavechange switch will require a specially
from the cabinet is a feature they will shaped switch-blade adjusting tool to get at
wateh, and they will see that ther·e is suffi- the awkwardly placed switch contacts, dP.
cient length of lead connecting the chassis
Such tools must be available at the time
to the loudspeaker so that the' m·mer may of the model's release. Not only have the

firm's seJ,"Vice engineers to be supplied, but
stocks must be acquired for sale to dealers
who must be advised in the service manual
or by circular at the time of release of the
model, if the service manual is not &\railable for distribution at that date.

Production Test Gear
Simultaneously with the holding of the
meetings already mentioned another group
of engineers will examine the types of instruments under consideration and commence
to draw up their own plans for equipment
which will test the chassis as they come off
the production lines, Their aim is to pro~
duce a series of tests which will not only
show whether the chassis is assembled
correctly but will allow this to be done
quickly. and if possible by comparatively
unskilled and, therefore, inexpensive labour.
For a big production there will be sevetal
types of test gears in the final stages of the
production line. For example, as the chassis
receives its last attention from the
assembly 'personnel it will be fed to the
operator in charge of one of the test racks
who clamps it in position and connects up
any leads, etc., although, as stated previously,
for speed as many connections as possible
will be made by knife contacts automatically
as the chassis is clamped into position.
A switch is then operated and by various
meters the wiring of the chassis will be
checked. If there are any faults such as a.
short from H.T. to chassis or an incorrectly
wired valve-holder, such a state of affairs
will be shown up by a wrong reading on
one of the meters.
These meters are interesting as they
often do not have any values of calibration
on their scales, but only two small red
indicators at certain positions. So long
as the meter needle comes to rest between
these red indicators the operator can accept
the reading as showing that that part
of the circuit is O.K.

Voltage Testt

A typical test rack /o; a complete receiver chassis The output from the receiver is being checked
up against a definite input collage under standard co1ditirms /or applied voltoges as indicated
by the meters on the rack. This lest is, there/ore, a check on the sensitivity of the receiver
after it has passed all its stages on the assembf11 line and had its circuits adjusted.

The reason why two·indicators are used
is that on mass-produ®d electrical equipment certain limits must be tolerated, as
it is impossible to obtain identical results
from a large number of receivers. For
example, if the full H.T. positive voltage
was required to be· 300, slight differences
of the emission of the rectifier valves and
currents taken by other valves, plus the
fact that the values of the various anode
resistances will differ slightly, may all
result in the H.T. volt.age being above or
below the nominal 300 v. figure.
The designer in collaboration with the
productwn and test-gear engineers will
deeid!" between them what is the lowest
and highest voltage that can be allowed.
They may decide that ~ l 0 per cent. may
be tolerat{'d and. therefore, with a nominal
voltage of 300 the ehassis can be passf"d
through as O.K. if the voltage ia anything
bet.ween 270 and 330.
Now, on the meter used to indicate this
particular voltage the t.Pst-gear engineer
will employ a 0-500 v. meter, and will
plaec one red indicator at what would
normally be the 270 v. mark and the
second indicator on the 300 v. mark.
'fherefore, as far as the opemtur is concerned
(Continued on next page.
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the meter needle has only to rest between
the marks to indicate an O.K. circuit.
Other voltage meters or circuit meters
can all be set up in a similar way so that
all the tester has to do is to connect the
chassis to the gear, operate a mastl:>r switch
and glance at all the meters to make sure
that the needles are located between the
red indicators. This need only takP a
matter of seconds, and he can then pass
the chassis on to the next stage.
To save meters a selector switch is often
arranged beneath certain meters so as to
switch them quickly into any one of many
circuits in the receiver being tested. For
example, it may be desired to check that a
desired heater voltage is being applied to
each valve-halder. In such a case there
will be one voltmeter with its red indicators
properly adjusted by the designer and the
selector switch will have its various
positions marked V.l, V.2, V.3, etc. The
operator, when testing the receiver chassis,
would merely turn the switch round to
each position to see that the correct
reading was obtained at each position of
the switch.
--·
A similar arrangement can be used for
checking the various anode voltages and
anode currents of several valve circuits,
thus economising in the number of test
meters, but still making the complete test
simple in execution. Of course, in some
circuits the anode voltages will be different,
and in these instances the designer will
either provide separate meters, or he will
mark on the meter scale the positions at
which the needle should come to rest and
will mark these positions V.l, V.2, V.3, etc.

In order to allow for limits or tolerances obtain the output which is often 50 mW.
mentioned previously he will mark his He will then see what the voltage of the
scale with a broad line which will cover the input is, and will reject the instrument if
voltage range plus or minus lO per cent. the voltage is higher than a certain value.
of the nominal value. Thus there may be A higher voltage applied to the receiver
on thE' meter scale a short line correspond- for the same standard output wattage
ing to about 150 v., another line at about. means that the receiver is not so sensitive
200- v ., ann a final one at about 300 v ., and ns it Khould be.
The measurement will
aboYe theBc lines will be written the valve be made at various points on each wavenumbE'r~ applicable to that reading, and
band and, of course, the values will have
the operator can pass the chassis he is been determined by the designer and retesting if the meter needle comes to rest corded on cards ·for reference by the
on any part of the line at each position of operator.
the selector swit.ch.

H.F. and I.F. Alignment
The next test of the receiver chassis
after it has passed from the circuit test
just described will, in most cases, be the
H.F. and I.F. alignment procedure. Generally, two gears are used, the first for I.F.
and the second for H.F. circuits.
These
two stages are stj.ffed by skilled engineers
working with oscillators, and output indicators which may be humble meters, or
cathode-ray oscillographs, depending upon
whether the circuits are simple peaked
arrangements or whether they are intricate
band-passed arrangements for high-quality
reproduction.
Having got the circuit into line the
chassis may then be passed on to the
operator, who will put the chassis through
exacting sensitivity checks on special test
gears.
This entails the feeding of very
small voltages into the aerial sockets of
the receiver to ensure that the output as
measured across the loudspeaker speech
coils reaches a predetermined value.
Actually the comparison of measurement
is made the other way round,. although
results are the same, and the operator will
adjust his signal input into the receiver to

LATHE WORK FOR AMATEURS
by F.

J.

CAMM
post from

l/• or 1/2 by

George Newnes, Ltd., Towet HouJe, South..
ompton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2

PROBLEM No. 414

Test for Hum

A test for hum is often made on a
separate rack equipment, the output being
indicated on a meter with the usual small
red indicators so that the ·operator can tell
whether to pass or reject the instrument for
hum. · In some factories, however, where
production is not very large, this test is
an aural one caiTied out after the chassis
is in its cabinet. The standard of hum is
either left to the discretion of the operator,
who accustoms himself to the amount of
hum pe1mitted for standard receivers
approved by the designer, or he will have
the approved receiver working in his test
cabin with which he may make rapid
comparisons against a production model
by means of a throw-over switch.
In the first article in this series, published
in the October issue, a schematic chart was
given of the major processes in factory
production.
It will be seen on referring
to this chart that many processes in the
evolution of the receiver are carried out
simultaneously.
We have dealt in the
present article with test gear for assembly
checking, and in the next one details of
processes on the actual assembly line will
be described.

Wireless for the Blind
THE a-nnual report of the National
1 Institute for the Blind states that
during the year the British Wireless for the
Blind Fund provided 8,625 wireless sets to
sightless listeners. This made a total
distribution of 54,535 sets.

HITWORTH designed and constructed a

W
with

1

three-valve

battery-o}>f\rated receiver,

which he was particularly pleased, so
tar as the appearance went, but, on conneeting
it up for his initial tests. he was most disapp<Jint.ed to find that no signals could be
received. He checked up on the valves;
they werP O.K. All other components were
above suspicion, and the fuse and fu.seholder, which was connected between H.T.-
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Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2. Envelopes must l:l<'
marked Problem No. 414 in the top left-han•l
corner and must be posted to reach this office
not later than the first post on Monday, •
November 18th.
J
LESS,

i
f

reaching all filament pins and that H.'f. was
through to all correct parts. When, however,
he tested for anode current, he found. to his
amazement that that was nil. Had Whitworth
made quite' a common error ; if so, what. was

.........-·······-······•··•···..•··· ............................................

--

•...

Solution to Problem No. 413
Lane had made a mistake .when connectin~ t.ho
osc!llator coil primary. In his desire to get the re01eiver
completed he had inadvertently reversed the con·
nect!ons to that winding, thus preventing t,he oscillator
from acting as a generator of local oscillations.
The following three readers successfully solved
Problem No. 412, and books have accordin!dy lwen
forwarded to them: Mr. C. A. Marshal!, 59, Rutland
Avenue, Scotforth, Lancaster: 1\lr. T. B. El!son,
"Timsah," Fir Tree Road, Epsom DownA, Surrey;
Mr. H. P. A. Brooks, 4, St. Margaret's Square, Cam·
bridge.

Technical sclwols and polytechnics in London are now open on Sundays for the first time in
history, and tire illustration shows students at work in the science laboratory of the Sir John Cass
Institute on a recent Sunday morning
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,-The Bditor doe• ;,ot 1Jece1sarily aarea with the opinions expres1ed by
correspondento. All letters must be accompanied by the name and addreia
of the oender (not nec~11arily for publication).
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The .000025 spreader vanes are slightly
unmeshed and the silent point obtained in
IR,-May I fiJ;Ilt of all express my appre- the 'phones by adjusting the bridge. When
ciation of your publication and my this is found, disconnect the· spreader and
regret at the necessity to resort to monthly link liP the setter : hine the 8elter till the
publication.
silent point is again obtained and carefully
I also wish to suggest that you publish a mark the position of the setter dial ; disseries of articles. dealing wit.h the more eminect, and repeat' the process with tlie
advanced and mathematical side of nidio. reaction cm1denser.
·
This, I believe, ":ill supply . the wants of
Corinect _the . sureader~ and_ reaction in
many amateurs besides myself. By this I parallel, and. to the. bridge; and adjust
mean not merely giving fori:nulre whi(Jh bridge· .for silent )'JOint; Dis:Co'nnect : ai1d
are, as a rule, regarded with suspicion, but hook up the setter- to. the bFidge ·an~ by
also the proofs of the formul:e, which are advancingthe setter again :find step 2 or the
much more important. Moreover, if these new silent point.
Carefi11ly. mark the
articles were of a general nature, and dealt position of the dial. Unhook the setter and
with ordinary electrical problems, instead link up the reaction only, and adjust the
of just radio problems, their usefulness. reaction till the silent point is found. Conwould be even greater. It is also much nect reaction and spreader ·in parallel;
easier to learn by ·instalments such as t·his, and proceed as from where they were conthan ta sit down and learn it out of a text· nected in parallel the last time. . Repeat
book.
until the whole setter is stepped off.
\\'ishing your paper continued success in
Although 10 st~ps would cover the range
spite of the paper re~trictions,-B. LAUO of the. setter I allowed 11 to get a slight
(Tamworth).
overlap on eaC'h stt-p with the spreader.

December, 1940
view of the most difficult timE's you must
be Pxperiencing in your city meantime. I
almost hesitated to ask vou for the in forma·
tion as I surmise yott must be working
under cxtrPme difticulties from var·iou!'!
reasona. '\'e have had various rC'mindC'rs
in this part of the country of \Yhat we may
expect: but our sympa.thy and admiration
go out to London. and we echo the world's
sentimPnts of "Bravo London."
'Yith bC'st wishes for vour splC'ndid
papcr.-C. HARESNAPE (:'\Piiston, N.B.).

Mathematical Side of Radio

S

A Reader's Neat Equipment

IR,-fam enclosing a snap ofniy n~wly
built rack, which I thought might be
S
of some interest to other readers. ·
The bottom section is an o-v-2 short-wave
set operated.from an eliminator. The next
rack is the long- .and medium-wave receiver,
consisting of H.F. pentode and detector,
and this is· coupled to the amplifier and
po\ver pack which are on the top 1ack. The
speaker is a Rola moving-l'oil (mains energised), and is switched to each set by
means of the D.P.D.T. switch seen on the
right, On the left. of the rack is a morse
practice oscillator.
At present I am building a mains all-wave
superhet, to replace the bottom two r::tck,:.
I am also wanting to wind my own mains
transf01mers, but do not seem to be able to
get hold of any laminations and bobbins,
etc.-H. L. JAKE)!AN (Penzancc).

"Silencing German Stations!"
IR,-Ji'riend Therm ion's idea of sending
S
'planes to silence the Uerman stations
and then tranHmit British propaganda on
their wavelengths is so good that it will
cC'rtainly be knocked o·n the head by HighUp-Know-Ails.
Besides, would it be
gentlemanly? "::Vlust play the game, old
chap, what; cake and eigarettes for Xa7.i
airmen when thev crash, military funerals
with bands and ·full honours i( the poor
chaps are killed, don't you think ? Kazi
flag and flowers on their coffins, eh, what,
best traditions and all that sort of thing,
eh ? Gad, sir, we must never forget that
we a.rc pukka. sahibs. · Damme, sir, do I
gather that you are in favour of reprisals ?
Damme, sir. what a bounder you must
be . . . . "-K. T. H. (Birkenhcad).

"All-dry" Four-valve Superhet
IR,-\Vith reference to your'· All-dry"
S
Four-valve Superhet. reeeiver, I am
greatly interested in this model, and I am

Calibrating a S.W. Condenser
for Bandspreading
IR,-Wishing to calibrate a .00025
short-wave condenser in l l steps for
S
a bandspread tuning unit I experienced a
little difficulty as the condenser was not a
straight line type. However, by constructing
the simple bridge circuit shown in the
accompanying sketch and utilising the
.0003 reaction condenser I calibrated
the setter in the following manner:
The .000025 bandsprcader (which was
obtained by partly dismantling an old
short-wave condenser) was connected to the
tem1inals X.
The .0005 variable condenser in the bridge circuit was adjusted
till a point was reached when no sound
could be hea.rd in the 'phones. By varying
the .001 preset it was found that a definite
silent point could be obtained Its in previous
tests with fixed condenser only, a decrease
in signal strength resulted ; but once the
.oor is adjusted it must be locked and not
moved during the calibrating of the setter.
Having found the most sensitive position
lie calibration can take place.

A simple bridge circuit r.:sed by
S. Waiters /or calibra:ing a
small- ~- W. corulenser.

A corner of H, L }akeman's den showing the
neat layout of equipment in his newly,
built rack.
Other short-wave enthusiasts may care
to use this method to make up their own
bandspread tuning units on similar lines,
utilising two spare short-wave condensers.
-S. WALTERS (Walsall).

A Bouquet from 'Up North
IR,___:_Many thanks for circuit diagram
of Hartley oscillator ; it is just tlie
thing I required. I have made four of these
units so far, and they work '\\;ell.
I also thank you for your prompt.ness in
replying, which is most commendable in

S

Hure there are a great number of other
readPrs who are al8o interested, as the alldry system is just the thing required under
present conditions.
Here I should like to make a suggestion,
owing to the fact that long-wave reception
is practically useless these days. Could you,
in the near future, design a set on similar
lines, covering medium and short waves
oi1ly, as I. like many other radio fans,
vE'ry much apprec.iatc rec~ption from
American stations? Also, I understand t.hat
by omitting the long waves more efficiency
ean be obtained on the short-wave band·.
By the way, is the efticiency, life and output
of the "all-dry'' valve equivalent to tbe
2-v. valve ?-D. A. FISHER (Llandudno).
['I' he efficiency and life of the 1.4 volt ralves
are equivalent to those of the 2-t•olt type, in
fact, the former-by virtue of their low current
consumption, will possibly gice longer life.
Ample output can be obtained for normal
domestic use, but it is hw·dly fair to compare
them with super-power valves working at
higher filament and anode voltages.-ED.]

j

Correspondent Wanted

. RATCLIFFE,
62, Windermere Road,
Leigh, Lanes, is desirous of getting
B
in touch with another reader intPrestPd in
short-wave radio.
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LATEST
PATENT NEWS
Group Abridgmento can be obtained from the
Patent Office, ZS, Southampton Buildings, London,
W.C.Z, either oheet by sheet ao ioned on payment
Df a eub•cription of s•. per Group Volume or in
bound volumeo price 2s. each.
r~.-..~~~}.-.t._..-.c~...-c,....c~c,.-,t

1

l NEW PATENTS 1
particularo of New Patento of intereot 1
to readers have been selected from the Official I- Theoe
Journal of Patento and are publiohed by 1
t .,.rmiosion of the 'Controller of H.M. -

ELECTRADIX BARGA•s
PETROL ELECTRIC SETS for Lighthq; and Cbarg·

•

log. Halfh.p. DffiECTCOUPLED. 150watts
D.C .. 1,300 r,p.m .. 2-stroke water-cooled 1-cyl

~:l~l:."ie"!,~~88 ~~\!l;ign.:m~
r~m~e&,_ l:1~~t"ri~er s~t;;,

500 watts 2-stroke water-cooled

1 h. p 1-cyl. engine on bedplate

direct-coupled to ttl/70 volts
10 amps. D.C. Dynamo, magand oll tank, £17110.
~,-;c•.::.·--!'.0 and 2 h:p, air-cooled engines on bed
PUMPS.

hour

~

Stationery Office. The Official Journal of
can be obtained from the Patent I Patents
Office, ZS, Southampton BuiJdiaga, London,
I_ W.C.2, price h. weekly (annual subscription, I
£z to..>;
I
1 Latest Patent Applications.
1

113796.-Cossor, Ltd., A. C., and Jones,l
!
K. I.-Radio-receivers. Septemberl
3rd.
13854.-Erski~ Laboratories, Ltd:, and
Maconochw, H. C. E. Erskine.- i
Radio receiving
apparatus.!
September 4th.
13855.-Erski~e Laboratories, Ltd:, and
Maconoclue, H. C. E. Erskine.Tuning systems for radio receivers. i
September 4th.
!
113856.-Erski~e Laboratories, Ltd:, and
Maconochw, H. C. E. Erskme.-1
Radio. receiving apparatus.
September 4th.
1
13695.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph-~
Co., Ltd.-Television. August 31st.
113696.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd.-Television transmission
of pictures. August 31st.
14686.-Ferranti, Ltd., and Thomas,
G. I.-Radio receivers. Sept. 28th.

1

t

f

1I

I

I

1

I

I
I
1

1

1

~gg-~~~~ ef:~~ ma"t!~~r~iz~ ~etter neon with
holder 220,240 v .• 216.
D.C. GENERATORS. Shunt. wound, 110 volt• 1 amp.
15'-; 200 vnltS! amp .. 1716; 200volts 1! amp .. 26-.
LUCAS AERO, 9112 volts 1~ watts D.C., enclosed,
4,000 revs. As used on aircraft, wireless. Cost £15.
1

4/6.e

~Z:,dztec;:}'JJ~~~~f:{VJ.f:~t't/~! ~~~~~~~si~

I

all enouirtes.

I

If .

steel cesed, Input 230 vol.s A.C. 50 cycles, output 440
volts 60/100 m.a. D.C. with valves. 45/-. A.C, mains to
D.C. 1~ watts ~t tamp, for D.C. sets on A.C. 220 v., steel
clad with valves, 50/-.
SOMETHING NEW IN SWITCHES. A 2-amp. safety
thermo. auto-trip, quick break. for back of panel fixing.
.front control lmop. Worth a ~uinea. Fitted on our
high grade cllargers. Guaranteed 3 years. 518 post free.
THER:U:O~TERS. Panel 2Hn. dial, 5ft. ether tube
for distant indicating. 0 to lOO deg, Cent .. 7/8. Cambridge
ditto, 1016. FOURNIER THERMOMETERS by Cambridge
Instrument Co .. 41n. dial.l0-110 deg. Cent. Fitted adJustable electric contacts. 45/-. 12in. right angle immersion
Thermom. to 150 Cent.. 3/6.
MEDICAL SHOCK COILS, 418 and 8/8,
300 F-"'GINE IGNITION COILS, 6 o" 12 volts, plain

r;~~t-osa-J..:.f.'rji{j}f;&soo volts for H.T. 100 m.a. and
L.T. 6 volts 5 amps, Reduced Sale Price, 15/-.
SERVICE EQUIPMENT AND GEAR. Keys. Buzzers.
Sounders, 'Phones, Inkers, Aldis, Morse Lamps, Helios.
etc. Lamp Signal Training Is very Important.
HORSE INKERS. Tape Strip Recorders: portable or
table, Cheap. Wheautone Strip Hand Perforators,
151•• Paper Tape for Morse and Wheatstones, green or
white, 6d. reel. Brass Tape Reel• in mahogany case, 116.
METERS. Lineman's Q & I. Galvos. Two ranges with
three terminals for circuit testing. In leather case. 151·.
Switchboard types, 2!in. to 6in.
HORIZONTAL BRASS-CASED GALVOS, 716.
CELL TESTERS. Megger 3-0--3 moving coil, Aluminium Case, 25/-.
ELLIOTT BATTERY TESTERS.
Government
model 108.
Moving Coil Ammeter and
graded theo., 3716.
TESTERS. Field A.C. or D.C., 1916.
CLEARANCE Speaker~, mov. co1i. mains,
~~=e~n2~h.er'1i~~s energised, o.K ..
.8/· E!\IERGENCY PARCF.LS of useful
P.Xperimental electrical and radio repair ~
material and apparatus, 10 lbs. for a: ...
Post paid.
·.

-~

I

STATIC CONVERTERS. A.C. to D,C, 40 watts output

1

'- ..,.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218.

u.,....

Tlulmes Street, London. l!.C.4.
2'~:

CIIRtral-&611

I

I

I

Speciftcations Published.
1525405.-Hansen, N.-Tuning devicef
-,
for radio-receivers.
_525613.-Fokerd, A. R.-Method andapparatus for the remote-control of
wireless
receivers
and
other
_
apparatus.
I525616.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd., Myers, L. M., and Starr,
A.
T.-Television - reproducing.,
cathode-ray tubes.
·525598.-Philips Lamps, Ltd.-Friction ~
rat,chet mechanism applicable for
tuning radio-receivers.
1525606.-Philips Lamps, Ltd.-Devicesl
for automatically controlling the
A Stentorian gives a quality of reband-width in radio-receivers and I
production that will surprise you.
other apparatus.
.
1526361.-Kolster-B~andeR, Ltd .. Smyth,
lt does full justice to the finest
C. N., and Pnchard, R. E.-Tele- =
vision receivers.
(Addition to
receivers and yet is modestly priced
520235.)
'
to suit all pockets. Install an ex__ 526742. I.M.K. Syndwate, Ltd., Nagy, .
f P., and Goddard, M. J.-Light- 1_
tension speaker in your A.R.P. Room
mod~l~ting d.evices for use in 1
televisiOn reeeJvms.
or Shelter and enjoy cheery radio
526878.-British Thomson - Houston
entertainment when you most need it.
Co., Ltd.-Driving mechanisms, 1
particularly adapted for the tuning- I
_
Cabinet models from 21/6
f elementH of radio-receivers.
_
Chassis models from 19/3
526757.-Roberts, E. H. - Raaio-1
receiving and like apparatus.
1527009.-l.M.K. Syndicate, Ltd., Nagy,l
Literature on application.
P., and Goddard, M. J.-Light-1
modulating devices for use in·
television receivers. (Divided out
of 526742.)
Printed copies of the full Published
. Specifirotions may be obta.ined from the Patent Offise, 25, Southamp~n Buih~iny.d
THE PERFECT fXTRA SPEAKER FOR ANY SET
1
-London, Jl/.0.2, at thR- un-iform pr1ce of 1
Is. each.
1 WHIT-ELEYELECTRICALRADIO eo., LTD., MANSFIELD,NoTfs.
~~~~..-.~~~~~-Cl_)
'
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NOTES FROM THE TRADE
Output Transformers

S

ERVICE engineers are often called upon
to remedy. a defect in _the coupling
between a receiver or amplifier, and its
associated loudspeaker, and in the majoritv
of eases the defect is due to breakdowil
in the primary of the output transformer.
In the early days of servi!.'ing, it was quite
usual for the repair to consist of rewinding
the faulty section, and, as would be. expected, that occupied a certain amount of
time during which the owner of the set
was often left without radio. Fortunately
for the service enginee"r and the set ownPI:,
eertain manufacturers, well qualifiPd to
cope with the problem, have now produced
what might be callpd a universal output
transformer, which is qlJite. eapable of
r!-'placing any original eomponPnt, thus
allowing the nPcessary 1-epair to be under-

a

A.R.P. and entertainmPnt purposes, has
crPated a great demand for ordinary <'xten~
sion speakPrs, and for thosP of spPeial design
capable of satisfying industrial nPeds.
~kssre. Whiteley Electrical Ra.dio · Co.,
Ltd .. of .Mansfield, Nott.s, the produeers of
the famous range of W.B. Stentorian
Speakns. have been quick to bring thPir
vast experience of reproducers to bear on
the new conditions and f!-'quif!-'ments, with
the result that they are able to offer some
very interesting models, two of whieh are
illustrated on this page. ·
:For the larger industrial installations. it
is very essential to secure even diffusion
of sound, whilst the actual speaker unit
must be capable of handling, at least, say
5 to 8 watts without showing any signs of
distf!-'ss in the f01m of distortion. Both of
those very vital requiremPnts are well
satisfied by the W.B. products, thanks to
the designing, technical skill and craftsmanship so closely allied with all products
emanating from the modPrn
factories of \Vhiteley Electrical
l~adio Co., Ltd.

Varley Home Charger

This W.B. Stentorian loudspeaker is designed to
give very wide and even sound distribution.

fluted glass protection over the highlypolished reflector and lamp housing. The
H.D./140 is a hand lamp which is ideal
for p.umerous purposes during the existing
conditions, and the fact that its dry accumulator can be ~;echarged after giving a very
useful period of service, renders it an indepPndPnt light unit having a minimum
upkeep cost. Price complete with accumulator is 32s. 6d.
The "Sheltalamp '.' is another very
interesting model, the type number being
S.L./120. The strongly-constructed case

HE very nPat low-tension
T
charger illustrated on this
page has bPPn specially designed
and produced by Messrs. Var!Py
Dry Accumulators Ltd., of Bypass Road, Barking, Essex, to
satisfy the demands of the
(Left) The Goodmans IO'f<MUltl-repl~ Output Trans- users of the famous Varley Dry
former. (Right) Another treti't and efficient output transformer Accumulator, which is now beproducerl by Grampian Reprodueers.
ing so widely used to replace
certain low-voltage dry cells.
taken and finished in a few minutes. ParTht:> Charger is designed to operate off
tiC"ular care has been :taken by the manu: 200i2i>O volt A.C. mains, and to give an
facturers, especially those produeing the output of 2 volts at 1 and ! ampere D.C.,
products illustrated in these columns, to then·fore, it can also be used as an efficient
provide sufficient tapping· points- on both triekk·-charger for the more ordinary 2-volt
primary and secondary windings, tu enable ael.·tmmlator for radio receiVl'r work. It
perfect matching.. betwePn pra-ctically any is completely self-contained, and, owing to
output valve combination and speeeli coil~ its eompa.d.ness, it can be conveniently
of almost any resistance. 'For· example, placl•d in any odd comer. A twin flex lead,
t.hl' Goodmans 101 Mrilti-replat·en!l'nt out- with plug for inserting into a eonvenient
put transformer gives the follmdng ratios: lamp soeket, is fitted to the unit, togcthPr
12!'1, 18:1, 24:1, 30:1, 3():1, 48:1, 60:1, and wit.h two leads terminating at strong croco- .
72:1. More complete ,details of the two dile dips, and a third fitted with a metal
mo<iels shown can be obtained from : Uood- collar. for the D.C. output eonneetions.
mans Industries, Ltd., Laueelot Road, The idea of the thf!-'e leads is to enable
Wembley, Middlesex, and Messrs. Grampian quick and positive coimections to be made
Reprodut'ers, Ltd., Kcw Gardens, :::;urrey. to the various types of Varll'y Dry Cells.
The aetual charging pPriod necessary for a
"Music While You Work"
full charge, depends, of course, on the type
HE tremendous increase in war-time of cell under consideration but, as a guide,
"listening-in," plus the widespread the makers state that with their 'l'.U.1
use of spea.kers in factories, offices, etc., for torch cell, 12 hours are f!-'quircd, whilst
the cycle cells need 20 hours.
The price of this very efficient little unit
is only 17s. 6d., and those interested should
approach their nearest dealer and request
a copy of the leaflet, " Care and Charging
of Varlcy Dry Accumulators." If any
difficulty should be experienced in obtaining
·a copy, thPn, of course, the actual makf'rs,
at the addrt•ss given above, will be· only
too pleased to oblige.

T

Hand Lamps
use with the dry accumulators,
FORVarley
produce a series of specially-

On': type Stentorian loudspeai(er produced by
Whiteley Electrical Radio Co. /or A.R.P. or
commercial installations.

designed hand lamps, one. type of which is
illustrated. It is their model· H.D./140,
and it is specially constructed for heavy
duty, the container being made from 20gauge sheet steel. The cell fitted is the
V .40 which gives 60 hours of cont.inuous
light from a 2-volt 0.3 amp. lamp. The
model can be supplied with plain, pearl or

(Left) Mode/H.D./140
Hand Lamp produced
by Var/ey./or use with
their dry accu~ulators.

(Right) A neat
L.T.
Charger
specially designed
and produced by
Var/ey /or 2-volt
accumulators.

of 22-gauge steel, fip~shed black crackle
enamel, is of rather diffPrent design froin the
usual run of hand lamps. It is so designed
that it can be carried, used as a table lamp
or,· with the handle reyersed, hung. up in
t-he shelter as a pendant lamp. . The reflector and lamp are protected by a heavy
glass moulded dome. The price of this
model, complete with accumulator, is 35s.
Cyclists should note that Varley also
include in their range of hand lamps one
known as a" Cycle and Hand Lamp," and,
as its name implies, it is ideal for either
purpose. It is fitted with a cycle type
dry accumulator, which gives 25-30 hours
of continuous service, in conjunction with a
2-volt 0.3 amp. lamp, on one chargP. The
prieP, eomplPte wit-h aceumulator, is 9s.
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BLUEPRINT SERVICE
No. oj
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
l.Date of Issue. Blueprint.
_
CRYSTAL IIETS
Blnprints, &d. each.
l'Wil
1U37 (;rystal Recei vcr
..
The" Junior" (;rystal Set ·
27.$.38
PW94
'STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.
All-Wave Unipen (Pentode)
PW:liA
Beginners' One~valver . .
. . 10.2.38
l)'VM5
Tbe "J'yrarnid" One-valver (Hl<'
· Pen)
27.~.38
PW\l3
Two-vain : Blueprint, 1s.
The Signet Two (D & LF)
·Three-val'(e : Blueprints, 1s. each.
Selectonc Battery Three (D, 2 LF
(Trans)) . .
..
Sixty Shilling Three (D, ~ Ll!'
(RC & Trans))
..
Leader Three (SG, D, Pow)
..
:.._
Summit Three (HF Pen, D, Pen) ..
All Pentode Three (H F Pen, D
(Pen), Pen)
..
. • ~u ..-,_~7
Hall-Mark Three (SG, D, Paw) ..
Hall-Mark Cadet (I>, LJ.', Pen (R(;)) I <i.:J.~.j
F. J. Camm·s Silver Souvenir (HI?
Pen, ]) (Pen), Pru) (All-Wave
Three)
l:J.-t.:~~)
('ameo Midget Three (D, 2 Ll<'
(Trans)) ..
1936 Sonotone Three-Four (HF
Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Pen),
Battery All-Wave Three (I>, 2 U'
(RC))
..
..
..
The Monitor (HF Pen, D, Pen)
The Tutor Three (HF Pen. I>, Pen) 21.:).36
The Centaur Three (SG, D, P) ..
1<'. ,J. 0\mm's Record AII-Wnve
•
Three (HF Pen, I>, Pen)
.. :il.I0.3(i
The "Colt" All-Wave Three (D,
2 Ll<' (RC & Trans))
..
1~.~.3\J
The " llapide" Strai:rht 3 (D,
2 LF (RC & Tratll!)) , •
-••- ~- 12.37
I•'. J. Carum's Orndc All· Wnve
Three (HF, I>et., Pen)..
• • 2R.~.:l7
1938 "Triband" All-Wave Three
(IIF Pen, I>, Pen)
..
. . ~~.1 ,38
F .•J. Camm's "Sprite" Three
(HF Pen, D, Tet)
..
. . ~(i.3.3~
The .. Hurricane" AII-Wa,·eThrcc
(SG, I> (Pen), Pen)
30.1.3~
F. J. Ounrn's "Push-Ilntton"
Three (HF Pen, I> (Pt•n), Tet). .
:l.\\.38
Four-vaiYe : Blue,.ints, 11, each.
Sonotone Four (SG, I>, LF, P) . .
1.:>.37
Fury Four (2 SG, D, Pen)
..
S.5.37
Beta Un!veral FOjlr (80, D, Ll?,
CI.B)
..
.•
..
.:
Nucleon ~s B .F<Jur SG), D
'(SG; LF; Cl. B) .•
Fury Four Super (SG, SO, I>, Pen)
Battery Hall-Mark 4 (HF Pen,
D, Push-Pull) • . · . .
. ..
F.-J. Carum's" Limit" All-Wave
Four (HF Pen, I>, LF, P)
. , 2fo.!J.3G
"Acme'' All-Wave 4 (HF, Pen, D
(Pen), Ll<', Cl. B)
..
.•
~-~.38
The "Admiral" Four (HF Pen,
' HF Pen, D, Pen (RC))..
:1.0.38
,
·
·Mains Operated.
T-valve : Blueprints, 11. each.
A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)
A.C.-D.C. Two (SG, Paw)
•.
Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two
(I>, Paw)
Threaovatve : Blueprints, h. ead.
I>ouble-Diode-Trlode T!rree (HF
Pen, DDT, Pen)
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen)
A.C. Three (SG, I>, Pen) • •
..
A.C. Leader (HF Pen, D, Pow) • • 7.1.39
Pen) •.
D. C. Premier (HF Pen,
Unique (HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen) ..
Armada Mains Three (HF Pen, D,
Pen)
••
.•
.•
••
F. J.Camro'sA.C. AII-WaveSUYer
Souvenir Three (HF Pen, I>, Pen)
•• All-Wave" A.C. Three (D, ~
LF(RC) .•
••
••
..
A.C. 1936 Sonotone (HF Pen, HF
· Pen, Westector, Pen)
Mains Record All-Wave 3 (Hll
Pen, I>, Pen)
F•ur-walwe : Bhaepriats, 1s. each.
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG, I>, Pen)
A:C. Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D,
Pen)
..
••
.•
••
A.C. Hall-Mark (HF Pen, D,
Push-P.ull)
..
..
••
Universal Hall-Mark (IIF Pen, D,
l'ush-PuU) ·

n,

l'W76

l'W10
PW:HA
PW:35
I'W37
PW39
l'W41
1'W48
l'W40
PW:i1

rw:.a
PW:i5
PWul
Jl,VO:!
l'Wti~

PW6U

PW82
l'W78
l'WS4
PW87
l'W89
l'W92
I'W4
l'Wil
I'W17
l'W:HB
PW:H(;
PW~6

l'Wli7
PW~3

PW!JO
PW18

I•w:n

PW19
PW23
PW25
PW29
l'W3:i(;
PWa.m
l'W30A
PW38
l'W50
PW5-I
l'W56
l'W70
PW20
PW:l4D
PW45
PWl7

SUPERHETS.
Battery Sets : Blueprints, 1s. each.

f~ ~~ta~~:.~~~'::i~~a~~~erhet . .

5 6 37
' '

~~t~

Mains Sets : Blueprints, 1a. each.
A. C. £5 Superhet (Three-valve) . .
PW 43
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three-valve) . •
PW 42
l'niversal £5 Superhet (Threevalve)
..
..
..
..
PW4~
F. J. C&roro's A.C. Superbet 4 • •
l'W59
F. ,J. Carum's Universal £4 Superhet4
..
..
..
PW60
"Qualitone" Universal Four
16.1.37
PWi3
Four-valve : Double-sided Blueprint, 1a. &d.
Push Button 4, Battery Model .. } '>•> 10 38 PW !15
1'-u•h Button 4, A.C, Maius l\Iodel --· · '
SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valve : Blueprint, h.
Simple S. W. One-valver . .
23.12.39 PWSS
Two-valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.
Midget. ~hort-wave Two (D, Pen)
PW38A
The "Fleet" Short-wave Two
27.8.38
PW01
(D (HF Pen), Pen)
Three-valve : Blue,.ints, 1 s. each.
Experimenter's Short-wave Three
PW30A
(SG, D, Paw) . .
..
..
The Prefect 3 (I>, :l LF (RC and
PWG3
Trans)) ..
..
..
..
The Band-Spread S.W. Three
1.10.38 PW68
(Hl' Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
PORTABLES.
Three-valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.
F. J. Carum's ELF Three-valve
PW65
Portable (HF Pen, D, Peil) ..
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable
3.6.30
PW77
(SG, I>, Pen)
Four•valve : Blueprint, 11.
··Imp" Portable 4 (I>, LF, L}'
I'W86
(Pen))
MISCELLANEOUS.
Blueprint, 1s.
~.W. Converter-Adapter (1 valve)
PW48A
AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, ed. eacb.
23.7.38 AW427
Four-station (;rystal Set
AW444
1934 Crystal Set .•
AW450
150-mile Crystal Set
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valve : Blueprint, 11.
AW387
B.B.C. Special One-valver
Two-valve : Blaeprlnh, 11. each.
AW388
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans) ••
AW392
Full-volume Two (SG det, Pen) • ,
AW426
Lucerne Minor (I>, Pen) •.
WM409
A Modem Two-valver
Tllree-vatve : Bluttlrints, h. each.
AW412
£5 5s. S.G. 3 (SG, D, Trans)
..
AW422
J,ueeme Ranger (SG, I>, 'trans) .•
£5 os. Three : De Luxe Version
(SG, D, Tr,.ns) ..
..
..
19.5.34 AW435
Lucerne Straight Three (I>, RC,
AW437
Trans) ..
..
..
..
WM271
Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen)
Simple-Tune Three (SG, ]), Pen) .• Jum '33
WM327
I~conomy·Peuto<lc Three (SG, D,
WM337
Pen)
..
..
..
. . Oct. '33
"W.M." 1934 Standard Three
..
..
WM3.'>1
(SG, D, Pen)
£:1 3s. Three (SG, D, Trans)
. , llfar. '34
WM354
lll35 £6 us. Battery Three (SG,
WM37l
D, Pen) ..
..
...
WM380
I'TP Three (Pen, D, Pen)
WM3!l:i
Certainty Three (SG, I>, Pen) ..
WM300
~linitube T~e (80, D, Trans) .. Oct. '35
AIJ-Wave Winning Three (SG, I>,
WM400
Pen)

These Blueprints are drawn full size.
Copies or appropriate issues contalnlnrr descriptions of these sets can in some cases be supplied
0

~!.Foi r~~o;;~grrtt. "'A "'ri~~c :1o~&~'k"lu!~rf~~

Number Indicates that the Issue is out ot print.
Practical Wirel"t:t~l?~~-dated K:i~~,!~ 'f.':.~~
(Issues dated June 1st to
.July 27th, 1940. 5d. Post Pald
(Issues dated September, 1940
and alter)
'7d. Post Paid
Amateur Wireless
...
... 4d.
WlrelessMagazlne
...
... 114 ..
,
The Index letters which precede the Blueprint
Number indicate the periodical in which the description appears : Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. A.W. to Amateur Wireless, W.M. to Wireless .\lagazine.
, Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost
of the blueprint, and the Issue (stamps over 6d.

~·~':'~.!:~ ~i~f.Il'f~.~ ~:;,~~~.~-~wg~y,~

amptc?n Street, Strand. W.C.2.

THE
BULGIN
RANGE
OF
SWITCHES is the largest
and best in the British
Isles. These Ali-British
types meet every Radio
Switching Requirement,
and-made by experts,
designed by expertsdo so in the best way
possible..
The Best is
always the Cheapest.

NATIONAL
EFFORT
J

N these times, in many
'directions, needless to
say, we are directing our
main -effortS and supp!ies
towards the requirements
of the Government Services •.-However, some supplies of
components are 5tlll available for Radio Servicing,
but should delays occur we
know our friends will
appreciate the difficulties
whkh at present arise from
day to day.
We would point OlJt that
delays can be minimised and
often avoided if alternatives
are, wherever possible,
specified when ordering.
Prices are being kept as low
as possible despite increased costs in every
direction. Meanwhile you
stlll have the best and
largest range of radio
products in the United
Kingdom to choose from.

THANK YOU I
.A SELECTION
OF SWITCHES
Max.
V.
A.
250 4
250 2
250 2
250 0.1
250 3
250 4
250 3
32 I
lOO o.l

Price
Ea.
2/-

1/9
3/5/6

3/6
3/3

3/6d.
1/3

••= 18-way

selector.)

ALL PRICES +16! PER
CENT.WAR INCREASE
FNII det11il• in Complde
C11talogue No. 16!, price
6d.. po1t [rH. MtntiQn
u

P.W._,

Also ''Radio

Ser,icing Mantu~l ''-easy
t<xt •nd 280 · diavams,
price. ls., post free. .

Advt. of A. F. BULGIN & Co.~,Ltd., BYE PASS RD.,
BARKING, ESSEX. Tel. Rll"pleway 3474 (4lines).
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Replies to Queries
Wattage Rating
" As you will no doubt appreciate from
my query, I am a beginner so far as radio
is concerned and although I am J;Daking
pretty fair progress with simple constructional work and reading theoretical diagrams, I cannot grasp the meaning of
wattage rating when applied to resistances.
Could you please .explain the true meaning of
the term and tell me how it is calculated ? "
-P. S. (Cirencester).
O avoid complications, we will consider
an ordinary direct current circuit.
Whe,n a voltage is applied to a cir~uit and
current flows, the power used can be
expressed electrically as so many watts.
The watt then can be considered as the
unit of power and it is determined by
multiplying the applied voltage by the
cunent flowing, the latter being expressed
in amperes. \Vhen a resistance is inserted
in a circuit, a certain amount of power is
lost or dissipated in t-he form of heat, and
it is, therefore, essential for the resistor to
be capable of functioning without creating
undue heating and/or without having its
characteristics !Wfect-ed by such rise in
temperature. To calculate the wattage or
power which theresi~r will have to handle,
the current flowing across it is squared,
i.E'., multiplied by itself, and then multiplied by the value of the resistor. It is
usually expressed as Power. (Watts):=P x R.
The current should be expressed as a fraction or decimal part of an ampere, but- if it
is expressed as milliamp11 ,then it should
be remP-mbered that the rE>sultant figure
wi!I be in milli-watts.

T

Decoupling Values
·~ When attempting to 4~sign a circuit,
I usually get rather confused about the
correct. 'valti~s .'ot condenser and resistance
to use for decoupling 'Purposes. I make a
careful point of studying all theoretical diagriuris which come my way> but so far I
have· not been" able to observe any ttxed
values; so to speak, for certain parts of the
circuits.· Could you tell nie of any formulre
or rule which can be ~pplled so that the
most emcient values are employed ? " H. P. (Boscombe).
HIS is quite a common trouble with
many amateurs, and the subject has
been dealt with -in article form in par~t
issues.. However, we wi!J .attempt to make
the matter clear ·in the brief space avail-'
able. The main purpose of providing
anode deconpling· is to by-pass unwanted
H.f.. or L.F. currents. The simplest way.
of doing this is to inse,·t a suitable resistor
in series with the H.T. supply to the
individual anodes and providE> an easy
path to earth for· the currents trapped
or held. uj1 by the resi~tor. This path is
provided by tt,lb:ed eondcnser.
. Owing to the Japt that each valve has a
certain anode current flowing and that some
predetermined value of H.T. must rflach
the anode load, the value of the decoupling
resistor is often governed by the maximum
H.T. available, owing to the fact that a
voltage drop will be set up across the
resistor, the amount of drop dE>pending on
the current flowing and the resistance in
ei!iiluit.
Again, the part of the circuit in which
the resistor is inserted will· al~o have a
bearing on the value; for example, on the

T

H.F. side of the detector much lower
values can be used than on the L.F. General
guidr>, use the highE>st value of resistor
consistent with the anodE' receiving its
corre<'t operating H.T. voltagE>.
The
associated condenser has to be treated with
a little more !'Onsideratinn. As it has to
provide an easy path to thP unwantE>d
currents, it is obvious t-hat- its resistance
must be a good bit lower than the decoupling
resistor, and it is thiH requircmE>nt which
can be said to he the governing factor as
rPgards the capacity required. It is ,more
usual to speak of a condE>nser having a
certain reactance rather than resistanC'e,
though the effect can be considered as
identical, at lE>ast for our purpose. The
r('actancc of a condE>nser can be determined
thus: Xc= . !whms,
62

wher~ f

is the fre-

quency and C the capacity of the condenser
in farads. For f, it is usual to take an
r~._...-.t~.,_.mii'S,_..._...--..-c
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We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service Is Intended only
for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers
described In pur pages, from articles appearing
in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvlousreasona(1) Supply circuit diagrama of complete
multi-valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modillcations of
receivers described In our contem ..
poraries.
(3) Suggest alterations or modiflcat!ona to
commercial receivers.
Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Grant Interviews to querlsts.
A stamped addrellll6d envelope muat be
enclosed for the reply. AU sketche8 and
drawings ·which are sent to us should bear
• the name and address or the sender. .
Requests for Bluepr!ntsll!nst not be enciolled
with queries .. they are dealt with br a
seperate department.
·

(•>

Send your

tU~;in to tb.tt,Bditor, PBACTICA£ WIUJ.aa.

oeorce """'"'

·

Lld.,

Tower

HOUII, 8oalhamptoa,

sbeel,

Strand. London, W.C.!. Tile Coa»on mut be acloaed.

Ii
If
J
I
I
I
I
I
J

I
I
II

witb eve17 query.

L ~-~·~..-......._.,,....1_~-.--~J
averagE' valuE', according to the part of the
cir(·uit under consideration.

z

.

when handling such appa.ratus owing to its
direct connection with the maim. othPnviRe
there will always be the risk of receiving
shocks which might have SE'rious consequences.
Calling one anode A and its
associated cathode C, and the other anode
and cathode A.l and C.l respectively, the
following connectiom ran be u~ed :
One side of the A.C. supply goes to A.
The other anode A.l is taken to the negative
side of the D.C. output. The 'positive side
of this output is connected to the cathode C.
The otliE'r cathode, i.e., C.I, is joined to A.
Across the D.C. output terminals is eonnected two large fixed condensers in scriPs,
the junction of the two being taken to the
other connection from the A.C. supply,
which is also joined to one side of the heater
of the valve. The remaining side of the
hE>atcr is taken via a suitable voltagedropping resistance to the other side of the
A.C. input, i.e., the ltcad connected to A.
The resistance must have a value which
will only allow sutliciP-nt current to pass
according to the rating of the valvE>, in this
case being 0.3 amps at 23 volts (heater).
If you care to submit your diagram before
putting the valve into service, we will check
it. and make any corrections, if such should
be necessary.
rcl--.(~(~!l--~~-~-~-~~~-1~1~·

1

~-~~~;~~~!;,,. ~J~eri~~~~i!:~ -~

abbret:-iaft'rlform eit}u'rin'Cff/l.wJ rf non-complirtrtce
wWt our i"U~ex, M b·:caa.o;e fh"! pvint raiJSed ix not
of gennal infeo'.,;i,
.
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1
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L. P. (Southampton), -~< we are without. any
tec·hnic·al cletails of the rel·eiver. WP a-ce uuahle to rnHke
anr Spec·ifk SU~!.{el'itiOH!o;, lJUt it i8 lll')IJ3l tO f'OIWeCt
a P.U. between the ,.;ricl of tile d!'"tedor vain~ itnd U1e
common negative 't'arth liue. With an A.C./H.C.
cireuit., howPver, it is f'l')seutht) to take '-ertain
pre(•antions tOr the sake of san:~t~·. Perhaps tliP
makers will help. R·· vihrator. kef')' the unit aK tar
as pos!iihle from ret•eiw~r awl CJwlo:-;e it, in a f•omplete
metal (l)referably iron) IJox, whith should be f'Onnetted
to earth.
L. R. T. (Poktsdown). The article mentioned in
yonr.1ett_er ga\·e all the available tletai1s~ Prbgrr~t<:~
of the suhje.et is heJu~ watf•hed, a1ul more information
will he given at, the first opportunit,y.
M. S;'(Dulwich) .. Xl)e firm concernetl wi.ll, no doubt.,
be able to quote ~·on a, priee for the modifMations you
:require. "'e wouhl 110t advh;e you- to at.tem}lt· the
work your8elf. The c(,.IH hi ~still ohtaiu~.ble. ,
_
H. K. (Hitchin), A wooden chassis can be coverecl
with

perfOr~ttell

zine tu

provide quite reasonable

screeniul!. ('arhou g:rauules eau be obtained frum
Me~srs. ]<.:.ledradix nAlliu~. Ltd.
F. P. (Manchester) •. The K.T.tl6 is an output
pentode produced by :Me~sra:;. Osram. It is fitted with
an octal lHtS:e. Approximate power output is 7.25
watts. Jlias r""istanee, at 2:>u volts on the screen
aud anode, should he 170 ohm~.
d. T. w. (Hrchaate). The theory of the idea is
sound, hut., in actual practice, other considerations
would render the scheme too invoiYed to he of !!"neral
use. lltes"s. Bulgil•s eau sUJlply you with a suitable
s,,;itch.'
·
•
.
H: o. (Balham). ·We eannot. undertake to pro,·icle
sketch tlla~rams to·lndivi<!tial requirement>.- One· of
o1fi l•lnepriut designs would help you, prn,·i<iiu~ you
are preparetl to keep to the speeitied t•mnpont""nts.
T. w. (Wican). Why not try the ~l-w:1tt llatter)·Operated Amplifl~r·? Thi• sbonltl satisiY. yo11r
requtrt"ment~, and you will fhtll full tletaih; iu
0111' lSSlle of .23nl December, ]9:)9. 'We hnve ,not
published ,:oustruetitmal details of a lar~<er hatterroperate<! amplifier 0\ving. to the fact that such an
arrangemeut · would not be a very ecouomi<-al

2 5 6 as a V 0 l tage D OUbler
" I h
·
ave been·· gtven
an Amer1can va 1ve,
the type number of which is 25Z6 and I
am not sure as to the exact purpose for
which it Is designed. I ha. ve been given to
understand that it can be used as a' voltagedoubler' in a rectifying circuit. Is this
correct and If so can. you tell me how it
·
should be connected? ''-D. w: (Leyton).
HE valve in question, to quote the
A
H db k ·
f 1'
h' 1
R .C··"'-·
an 00 'IS a u ~-wave Ig l
vacuum rectifier. of the heater-cathode type
for use in suitable circuits designed to
supply D.C. power from A.C. mains. The
JlropmHtJon to run.
valve is well suited for transformerless
L. M. fGtaqow). The pilot light ou an A.C.fl>.t'.
receivers of the A.C./D.C. or A.C. operated ~~~~~,~~~ fl.~u~~~~~~:~·eina u~~~m'J~\.ri~~~f ,~Ji~~~~:~'';'~
type. In the former it may be used as a series with the fllameflts or heaters; and some mal<.ers
half-wave rectifier, whilst in an A.C. connect. across the J>ilot, lamp a small shunt resistauee
receiver it can be used as a voltage doubler . }~il~'.'able the set to operate even when the pilot lig"ht
which would provide, approximately, twice
T. w. Y. (Teddincton). The lower the wavelength
the D.C. output voltage obtainable from t-he l1igher will he its frequency; therefore, the slighte>l
the normal half-wave arrangement.
variation of the tuning COIItleuser will have a pro·
Actually the valve envelope encloses two nouneeu eHect. Try a smaii!Jand·sJII'eadiug coudcrN·r.
separate diodes, and although it is rather
......
difficult to dE>seribe the necessary c-onnections without a diagram, we hope that
The coupon on page iii of cover
the details given will enable you to make
must be attached to every query
f
full use of the valve. Vi'e must mention, J
however, that particular care must be taken .-,._..-,_,t.-.c~~~~..-.~,_,~~1

T

,~..-.J--.c:~,_.,._.

1

~~.,_..~.,_.,_l~·

I
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THE PURCHASE TAX
How it Affects the Ordinary
Listener and Constructor

FUIOO'ISI(
~~/

TRADE MARK

OR the benefit of those readers who are
F
not by now familiar with the new
Purchase Tax, which actually came into

"Look out ! " cried EE, with a roar,
As his wireless set dived to the floor.
See the grin on his face,
Not a wire out of place,
Thanks to Fluxite-could one expect more ?

See that FLUXITE is always
by you-in the house-garageworkshop-wherever s p e e d y
soldering is needed. Used for 30
years in government works and
by leading engineers and manufacturers. Of Ironmongers-in
tins, 4d., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8.
Ask to see the FLUXITE
SMALL-SPACE SOLDERING
SET-compact but substantial
-complete with full instructions, 7/6.

.----------------- ----i

~ TO CYCLISTS 1 Your wheels
will NOT keep round and true,
unless the spokes are tied with
fine wire at the crossings AND
SOLDERED. This makes a much
stronger wheel. lt's simple-with
FLU)(JTE- but IMPORTANT

1!..-------------------The FLUXITE GUN is always
ready to put Fluxite on the
soldering job instantly. A little
pressure places the right quantity on the right spot and one
charging lasts for ages. Price
116, or filled l/6.

. Write for Free Book on the art
of " soft " soldering and ask.
for leaflet on CASE-HARDENIN-G STEEL, and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE.

FL\.JXITE LTD. (Dept. W.P.),
DRAGON WORKS, BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I.

FLUXITE

SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

force on October 21st, and complete details
of which became available at the time of
going to press, we give brief details below
of the effect it will have on the ordinary
listener and constructor.
Space prevents us from giving the complete list of goods which come within the
scope of the tax, but the two classes oL
products which will be of genuine concern
to those interested in radio and allied electrical matters, whether from the trade or
private point of view, are Class 7, lighting
fittings and domestic appliances, etc., and
Class 12, musical instruments, etc. The
items mentioned above do not, at first
, glance, seem very extensive but, on further
· PXamination of Notice 78, i~sued by the
Commissioners of Customs and Excise, it is
found that t.he sections actuallv cover a
very large number of products; including
all types of domestic heating, cooking and
lighting apparatus, radio sets, radiogmmophones, valves, accumulators rrnd batteries.
These come under the full tax which iA
33! per cent. of the wholesale price. A
certain limited number of goods are only
subjected to half the full or standard tax,
namely, 16~ per cent.
Although the tax will directly affect the
listener's pocket, it would seem that the
constructor, and the experimenter, will not
be called upon to contribute to the tax
when ·purchasing the components th<>y
usually require, excepting, of course, valveH,
accumulators and batteries.

100~-~

100%
British

British

Deoicn

Made

Answers all OH\f'S LAW problems-for e.rample:
\\'hat '''ill be the voltagt" Wh('ft ·eurrt"nt I
flows through resistance It '?
\\'bat nill b(> the \'oltnge with watts ntlue
W and I eur1•ent flowing ?
What is the curt•ent flowing whN·e watts \'alue
is W and voltage l~ F. ?

\Vhat ftttrrent will flow through R resistance
whf're vottagt"

J~

What will be the

1.: ?

re~l'ttance

flows at voltage E ?

u·hN'<'

cur•·~nt

I

\\''hat \VJU he th•• resistance "ht•rc watt-; \V
is at \'Of tage- B ?
\\'"hat will be thf" resistance \\hPl'C watts W
is at ('Urrent I ?
What Is the wattage at voltage E through
resistance R ?
What is the wattage of current I tbr•ough
l'esistance R ?
What wllJ be the wattage of I <"nrrent at E

voltage?
The scales read from 1 millivolt tc. 1.000 volts:.
From 1 ohm to 1,000,000 ohms. Ft·om 1 milliamo
to 10 amperes. From one-tenth of a milliwatt
to 10,000 watts.
FULL INSTRUCTIONS WITH EACH INSTRUMENT

Price 4/6

Postage
3d.
Order at once whilst deliveries are good.

IONIC

LABORATORIES

514, lp-ich Raad, Trading Estate,
SLOUGH, BUCKS, ENG.

New Valve Prices

ft Af 7

To give an example of the increase in
prit->es to be expected on two of:_ these items,
it can be noted that a valve 1iormally
I
I
I I
listed at 4s. 9d. will now cost the public
5s. lOd. One listed at lOs. will now be
If you intend to join any section of the
128. ·2<l.; whilst tho'se in the l5s. class will
Services in which a knowledge of the
become J8s. 3d.
Morse Code is required you can become
On the dry battery side, a nine-volt G.B.
a skilled WIT Operator by taking a
battery which we used to buy for lOd.
will jump to ls. 0/,<l., a 120-volt H.T. of the
7s. 6d. class will become !Js. 3d., and the
more expensive type, normally listed at
20s., will be subjected to a tax of 4s. Sd.
There are courses for beginners and
It i~ fortm1ate, ~o far as the constructors
also for those who desire to increase
and expcr.imenters aJ>c' eon<'erued, that the
their w.p.m. speeds.
items eoming wit.hin tlw tax are not those
There's no royal road to learning-but there IS a qukk
in tQo frequent demand.
sure way to genuine CODE skill. Thousands of Cand!er
It ·ml!St be appreciated that this tax Trained Operators, including many in the Services, have
does not in any way inrrense the profit proved the value of this truly remarkable system of Code
of anyone concerned with tl:c production or instruction.
Cltn'Ticoats, Sec., Radio Society of Great
marketing of the taxed goods.
Broadly J.
Brit4in-&aya : " I regard the Candler System as being
speaking, the tax becomes payable as soon the most important system of its kind and already large
as the goods are sold by the manufacturer numbers of Members of the Radio Society of Great Britain
have intimat4!d to me !:hat they are studying the course
or wholesaler to the retailer and it is, there- of
instruction with a view to preparing the:mselves for
fore, the latter who carries the additional service in one branch or another of H.M. Forces."
load u11lil he resells the goods to his clients. In the " BOOK OF FACTS," which will be sent FREE on
Under Class 12. i.e., musical instruments, request. full information is given concerning the subjects
etc., we find that the full tax is applicable covered by all Candler Courses.
Terms : cash or monthly J)Oyments.
to gramophones, pick-up8,
recordsexcepting those for the reproduction of 0 0 UP 0 N --------------~
speech specially adapted for the use of the
P/eas; ~~.~~ me a Free U>py of Candler " Book of 1
blind-gramophone needles and motors.
0
NAME ......................................................... I
After seeing what has to be. paid, let us
turn to the other and brighter side of the
ADDRESS ...................................................... I
business, and see what goods are exempt.
I
Selecting those most likely to interest
Po;t. "Ct;~. ·;·~ .. i'd: .. ~~~~j~. ·~~;~;~~.. ~~ "i~~d~·~ I
our readers, we note that electric meters,
MDIIDger.
I
neon lamps, public address apparatus,
CANDLE~ SYS't'EM CO. (Room SL.O.), 121, J
Ktngsway, London, W.C.2.
·
microphones and valves specialised fQr use
Cand/er System Co., Asheville, North Carolina, U.S.A. I
with "deaf aid" appliances are free of all
12-4()
tax.

doinlng

the

CANDLER CODE COURSE

Clas-sified Advertisements
ADVERTISEMENTS are acecptetl for these columns
at the rate of 2d. pt>r word (minimum charge 2/·
each paragraph). All adverti~euu•nts nmat he prepaid.
EACH paragraph wHI commence with the ftr:;;t word
printed in bold face c·apitnl~. Atlditio11al wonh; in
bold face capitals are charged nt 4d. per word.
ALL coinmunications should l1e nddressed to thr.
Advertisement l\fanager, "Praetical 'Virrless," Tower

House, Southampton

~tree!,

J,ontlon, W.C.2.

CABIN,TS
A CABINET for every radio purpose. Surplug cauinets
(undrilled) from noted makers. We have hundreds In
~tock (no catalogues). Send measurements of chassi::,
etc., and say what kind of cu!Jinet required. Stamp
for reply. Inspection Invited.
H. L. SMITH AND CO., LTD., ~8!1. Edgware Hoad,
W.2. 'l'el.: Pad. 5891.

LITERATURE
AMATEUR Radio Handbook-Second Icdition, now
on sale, 328 pages. price 4s. 2d.-Radio Soriety of
Gre,,t Britain, 16, Ailhridge Gardens, London, N.13.

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS
LOUDSPEAKER repairs, Dritish, American, any
make. 24-hour service, moderate prices.-Sinclnir
Speakers, Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street,
IJondon, N.l.

MORSE EQUIPMENT
FULL range of Transmitting Keys, Practice Sets,
Oscillators, Recorders and other Radio 'l'eiegraph
Apparatus, designed and manufactured by 1'. It.
McEiroy, World's Champion Telegraphist. Sole dis·
tributors: Webb's Radio, H, Soho Street, London.
W.1. 'Phone : Gerrard 208\l.

MORSE TRAININO

·~·
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WIR£LE88 Code Courses. "-Dook of Facts " Free.Candler System Co. (L.O.) .. l21, Klngsway, I.onllon.
W.C.2.

Invaluable to aH whose work concerns tile tracing
of faults and the el!llcting of repaln.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
SERVICE MANUAL
By F. J. CAMM

A complete, practical and up-to-date work
on the testing and servicing of all types
of wireless receivers. With over 200
i11 ustrations.
Contents : Theoretical Symbols, Choice
and Types of Instruments. Fault-tracing
without Instruments. D.C. Multi-range
Milliammeter. Measuring Resistance.
Measuring A.C. Voltages.
Measuring
Capacity. Using the Universal Meter.
Calibrating and Using the Valve Voltmeter
and the l.F. Oscillator. Tracing Faults if\
a Superhet. A Signal Generator. Trimming and Aligning Receivers. Testing
Valves.
Valve Replacement. Reaction
Faults. Improving Old Sets. Universal
(A.C.-D.C.) Receiver Faults. Checking
Receiver Performance. Distortion-Causes
and Cure. Tracing Sources of Interference.
Temporary Repairs. Renovating Cabinets.
Servicing with the Cathode-ray Tube.
Tracing and Eliminating Hum.
Simple
Tests for Components. Adjusting and
Testing Coils.
Servicing Commercial
Receivers. Second-channel Interference.
Background Noises. Speaker Faults and
Remedies. Equipping a Workshop. Wireless Calculations, etc.
6/- NE.T. (By post 6/6.)
Of all Booksellers, or by post from :

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.
(Book Dept.),
TOWER

HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON

ST.,

LONDON, W.C.2.

.RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS
PHILIPS HIGH VOLTAGE CONDENSERS. Jnfd. at
4,000-volt working, 5/6 each, carrial(e pnid. 'J'.C.V.
Electrolytic Condensers, 2,000 Mfd., 12-volt working,
2/6 cacti, post 4d.
VOLTAGE CHANQER TRANSFORMER, ~.000 watts,
110 to 200/240volts or vice versa. Price 75/·. Guaranteeu 12 months.
D.C. MOTOR BLOWERS, 2in. inlet and outlet.
Aluminium body, laminated lleld, ideal for dug-out
'!ent.ilation. 100-volt, 25/· ; 220-volt, 30/-. Carriage
Paid.
A SPECIAL LINE-MAINJ TRANSFORMER for
Dugout lighting off 12-volt car bulbs, input of Trtms·
former is 200/2-10 volts, output is 12 volts at 3 amps.
l'rice 7/6 each, 6d. post.
NEWJON MOTOR GENERATOR, 220-volt, D.C.
input, 16 volts 11 amps output, In perfect condition.
45/·, carriage forward.
MOVING-COIL METER MOVEMENTS, for reealibrnt·
ing into multi-range meters. Low milllamp deflection.
2lJn. dial. Makers: Everett Edgcumbe and other
good makers. Price, 6/· each.
EX·G.P.O. UNI·SELECTOR SWITCHES, with relay,
3 rows of 25 contacts in new eondltion, 15/· each.
HIGH-VOLTAGE T-RANSFORMERS,. useful for all
test work, or television. Input 200/240. volts, out·
put 5,000 and 7,000 "volts, 6/6 each, post 1/··
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200/250 volts input, 12
am! 21 volts at 4/U amps. output, suitable for model
rrains, etc., 15/· each, post 1/•.
MAINS TRANS!'ORMERS, 200/240 volts input, 50
volts 8 amp. output, useful fur small arcs. etc., 1&/·
PaC!J, rost 1/(i.
ELECTRO DYNAMIC ROTARY CONVERTOR, 110
volts D.C:. irrpnt, 600 volts 150 m/a 6 volts 5 amps ..
D.C. output., 45/·. Carriage forward.
B.T.H. LIGHTWEIGHT HEADPHONES, 4,000 ohms,
condition as new, but headgear needs repair. Prke
3;'- per pair. Pm;t .free.
VOLTAGE CHAN81N8 TRANSFORMERS (Auto
Wound). 100/110 to 200/240 volts or vice versa.
Guaranteed 12 months. 250 watts, 2&/-; 500 watts,
32/6; 1,000 watts, 50/·; 1,500 watts, 82/6. Delivery
7 days from date of ol"ller.
SMALL ELECTRIC ROTARY. CONVl!RTOR, 110
volts D.C. in1mt. 10 volts at 30 amps. output. Faeful
fOr

garage

('harging, 55/-.

Carriage forward.

SO·VOLT D.C. MOTORS, 1/16 h.p., 1,500, r.p.m.,
6/8 eaeh. Ditto, 100 volts D.C., 7/6 each.
EPOCH P.M. MOYINli·COIL SPEAKERS, lO·in. cone,
10 ohm &peech coil, handle 10/12 watts, 32/6 each,

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS

Carriage 2/0.

3,000 Speakers, P.M. and energised 4in. to 14iu. In·
eluding several Epoch 18in.-Sindair SpeakeTP,
Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street, Lomlon, N. I.

MAQNAVOX PM PUBLIC ADDRESS MOVING COIL
HORN SPEAKERS, handle 1a/20 watts, size of horn
40 in., 20-in. flare.

---

RADIO CHASSIS
ARMSTRONG CO. re!(ret. owing to the great dilflculty in obtaining materials and skilled la!Jour they
have relul}t.anUy beeu eompeJINl to {'anrel many
orders for various Armstrong ('hassi~. A ~nmll number
of the latest EXP48

eha~si:;

as atlvf"rti8£'ll ill the

November issue of PlLH'TH'.\L \\·nmLE~t-1 are still
available.
:Part,iculars gladly sent oa requcst.Armstrong Co., Warlters Uoatl, Holloway, l.omlon, N.7.

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE
WEBB'S Radio Map of the World ena!Jies you to
locate any station heard. Size 40" by 30" ~colour heavy
Art Paper, 4/6, post Od. Limited supply on Linen, 10/6.
post Od. WEBD'S Radio Globe-<mperb 12" full·
colour model. ltadio prefixes, zones, etc. Heavy oxydised mount. Post Paiu. 27/6.-Wel!h"s Uadlo, U,
Soho Street, London, W.l. 'Phone: Gorrard 2080.

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS"
SOUTHERN lla<lio's Bargains.
ALL Guaranteed. Postage Extra.
5/• Parcel· of useful Components, comprising Coodensers, Reslstanees, Volume Controls, Wire, Circuits,
etc. Value 25/·. 5/· per parcel.
15/· Service Man's Component Kit.
Electrolytic
Condensers, Volume Controls, Resistanees, 1'ubular,
Mica, Paper Condensers, Valve Holders, etc. 120
articles contained in strong carrying case, 9• x 7• x 7',
15/· the Kit.
5/· 100 Wire-end Resistances, assorted capacities.
J and 1 watt, 5/· per 100.
ORMOND Loud-speaker Units, 2/0. Crystal SAts,
6/6 ; W esteetors 1'ype W2, 2/6 ; Crystal Detectors,
2/·; Crystals, 6d.: "P.O." Microphones on Stand, for
use with any receiver, 5/·; Telsen W349 Iron-core
Midget D.n.• Coils, 6/6; Morse Tapping Keys, 3/•:
Buzzers, 1/6.
•
!/· Tool or Instrument Ca1',!11n(! Cases, ex Govern·
meut Stock. Wood 9• x 7" x 7 , 2/·.
SOUTHERN Radio, 46, Lisle Street, London, W.O.
Gerrard 6053.

toR THE
RADIO SERVICE MAN,_
DEALER AND OWNER
The man who enrolls for an I. C. 5. Radio
Course learns radio thoroughly, cam·
pletely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are
not content merely to teach the prln·
ciples of radi~;~, we want to show our
students how to apply that trainiag In
practical, every-day, radio service work.
We train them to be successful!
INTERNATIONAL

CORR£Sf'ONDE~CE

Pric.e 47/8, carriage paid.

EX·G.P.O. SMALL RELAYS. 1,000 x 1,000 ohms
with multi contacts, new, 5/-. Ditto, 7,000 ohms twoleave type, 3/8 each. Useful for remote control, etc.
DYNAMOS, for charging or lighting, etc., all shwtt
wound and fully guaranteed. lOQ-volt 10 amp.,
4-pole, 1,500 r.p.m., 10/· ; 50/75-volt 15 amp., 1,750
r.p.m., 4-pole, 90/·; 30-volt 10 amp., ball bearings,
I ,500 r.p.m., 4-pole, 70/· ; 25-volt 8 amp., 1,750
r.p.m., 2-pole, ball-bearing, 37/8 : i0/75-volt 25 amp.,
4-pole, 1,500 r.p.m., 110/-.
CROMPTON, self-exciting 50/100 cycle Alterllater,
70 volts 500 watts. 13/10/·, carriage forward.
X-RAY TUBES by well-known makers, 7-ln. bulb
Tungsten Targets, 15/· each, carriage forward.
CRYPTO SHUNT WOUND DYNAMO, 12/18 volts,
8/10 amps., 2,20J r.p.m •. in new condition, 37/8,
carriage fOrward.
Terms : casll with ornr or c.o.D.
utra.
ALL GOODS SENT ON THREE DA'l8' APPROVAL
AGAINST CASH.
GALPIN'S ELECTRICAL STORES, 75, Lte Hip Rll.,
Lewisllam, London, S.£.13. Tele,hone : Ln arnn 5140.

•barJ•

SCHOlJL~

Dept. 94A, International Buildinc.,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Please explain fitlly about your Instruction in
the su!Jjcct. markeu X.
Complete Radio Eneineerin:
Radio Service Eneinnrs
Elementary Radio
Television
If you wish to pass a Radio examination,
indicate it below.
Inst. of Wirele11 Techneloo
P.M.G. Ctrtitlcate fer Wirllm Operaton
Provisional Certitlcate in Radio Telephony and
· Teleeraphy for Aircraft
City and Guilds TelecommunicalionJ
Name .............................. Age .. ..
Adurc" ................................ ..

BANKRUPT bargains, genuine offer, brand new 193!140 models maker's sealed cartons, with guarantees at
25 per cent. to 40 per cent. below listed prices ; also
portables, midgets; send l!d. stamp for lists. -Radio
Bargains, Dept. P.W., 261·3, Lichfteld Street, Aston,
:Birmingham.

VAUXHALL.

Itola 8" P.M. speakers, 14s. 9d. with

transformer. L:ardLoarcl raHe e1ertrolytir~: ~ mtlL,
&00 Y., 2~.; 8 ~ mfd., 500 v., 3s. 6d.; 0.1 mfd.,
;moY.·, 3d. 1rml·cored tu11ing (·oils, Uase, switch,
tt-rminab, 2-gang, 12~;. Gd. ; :J-gang, Ins. HU..-

+

Yauxhall t'tilit.ies, 163A, Strand, London,
l'ostnge extra under 3~. hl. stamp for list.

W.C.~.

COULPHONE Radio, Kew Lon~ton, Preston. Prompt
personal

service.

Hraud

new

~ood8,

Tungsram

YaiYes. American YaiYes and Midgets. Cosmocord ·
Crystal Pickups. Rola and Goodmans speakers.
Armstrong chassis. Dubilier resistors. Cent.rala!J
volume controls. B.l. and Plessey Electrolytics.
T~atest Ferguson, K.ll., Decca, G.E.C., Pilot and
R.G.D. receivers. Stamp fQr list.
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BRITANINA Car Radi" 5 mlve ~;,·. llh>•lcl. L•w.r ·'"d
mcdiulll WaVP.S. Oriuin:d priet' ~1 ~!!-;, A rmv ":d-.·
to dear at 3~ 1 <i b> ,."1\c.o . .~uit:dJ!u r"r .\.ll.l'.
shelters. et!.~.
SPARTAN 5·valve Press nntton Hadio. )lo JJIHliHal
tuning. 7 stations on pre:-:.s button, Walnut ealtinM,
proviHion for pit'k-up awl extension speaker, -l watts
Dut.put, with negative feed l;a('k, .\1nlti-Htag:e Snp'.!rtwt
with A.V.O.,for A.C.main:3only,guarauteetlrec~ptiou.
Price £4/5/0, carriage llfVd.
CRYSTAL SETS, Permanent. Detector. suitah!~ 'l'r
A.R.P. shelters. few uuly, 7/0, po-st free. Ohlt•<UH:4
ex-police used un.-;pillablc :2-volt 7 :uuv. Accuunilatu~·s,
suitable for lamps, purtablee, etc.,~/-.
B.I:CONDENSERS, 4 mtil., 4:iU v. working, reoin oil

I RADtO CLEARANCE Ltd.
I

fillrtl, 3h post tree . . :!5 mfd. I,<YJOv. vwrking, 2/J

ea('h; .1 mtd. ditto, :2{3.
IIORSE keys, 2/11 each. Microphone 80/1 Tl'lmliformer~, li\J each.
BALL-BEARING l1ake!ite Tnrntablf'.~, mn. tliameter,
:mitable for all pnrpo~f''3, 2/<J eat'11. Uniw·r~al Output
rra·nsfotm('fS for rn--!t-Pnll ClaR5 n. 1\~IJtOdf', etP.,
t/Ueat·h. High-note ~lor-::e Buzzers, -ll-6 volt~, ~,u eaeh.
PERMANEN-T. Crystal Detectors, complPiP- with

Brncket aHd SrrewE', '2/- each. :New :!\[ains Em·r~betl
Speakers, befi-t makes, ~in. ~;n ear h. Hand TelrJ~honc
Sets, Ci/6, with coni 7/-. Dial Comnumit'ntion Tele·
phoneswithhandset.,18/Graeh. SteJHipTraiiSfurmer~.
230·100 volts. or vice versa, 30··10 watts. 51-.
POSITRON Dry Eleetrolytic Condensers, 8 f.~ _mf,J
600 volt workin~ .t-ie ad, :!.:U each. All g-oods lJOSt free.
LONDON CENTRAL RADIO~ ~3, Lisle :Street, London,
\V.t:.2. Gerrard :!.l.hl~).
with ~-0-~v . . \.<".
L.T. SfH~tion, ~~/fi. :.!. A\·1·\uuulator~. -t:-J ah. and ~q alt ..
~ti.-Burrcll, '.H, BurH::.i·le Huad, Chadwel! Ht·ath,

MAINS l'nit Tt•bt•n ,\.t'.

(\\":1~;)

E*'-ex.

OWING. T.Q· ao.a DAIIMGE HAYii T!tKEN
NEW PREM13JI8: Al' !IIJ, HIGH KOI.BOftl'f,
W.C.1, W..ttaltl!: ALL. QADERS WU..L H
EX!ECU'Illi!l: W!l.l'H OUR· USUAL PROMPTN.E88..
ALL.. WA.VE '-'!tperhPt dl<l~Hi:O:, !) Y;.lln• .\.('
L:tt•·'-'t .\inllanl YalYe~. '1'. H..+.lL, Y .l'.+U.,
T.l ),1),-t, PeH, :\ .+. L.\V. ~~:~:tlh'. Hanges: :..llttrt;..
\\<l\'P, lli-..t.K metre:-:;: Illt~tl.inm wan•, 200-.)tiU
wan•. :·<oo-!.,:!OIJ llJPtn":--. Size or
lonu. /~ill. dt·ep; liri~ht o\t'rall.
,...:Un. Cnlltroh.;: tnuiug at "'idP, Yo\llHH' oH ulf
:1t '-itlt>, wan•dwln.n~. proYi··don litr pid.. -np.
( 'cnnplP1P with vain·~ awl kHol1:>.
£4 '7'6 Pudt.

A.C. ELIM1NAT.ORS, a-;

tH'\'··

free.-1~.

;i~;. ?,~~~r,~J. PlE ~~~~~ ~A ~~~~~j,_ :> or 4 Join,
1
1
LISSEN 2V, ""f<'l"ll-eri•l '"I'"'· ~.U.~Y. 4 6

r-:u·II.
LJSSEN !V. h;_1ttei·y pr-nhHlP"'.

4 J•in, f-ie le
terminal>. l'.T.:!."\. 4,11 Pad•;
LISSEN reditier Yaln• 1-t)~JO, 2/11 f•:-u·ll.
ULTRA .. SHORT aml :--\liort-\Vav(' Choke. l.i~~f'n
Hi-(~.
111tludatwt' lOO mit·rolwuries.
~ . ·.. Our prkr 1,- (~!_ll'h,

ULTRA-SHORT antl ~hort-waw• tloulJ!t-' WtJU!Itl
low-re~btam'f' dwkc. J.A~"'l'll Hi-Q. n·-.i~taJwt·
lt•:-;:-:thanu.o.-.ohms. lloxed. List '2.0 ecu·h. Our
price 1/3 t•adJ.
LOW .. LOSS Ct•ramic Ya!H~lloldr-r:-:. u~~e111:fi-Q.
Ha:-;ehoar(l and ~·lia~:o~i!", 7 J!in. 1,.- P<~•·il.
MAa86RID&£1 tn1e coJult'll'<'f'. Li'H"II Hi-().
~~~!ttf~.'~d.~~::~~.in~. ~loul,Jt-,l f'a~<· with fl•et.
LOW-LOSS ~!Jort wan:- ,.:Hiahlp c- 11 nclf·n:--f'r ...:.
('emtuil- inf'ulation. Bn1~~· YHHP:o-. l.i~:-:Pn Hi·().
.MitlilllUIII t·apadt~· ;-, Jninofilrad:o.
T\f!) t~·pf'~.
Boxt•tl. \\itll kuol•~.
l!iO tlLlllld.
Li~t. ';" !i.
Our lJrke, 3l- eal·ll . .:!0 lll.lllfil. Lbt. ;, li. Our
price, 2!6 t•adl.
ROTARY COIL UNITS. Li>'''" fli-t/. I Ha111l
from 4.8-!H mPtrf' ..;. l'an hf' s(·kt·fpd J,~· turn ~~r

lmttcr~·. :~H;-;,

-Sander"', :!.;J--J-, Loudon Jtoad, l!eadingtoll, Oxrord.
~XPERIME.liTI!R'S ;)urJllus Cnmpnnent~.

Om•lt>!l-it'r:-:.

(umt~t·d), 1~'-' ..

Boxed.

-.air•

11r

:•xchauge, li:'tt frPe.-Ltray 1 )luuut Aveuue, Htlld:tlk,
Co. Louth.
;-)ky~c:ra.pt•r F1JHr •·!J:u;:-;i:..:. 1lia;.::ra111, le:-:" Yaln•:..: .
.A.C. t\litllilliltOr . ;2:10 \"oJt~, IH'W I'H!i•lititllt.
charger, lOs.-llllll:'"• 18, ,...;JIIIIIY,"ide Tcrrac·p.
Holyt<>wll, Mot!H•nvdl.

LISSEN

/to:, fi\l.;

Lbt. 1:1 ci.

Our

4d.

tt.. A.C:."

Short-wav1~ U.Pt:ei\'Pfl:!-.-Frunou~ for over

H\Hr~~.

cl.ccessorjpo.:,

lnljmJVf'd.

full

kit

one· valvo

of preeiHiOH

ill.~truct.ion;-~,

c·otw. wi11J J'ti\\Tf atHl
J3oxt->d. 15.'- c•a!'h.
:~.00n

l"e:-ii!'it:.llh'l',

P\~JJtode

l·:n<'rgj~r·d

ohrm;.

Tran...;former.

~pt-akcr.

FiPhl
\',,Tjtil lHlll:--{iJfll1fl'

12"/6 ('th;ll.
CLOCK-FACED

D1ALS.
.-,itLX :1~111.
\\~ith
priutf•cl :~-\nn·c• ~·w;tl;.:> aHtl <-'':ll'llfdJemJ. 2,'6 Pnr·li.
M'AINS tran~tonm·r. U. E.('. Auwril'all wilulin!!~.
:.::,o.o-:~:,uY.
n:. 111.n. H.::,·.~ ..-, amp~. ~uital1le

~~~N'lac;~:~~~·~~~~ 1i1~~~:!: E.( \~~~;r:~~ eaci~'.t·.l

:!.:-,n-o-~;,th·. ,-.;o 111.11 .. --1-Y. :!.;; ;uup~. tY. -tauJp~; ..
9·11 (·;H"h.
tLi'.:.! :;:,o-o-:~:,o'". 1:!0 111.a .. ..t.Y.
:;,:, amp .... , -h. -! :llltp!-1 .. 1216 eac·l1.
H.t':}
:~:,tHl-:3:•11\". J:,o tH.a. --lv. :!.:-, aHtpl". .. --l-Y. ~ auq1~.,

BELL or exrh:tn!!.•' f"•.1r :.!;t·ar. 141 P. \Y:-1. ~o .... ~ii,J tn --J-10
inchishe, 5 mi::~•iin~.-('IIX, Hmcluor, DurotJ1y A\TI!:IP,
Peat<·haven.
-

tra n--forwer. 101!·11 O\·.. :200-:?::,ov.. reYersihlt~,
12·6 r:wli.
All altoYf' trau~fi•rmt•r:-; :!tJtl-:!.jO\".
tappPd prinmrie..: . 1{.(". D. ])rop-tlmHI!!h tq1e
c·app('cl, :J.->11·:3i')O\· .• lOU ut.a .. ;,v. 1 alllJ>:;,. n-.;_.1\".
.-) ;tlltp~ .. 10.6 each.
CHASSIS m01111ting Yal\'PllnldPr-:.
Amnk:lll
.1:-. i')-. n-, 7-pin. 4d. eadt. 0t"ti.ll.", 6d. <•adJ,

YOUNG MEN rctplirccl tu train a~ Hadio OUh-er~ in tl;o
MerdtaHt .:\"a,)· and lL.\.F. ~liort tmiui11~ perind.
J.PW ft•e:;. 1~uardrn.; at'('f'.pted. ~tttde11t~ <liso Jll'f'parrd
1ur pC:I('e-tinJe Hadio appointlllf>Hts. l"utl partic·nJars
pm;t lrE'e >--\Yirt'le~s l'olkg(•, CoJwyu Bar, ur,l'almurc,
Suutl!allJI•ton.

PRACTICAL .Postal Courses, radio telo\·isiun, test
equipnwnt llp~·ign, trade-test coaehiug for Jt.A.l!,.
posti-i, l.l'.n.E. aml 1.\V.T. exams.: houklrt free.~ecrctar_y, LP.H.E.J ~~ Shirlcy Huatl, Londun, \V.4.

WANTED
WANTED, }lair A ll-\HI\'C " 'l'rim!PII ·• ('oii.~.
Chap111:•n, ;;;J, Det-v:ew l(oaLI, Grecutield, Holywell,
l 1'liut::;hire.
2 "WEARITE" I. F. Tran:-. .. loo k1· ~. 1 ·• "rt>arite"
l"Hin·r~;.d 0:-:1·illator ('oil. J "We:1rite .. :!UH t'!Juke.
1 .ooo:, ::-:..:;tng ("Oiltkn~t·r (\\. lltl kc:.; TnH·king~Pd.). l ·· .\\o ., CHi\"t"l'~<~l Te~t -'leter.-ltJK, .\1areh
Eml. \\"t•<lJH:'"til'ld, Mtalr~.
A.C.-D.C. A\-omiltor; c·oJtl'idt:>r otlif•r Ill<lkt•:-:.-Lt~wis,
l"JlpPr Yillirr:-~ St., Woln·rhalllptt'!l, Stau·~.

BOOKS
KNOW "·~t to llo hrffJrc the dortor rmt.cH.-L<•:un
rrom the llCW book," l•'ir~t Aiel For The lluusehultlcr/'
alltl ~·oit.r_kuowledge may he thP nlf'an~ ofi->aYing- a lifO.
lJeal:-: in sintfJlo langual!r '~it it <lll kiJHIR 1,f injuries
:lnd tlteir treatment.. war-~th;e~, ... lJuck. aJJtl t be IIJinor
ailment:, of every( lay /HP.
l'learl~' illust ratt'e.l.Of allllookf'E'JJer~. 1/U net, or hr po~t 1 /D rrom ~Jr-org-c
:"i Pwne~. l.td. ( 13ook Dept.).. Tower lfou:'jc, :)uuthalllpton
StreeL_,~traud, I . owlon, ,V,C.::::.

r-;:;;·-:;~~7u~~~·-1

I Thi"<Oupoll is~,~~~~'?~ll.rr7th 1\llD. :
I and must accomp;•nv all. l!tlt'ri··~ .'lmi Hiuta. I

1

l'RA< TICAL WIRELL>S. llec·.,J•:I•<'r, lU411.

LPngth. :!J,in.

\Vith

~witd1.

JOO.OOO.

PLUGS

~5li.OOUJ

·
C."l'.S. wire-wouwl
;;watt. l,tHIII ancl 111.000 olnm; nul~·. 2/6 PH<'b.
ROTHERMEL .lullior -'lotlel l'iezo l":lrdri,:
Pit'k-up, with re~t. JJra111l new. Hoxrd, 21;· ..

VOLUME

CONTROLS.

The CLIX range of
Radio plugs is com"
prehensive to the
last
degree
and
covers every conceivable
purpose.

('<t.c'h,

B.J., :-1.\':K
car.Jhn;H'd
t'if~drolytic". 3 6 each. Ditto,' l{jx."! mf'd.,
4/6 carl1. Dittn, ~ lllfd. tnlmlar~. 2/- t·twlt.
l>itto. 4 mfd. tulmlar~, 1.:9 eaclt. J>ittd, i:'l Jcil<l.
(':-tll~.l 2,11 t';H·!i.
\Virr-rntl~. K mt.I. x l-1 1nfcl.
mfd., .J.Jnv. >VJ<!.!., :2 negatives, 3/11 e:u·h.

HUNTS Co1nlhoar,l
x

~

CONDENSERS.
1/9 racl1.

.G•:o.·,.

Twin 1/3 caeil. Triiilc

PRESS-BUTTON UNITS. Size of unit Hin<. x
Hins. x 2in:-:. l'omplete with :-six }n·<·:-:.s-lmttuus
a ud ('a.pa.dhltor ..... 4-'11 eadt.
SPEAKER CAB.INETS. ~uitablc l<H· llin.
:.:Jwake-r, 416 rad1.
SET CABINETS. \'ari•.'lh ,ize>. CaiiPr< m:ly,
4, .. (';-H·IJ.
RESISTANCES. 1 wr1t, 1·~ aHd l lllf'~. ouh·.
1t6 doz.
DROPPING RESISTANCI!S. Fnr all 1"'11'1""'"·
Total f('~i,tallt'(' :):::, ,,]lJ!h., ;, tt.1p:-: ill :--tt'ps t!f
~~n oluu:-:.
~tawlanl !iJr l'ye, l.b~rll. LYer·
HP:1d\·, (•tt· .. 3- (•,ll'h.
8.1. ,,·ire-eud hia~ Eledrolytk:", .:;o mii.l.. l:.!'··J

1 Gnac·h.
TUBULARS,
c·ontlt'n~(·r~.

wir•'-Pwl. ntm-incluctiYe papt.;r
all -.ize" up t.o 11.1, 5d. eat·h, 4/9 du;.o;.

All orders must include SUFFICIENT POSTAGE
TO COVER. Hours of business : Wvek-day, 9-4.
Saturdays, 9-1 p.m.
PLEASE WRITE YOUR ADDRESS IN BLOCK
LETTERS.
We cannot undertake to answer enquiries unless
full postage included t2ld.).
RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 95, High Holborn,

I

---~~~·~---·-·~.-4-ll--)-

Ltwtal~. 10d. ;•acli.
VALVEHOLDERS.
Celt•,tion.
:,. a11d -Jiii!
4«1. l':.t('h. HHioif'lJoartl t~·pL': ,-,_I•in,
2d. l'-:lt'li.
VOLUME CONTROLS.
l 'entmlah.
."4pincll('s.

:-,oo.ooo. 1- mP'.!' .. 2:11 eadt.

~--------------------~
mf,J.. ;,:-,nv. workin!!,

absulutely

TUITION

I'!Ja:-.il4 t~vpr-.

REMEMBRANCE

nwtlnl HOW
CUil!fJOJIClltS,

urJJJece~;-;;_a· ~·.
cmly lH:-:.. lJOS~ nue OU. lllllllt~diate
de:.:patl·lJ. Lllllstratrfl c·ataJ,,gHc frce.-.A. L . .Hacchus,
100, Hat t i 11~1 otl ltuacJ, ~. \\' ,...,,

P<tt"h.
l~i11.

l-' • .j ollllps .. 15,..- eadl.
H.t'.+ :-,uo.o-:,ou,·.
j;,u lll.il., --:1-\, ;2 <llllp:-i .. -!Y. ~ <llllp:-i .. .t.\·, :!.:-1 i-llH]l:-;,
4\·. :).fi amp:.: .. 21- t>a1'11. 1{.(·.;, lUU-watt auto-

==-~DAY==

::t(Jltleriug

·l·rcolr. :;."n~·. 9d.

f'ac·l!.
AMERICAN line c·orcl)o;. with littill~~. 3 6
ROLA 1'.:\1. ~]'t>akf'I'".
L;;tc·.-.1 TtitHlPI.

no

TROPHY 3 (PPto-:.,(;ott l!):l!l vcr~icm) Battery S, \\'.
R.('rciver. }four six-pin f·oil~. As 1ww, f.J 1[~~.
\\"ihmn, Collt>ge Farn1, Purto11. SwiHtltm.

'

night

<WaiiahJe.--.. C·omtdl~tc

:~-J,oillt.

Sd. Pilch.
YAXLEY t~·pl' "'' itt'lw~.

t-'at·!l.

MAGNAVOX 111ill.

\'a.l\'t'" .... peaker.-4, t.raJJ-,tiJrmer~, ete. 'l'qtal val11l' t)\"~>r
08. Ht.alllp 1t•r full n~~t. H.C . .Avo·)iinor pntl'fk<!ll~
HeW~ 35!:1.-;JU, \Voo:bt•wk fiuad, .lfifHW<PJd, :\1;uwlH•.;!I'J',
10.
BULGIN Ctdl C.J1l with "'wit<"h

\Vith ··irC"Uit.

prit·f', 6/11 t'a(·il.

A\·enu~, ~~wt:a:-~tlc·

BAND-8PRE·AO :;v. :4.\V. H..e1:rin•r. XPW

Box<!d.

TJist

PUSH-PULL ,,,,it>· I If''·

:!.d:-:.: with t.rk.klP dmn.!c·r.

Ye\\Truft

SHORT-WAY£. EQUtPMENT
1

nu"trt:": lo11~
('ila~:-:i ... , t.t~in.

k11oh.

RIEADILRS• BARGAINS
30s.; •::trria~e
on-Tync', :-).

iii

British Mechanical Productions Ltd.,
1, Church Road, Leatlterhead, Surrey

~----------------------,
LISSEN
t'uwlen:-:('ro.:. OL' U
~~Ilea

1/3 d"z.

TUBULAR
doz.

'l'O!lCIISCI~.

th~ortlllt'Jltl

oeR

:1~~ortmcntl

2/ ..

RAYTHEON FIRST GRADE VALVES. J.arge;t.
:-:tcwkish. All typt-l-1 iu :-.todc Jndudin~ f;Ja:-:s
Seril·~.
ti-lasti Ot·tal Nnk~. ).lt:>tal ~erie!-1, Bautnm
Ht>ril':-:. f-'ingle~f'JHl•'cl Mc~tal ~t-'fif's and Re~h:hlJH"e
tuhe:->. All at wo~:;t cuJ•tpctitive prices. Keml

Jor UoTS.

~----------------------------~--------------L•o•nd•o•n...w•.c•.1.·~----------------------------------------1'

This

IMPORTANT GUID E
to SUCCESSFut
ENGINEERING CAREERS
After months of intensive effort nnd rc.;carch we arc pleased
to announce that the new edition of our handbook,
"E~C.I FER1NG OPPORTU.
,, IS now out of the
publishers' hands and ready for free distribution. Containing 208 pages of practical
guidance, this book is, beyond argument, the
finest and most complete handbook on Succes:;ful Engineering Careers .. vcr compiled.
It is a book that should be on the bookshelf
of every person interested in engineering
whatever his age, position or experience.
The Handbook contains, among othc( inten~ely
intc~esting ma1ter, detail~ of B.Sc, A.M I.C.E.,

A.l\UMech.E.,A.M.i.E.E.,A.MJ A E. A.MJ.\\ T.
A.M.LR.E. A.MJ.P.F ,CMLS RVJCF,and other
important Engin~rin~ E.xa111i'!!ltions; outlines courses
in all branches ot CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELEC·

TRICAL i\UTO. 'IOBILE.RADIO, TELEVISION,
AERONAUTICAL and PRODUCTION ENCIN·
EERlNG DRAUGHTSMANSHIP. TRACING,
BUILDING, GOVERNMENT E.:'\fPLOYMENT, tc
and explains the umquc actvantages of our Emrlll}'mrnt Department.

W E DEFINITELY GUARANTEE

"NO PASS-NO FEE"
If you are earning less than £I 0. per
week vou cannot afford to miss rcadmg
"FNGINI
G OPPORTU~ITU·.S"
In your 0\\'11 interests. we advise you to
write (or forward the coupon) for your
copy of this cnlight~ning guide to \•.:ell-paid posts
-NOW. There is no cost or ohligation of any kind.

P'ease forward, Frl!e of cost pr obligation Qr any
k·nd, your 208-page Handboo", " E NG IN EERIN G
O PPO RT UNI TIES."

BRITISH I NSTI UTE OF
Gl EERI G TEC OLOGV
409a, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,
17, 18 & 19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.1.

Name ...............................................................

'

~--------------~----------

Addtess ............................................................

........................,..................·······......................
...................................................................... ..

...:J - ; - - - - - - -

~,_ - . a . r

